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The plate is one of the most common structural elements used in con-
struction, ship building, and aerospace industries. The formulation of 
the relationship between the lateral loads on the plate and the resulting 
plate deformations is a function of the deformation and the material be-
havior during the course of loading. The analysis of a plate subjected 
to lateral loads may be carried out by means of the linear elastic theory, 
elastic large deformation theory, or elastic-plastic large deformation 
theory, depending on the maximum deflection to thickness ratio and the 
material behavior. 
The 1 inear elastic theory is developed on the assumption that the 
deformations are linearly related to loads and are small compared to the 
thickness of the plate. 
The elastic large deformation theory explores the resistance of the 
plate to lateral loads up to the elastic limit of the material. In this 
theory, the membrane forces produced as a result of the strains in the 
middle surface provide resistance for lateral loading. 
The elastic-plastic large deformation theory not only takes into con-
sideration the reserve strength of the plate due to membrane action, but 
also accounts for changes in the material property that occur during load-
ing. Equations that relate the lateral loads to large deformation of 
plates are not amenable to closed-form solution. 
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1. 1 Background 
Leesavan (1) proposes a numerical solution for geometrically nonline-
ar problems of large deformation of thin plates in the elastic range. In 
his work the behavior of the plate is simulated by a discrete-element mod-
el made of two components: bending and membrane components. The bending 
properties of the plate are assumed to be lumped at the node points of a 
bending model. The stretching is assumed to be resisted by a membrane 
model consisting of a truss structure. In his solution deformations are 
determined by applying the loads to the nodes of the model and achieving 
the conditions of equilibrium and compatibility of displacements at all 
grid points of the model components through a repetitive solution scheme. 
1.2 Objective and Scope 
The objective of this work is to present a numerical method for ana~ 
lyzing the large deflection of thin plates in the elastic-plastic range--
a problem that invovles the combined effects of geometric and material 
nonlinearities. This work is an extension of Leesavan's (1) to include 
material nonlinearity. The computer program presented in this study can 
be used to evaluate the deformations of plates made of elastic, elastic-
perfectly plastic, or work-hardening materials subjected to various boun-
dary conditions. 
1 .3 Method of Analysis 
In the present study the physical model developed by Leesavan (1) 
is employed for analyzing the large deflection of plates with material 
nonlinear behavior. The solution procedure consists of four steps: 
1. Portions of the total load are applied either to the bending or 
the composite model. 
2. At any stage of the gradual loading of the model, equivalent 
elastic material properties are calculated for the node points of the 
discrete-element model. 
3. The nonlinear problem at any stage of loading is converted into 
an equivalent linear problem through the use of equivalent elastic con-
stants. 
4. Each of the linear problems is solved by means of an iterative 
scheme that utilizes a secant stiffness. This secant stiffness contains 
the effect of either material or material and geometric nonlinearities. 
To demonstrate the validity and accuracy of the proposed method of 
solution, the results of analysis of several problems are included and 
compared with the analytical and experimental works of other authors. 
These results are in excellent agreement with the existing analytical 
solutions and experimental data reported by other researchers. 
3 
CHAPTER 11 
REVIEW OF THEORY AND LITERATURE 
This chapter presents a brief account of the equilibrium formulation 
of thin plates and the principl~s and equations of the theory of plastic-
ity. The numerical and experimental works on elastic and elastic-plastic 
large deflection of plates are also reviewed. 
2. 1 Theory of Plates (General) 
With regard to the ratio of their dimensions, plates are classified 
as thick or thin. A thin plate has a thickness that is small in compari-
son to its other dimensions. In general, a three-dimensional analysis 
approach is required for calculating deflections and stresses in any 
plate subjected to lateral loads. For a thin plate, however, a suffi-
ciently accurate two-dimensional analysis method may be used by making 
certain simplifying assumptions (2). 
Depending on the material behavior and the ratio of plate deflection 
to thickness, the problem of a thin plate subjected to lateral loads falls 
into one of three categories: small or large elastic deformation or 
large deformation with inelastic material behavior. This study focuses 
on large elastic-plastic deformation problem~ of thin plates. 
2.1.1 Small Elastic Deformations 




plate theory provides sufficiently accurate results. This theory assumes 
that strains in the middle surface of the plate are negligible, a straight 
line normal to the plate of the plate remains straight and normal when 
the plate is deformed, and stresses normal to the plane of the plate are 
zero. 
The equilibrium equation for an infinitesimal element of an iso-
tropic plate subjected to small deformations yields the following differ-
ential equation: 
( 2. 1) 
where 
q =intensity of the distributed load; 
w = lateral deflection; and 
D Et 3/12(1 -}) , the bending stiffness of the plate. 
For an orthotropic plate, the equilibrium formulation is given below: 
a\ (vD +vD +40 )---+D 
y x x y xy ax2 ay2 y 
a\ 
-:-ii" = q 
ay 
( 2. 2) 
In Equation (2.2), v and v are Poisson's ratios associated with bending 
x y 
in the x and y directions (l); D, D, and D are the orthotropic bend-
x y xy 
ing and twisting stiffnesses. 
2. 1.2 Large Elastic Deformations 
When the lateral displacement of a plate exceeds three-tenths of its 
thickness (2), the small deformation theory no longer provides accurate 
results. In this range of deflection (w?: .3t), the magnitude of the mid-
plane strains and consequently the magnitude of the midsurface forces 
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become significant. The vertical components of these membrane forces re-
sist a portion of the lateral loads. The most common equilibrium formu-
lat ion that includes this effect is known as the Von Karman equations (3). 
The large deformation theory assumes that a straight line normal to 
the plane of the plate before bending remains straight and normal during 
bending and that the stresses normal to the plate of the plate are negli-
gible. Figure 1 shows forces and moments on an infinitesimal element of 
an isotropic plate. The equations of equilibrium for this element in x 
and y directions are: 
8N 8N 
~ + ---.:e. = 0 
dX dy (2. 3a) 
8N 8N 
_Y_+_g=O 
8y dX ( 2. 3b) 
The equilibrium equation for the infinitesimal element in the z direction 
becomes 
( 2. 4) 
where 
Et [ ~ + _!_!-':'_ ( dW) 2 ~] + v 2 dX 2 dX 8y ( 1 - v ) 
Et [ ~ + _!_!-':'_ (dW) 2 dU] 
2 + v -( 1 - v ) 8y 2 8y dX 
Gt (~ + ~ + ~ dW] 8y dX dX 8y 
As seen in Equation (2.5), the membrane forces N , N , and N are 
x y xy 
I 
M I 
M i)Qx/ ; 1 
xy x I 
-- I ii I N I 




y I ~Qy + Qy,ydy 
My+ My,ydy Ny+ Ny,ydy 
Nyx + Nyx,ydy 
Myx + Myx,ydy 
)- - - - - -·- -
r dxdy N - + N dx I xy xy,x M + M dx xy xy,x /t N+ N• dx x x,x Qx + Qx,xdx 
+ M dx 
x,x 
1tb/ dx_ - I --------x 
rigure 1. Forces on an Infinitesimal Element of a Plate (l) ""-.J 
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related to the products and squares of the derivatives of plate deflec-
tions. This nonlinear relation is termed 11geometric nonlinearity. 11 
In the case of a large deflection of elastic orthotropic plates, 
Equation (2.4) can be modified to reflect the orthotropic material proper-
ties as fol lows: 
4 4 
D 3 w + (v D + v D + 4D ) Cl w + D x~ y x x y xy ax2 ay 2 y 
2 2 
a2w N ~+ N ~+ 2N q + 
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( Clw) 2 ] Clx (2. Sa) 
( Clw) 2 ] Cly (2.8b) 
(2. Sc) 
Equation (2.6) is a nonlinear partial differential equation for 
which a closed-form solution is not available. A review of the different 
numerical approaches for solving this equation for isotropic and oroth-
tropic plates appears at the end of this chapter. 
2.1.3 Large Elastic-Plastic Deformations 
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The simultaneous occurrence of both geometric and material nonline-
arities cre~te additional problems for analysis of plates. Due to the 
absence of closed-form solutions for these highly nonlinear problems, re-
course is taken to numerical methods. Numerical approaches such as the 
finite element or finite difference method simulate the behavior of the 
continuum. Equilibrium formulation for these models leads to simultane-
ous nonlinear equations which can be solved by numerical techniques. 
2.2 Theory of Plasticity 
At a point in an elastic continuum, stresses and strains are related 
to one another through a series of linear equations derived from a gener-
alization of Hooke's Law (4). If the strains for this point are known, 
one can determine corresponding stresses through a one-step solution. The 
relation between stresses and corresponding strains at a point in a plas• 
tic continuum is nonlinear. If the strains for such a point are known, 
the corresponding stresses can be evaluated through a two-step solution: 
1. Identification of the onset of the plastic flow at the point 
through application of one of the several yield criteria. 
2. Application of the associated flow rule--i .e., the nonlinear con-
stitutive law relating stresses, total strains, and increments of plastic 
strain. 
Details of this two-step solution are given in the subsequent sections of 
this chapter. 
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2.2.l Yield Criterion 
Identification of the onset of plastic behavior at a point in a con-
tinuum is made possible by applying a yield criterion. This study uses 
the Von Mises yield criterion (5). This criterion assumes that yielding 
at a point subjected to a general state of stress occurs when the distor-
tion energy is equal to the material 1 s yield distortion energy found by a 





1 [(0 -0 ) 2 + (0 -0 ) 2 + (0 -0 ) 2 12 x y y z x z 
(2.9) 
According to the Von Mises criterion, yielding begins in the triaxi-
al state whenever the effective stress equals or exceeds yield stress of 
a tension specimen. Equation (2.9) represents a hypersurface in the six-
dimensional Haig-Westergaard space (6). Any point on this surface is a 
point at which yield begins. To verify the validity of the Von Mises cri-
terion, Lode (7) in 1925 and Taylor and Quinney (8) in 1931 ran a series 
of experiments on pressurized pipes subjected to axial forces. The re-
suits of these experiments within a certain range of stresses agree with 
the Von Mises theory. 
2.2.2 Plastic Flow Constitutive Equations 
The first formulation of plastic stress-strain relations were sug-
gested by Saint-Venant (9) in 1870. This work was extended by Levy (10) 
and Von Mises (5). Prandt 1 and Reuss modified the work of Levy and 
Von Mises to arrive at what is referred to as the Prandtl-Reuss equa-
tions (5). A summary of the derivation of the Prandtl-Reuss equations 
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is included to provide the fundamental background for the equations used 
in this study. 
The state of stress at a point in a body in the plastic range can be 
defined by 
(J .,a .,a .,T .,T .,T. 
X, I y , I Z , I XY , I y Z , I XZ , I 
and, as a result of a change in loads, the state of stress at the same 
poi nt becomes 
CJ "1' 0 0 1' 0 "l'T "l'T ·1·,T 0 1 x, I+ y, I+ z' I+ xy, I+ yz' I+ xz, I+ 
Associated with the change in stress, plastic strain increments are pro-
duced. The plastic strain increments are 
A p A p A p Acp A p A p LIE . +l , LIE . l , LIE . l , Lie. • l , LIE . l , LIE . l x, I y' I+ z ' I+ xy' I+ yz , I+ xz , I+ 
The plastic strain increments satisfy the material incompressibi 1 ity con-
dition in the plastic range 
Prandtl and Reuss assume that the plastic strain increment, at any in-
stant of loading, is proportional to the instantaneous stress deviation 
and shear stresses; that is, 
where 
6Ep . 
x, I +l 
s . 1 X, I+ 
6Ep . 
y' 1+1 = 
s . 1 y' 1+ 
6Ep . 
XZ, I +l 
T • 1 
. xz' 1+ 
p 
6E ·+1 z,1 6Ep . XY, I+ 1 
s . 1 Z, I+ 
6Ep . yz, I+ 1 
T • 1 yz, I+ 
T • 1 xy, 1+ 
( 2. 10) 
sy, i+I = [(2cry - ax - az)/3] i+l 
s . = [(2a - ax - ay)/3].1+l z' 1+1 z 
and dA is a constant at each loading stage. 
In this formulation it may be demonstrated that 
a . 1 e, 1+ 
1 2 2 2 
- [(cr -0 ).+ 1 +(a -a ).+1 +(a -a ).+l /i X y I X Z I y Z I 
2 2 2 1/2 
+ 6(T +T +T ).+l] 
xy xz yz 1 




(2. I 1 c) 
(2. I 2) 
( 2. 13) 
p 
The relation between ae, i+l and 6si+l may be expressed mathematically as 
p 
36si+l 
2a . 1 e, 1+ 
( 2. 14) 
For a 1 inear work-hardening material, the relation between these quanti-
ties is shown in Figure 2. 
At the stage of loading designated as i + 1, we can state that the 
total strain in any direction is equal to the sum of the elastic and plas-
tic strain increments caused by the increase in load from i to i + 1. 
1 i 
E 
x, i + 1 E [a - v (a +cr)] + I 6sp + 6sp . (2.15a) x 0 y z i+l k=l x,k x, 1+! 0 










( [\ E ) . 1 1+ 
Figure 2. Equivalent Plastic Strain Increment for 
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= - [cr - v E z o 
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(cr +cr )] + I· Lie:p k·+t.E:P. 1 
x y i+l k=l z, ·z,1+ 
(2. l 5c) 
1 i 









xz, i+l = --· + I Li E: p + Lie: p . 2G xz, i+ l xz,k xz, 1+1 
0 k=l 
(2. 15 f) 
The left side of these equations shows the total strains at the 
po int. E is the slope of the elastic portion of the stress-strain curve 
0 
of the material in pure tension (Figure 2), and v0 is the elastic Pois-
son1s ratio. The modulus of rigidity for the material in the elastic 
range is G. Equations (2.10) through (2.13) and the magnitude of dA can 
0 
be combined to yield 
Lie: p . 
= 1·:: [ O' l cr ) ] l - - (cr + x, 1+1 x 2 y z i+l (2.16a) 
p l 'cr~ [ O' t (cr + cr )]! Lie: . + l = y,1 y x z i+l (2.16b) 
p ~Lie: p l 
cr )]! Lie: . + 1 = l- [cr - - (cr + z,1 O' z 2 x y i+l e (2.16c) 
p = j 3•op 
( T ) l Lie: . 1 xy, 1+ 2cr xy i+l e (2. 16d) 
. l p Lie: p . = 3Lie: ( T ) l 2cre yz i+I yz, 1+1 (2.16e) 
Lie: p . l 30op ! 




For the special case of plane stress, these equations reduce to the 
follo~ing equations: 
and 
E • 1 x, 1+ 
E • 1 y' 1+ 
E • 1 XY, I+ 
p 
6E: . +l y,1 
[Ela (a - v a )] x 0 y i+l 
[-1 ( a - v a )] E y o x 
0 i+l 
- 1 J i 
- T + I l2Go xy i+l k=I 
[ 6 EP (2a - a )l 
2ae x Yj i+l 
[ 6E:p ~ - (2a - a ) 2a y x ·+l 
- e . I 
l',E;p . _ [36Ep (T )J 
xy, 1+1 - 2ae xy . i+I 
i 
+ I 6E:p + 6E:p . 
k=l x,k X, I+ 1 
(2.17a) 
i 
+ I p p 6s k + 6E: . + 1 
k=l y' y,1 
(2.17b) 
p 6E:p . 6E: k + 
xy' xy, 1+1 
(2.17c) 
(2.18a) 
( 2. I 8b) 
(2.18c) 
For the special case when a . = a and a . 1 is on the second e,1 yield e,1+ 
branch of the stress-strain curve as shown in Figure 2, Equations (2. 17) 
and (2.18) may be written as 
E • I x, 1+ (2.19a) 
E • I y' I+ 
'
-_El (a - v a )] + 6EP ·+I 
-0 y ox i+l y,1 
(2.19b) 





= [~ ( 2a - a ) ] 6s ·+l 2a X, I x y i+l e (2.20a) 
p [11£p ] 6s ·+l = - (2a - a ) y,1 2ae y x i+l (2.20b) 
6sp . = [311£p (T )] XY, I+ 1 2a xy i+l e 
(2.20c) 
Equations (2.13), (2.19), and (2.20) are used in this study for the 
analysis of plates. The application of these equations will be fully dis-
cussed in Chapter I I I. 
2.3 Review of Numerical Methods 
Investigators have used various numerical techniques for calculating 
the large deflections and accompanying stresses of plates in the elastic 
and elastic-plastic range of material behavior. To demonstrate the capa-
bi lity of solution methods, they have solved some example problems and 
have compared their results with available experimental data or analyti-
cal results. A survey of both analytical and experimental work related 
to large deflection of plates is presented in the following sections. 
2.3. l Elastic Deformations 
Equilibrium formulation for elastic plates subjected to large trans-
verse displacements results in nonlinear partial differential equations 
(the Von Karman equations) for which limited closed-form solutions are 
available for specific problems. For the general problem, numerical tech-
niques are suggested by the following researchers. Levy (ll) uses the 
double Fourier series for analyzing a group of rectangular thin plates 
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having a length to width ratio of l.5 and subjected to uniform lateral 
pressure. The accuracy of Levy's solution can be enhanced to any desired 
degree by increasing the number of terms in his solution. Wang (12) uses 
a finite difference approach coupled with a method of successive approxi-
mation to solve the Von Karman equations. With the same objective, ~Jay 
(13) applies the Ritz Energy Method and uses polynomials that satisfy the 
plate boundary conditions. Chien and Yeh (14) use the perturbation pro-
cedure to solve non] inear plate problems while Kaiser (15) converts the 
Von Karman equations into nonlinear finite difference equations and ap-
plies them to the problem of a simply supported plate with movable edges. 
In his solution he decomposes his biharmonic operator into two Laplace 
operators. Most of these examples are studied for a uniformly lateral 
loading. Vallahban (16) uses the Von Karman equations to analyze the be-
havior of simply supported thin rectangular glass plates subjected to 
lateral pressure. The equations are expanded by utilizing finite differ-
ence form. An iterative technique using a nonlinear interpolation factor 
is used for solving the difference equations. Murray and Wilson (17) use 
a finite element technique to solve for the Von Karman equations. Leesa-
van (l) converts the equilibrium and compatibility equations of the node 
points of a mathematically consistent model into finite difference equa-
tions and solves for plate deflections. To verify their method of analy-
sis, many researchers report a comparison with analytical work developed 
by others. In the present study (Chapter VI) results of the analysis of 
large elastic deflection of a thin square plate are given and compared 
with those obtained by Vallahban. 
18 
2.3.2 Elastic-Plastic Deformations 
In evaluating the solution procedure for material and geometrically 
nonlinear behavior, Strick] in et al. (18) write that 
Although a great number of papers here are published on the ana-
lysis of non] inear behavior, a thorough survey of this available 
1 iterature indicates that there is considerable uncertainty re-
garding such important questions as which yield criteria are the 
best, which flow rule is correct, how should unloading be treat-
ed, and so on. Perhaps the most perplexing and disturbing point 
has been that most of the computational procedures currently 
available are very inefficient and require excessive amount of 
computer time when applied to practical large scale structural 
systems (p. 292). 
Analytical solutions for the problem of the large deflection of elas-
tic-plastic circular plates are abundant in the 1 iterature. Cross and Ang 
(19) use the discrete-element model to solve for deflections of circular 
plates in the elastic-plastic range. In the solution procedure suggested 
by Onat and Haythornthwaite (20), the load-carrying capacity after finite 
deflections is estimated by assuming a velocity field based on boundary 
conditions and on the incipient velocity field of the flat plate. This 
analysis is made for a rigid-plastic nonstrain hardening material that 
yields according to the maximum shear-stress criterion. Ohashi and Kamiya 
(21) suggest a solution in which the stress-strain relation is expressed 
by a simple power function. 
Analytical solutions for the problem of large deflection of rectangu-
lar plates in the elastic-plastic range are less abundant. Marca] (22), 
Armen and Pifko (23), and Murray and Wilson (24) are among those who sug-
gest analytical methods for solving this type of problem. Murray and 
Wilson, for example, use the finite element technique. Their approach to 
a solution is incremental and iterative and couples stretching and bend-
ing behaviors. For each increment of loading, tangent stiffness is 
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computed and used for all iterations within the increment. The conver-
gence to equilibrium is tested, however, by utilizing secant stiffness 
computed after each iteration. Recent studies include the work of Kuo-
Kuang (25). This author uses a simple, nonlinear triangular finite ele-
ment model. Bathe and Bolourchi (26) also use a finite element technique. 
Both references utilize the Lagrangian strain-displacement relationship. 
A detailed survey and a tabulated list of the current computer programs 
for the large deflection of structures in the elastic-plastic range and 
the capability of these programs appears in a recent work by Noor (27). 
2.3.3 Experimental Data 
A large amount of test data is available to verify the analytical 
solution of the large deflection of circular plates. While the majority 
of experimental work is limited to the development of load-deflection 
characteristics of circular plates, some reports include such features 
as strain and curvatLlre distribution. Tests carried out by Ramberg, 
McPherson, and Levy (28) include residual deformation and strain measure-
ment of aluminum, magnesium, and stainless steel plates. Tests made by 
Ohashi and Murakami (29) and Ohashi and Kawashima (30) evaluate the 
strain distribution in a circular plate. The work of Cooper and Shirfin 
(31) reports on strain and curvature of mild steel circular plates near 
the edges. Sherbourne and Srivastra (32) perform experiments to demon-
strate the complete spectrum of plate behavior from yielding due to bend-
ing action, increased stiffness due to membrane action, and, finally, 
plastic softening of the membrane resistance. 
The earliest recorded tests on a clamped rectangular plate were run 
for the Russian Navy in 1902 (33) and the German Navy in 1911 (33). The 
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most notable tests on the large deflection of plates are two series of 
tests sponsored by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) 
and conducted by Ramberg, McPherson, and Levy (27) in 1942. The lack of 
perfect clamping in these tests led to inconsistent results. When Clark-
son (34) and Young (35) suggested their elastic-plastic theories of the 
large deflection of plates in 1956 and 1959, respectively, no data on the 
elastic-plastic behavior of mild steel plates were available for the pur-
pose of comparison. Both authors performed confirmatory rests. Hooke 
and Rawlings (33) ran a series of tests on clamped thin mild steel plates 
subjected to lateral pressure. They admit to inaccuracies in the test 
results, but also suggest methods for correcting the errors. The plate 
structure used by these investigators is analyzed by the method presented 
in this report in which analytical results are compared with the experi-
mental data. Agreement with experimental data produces a degree of con-
fidence that the method of analysis converges to correct values of deform-
ation and stress. 
CHAPTER I 11 
THE DISCRETE-ELEMENT MODEL 
Analysis of many problems of continuum mechanics requires the solu-
tion of nonlinear partial differential equations for which closed-form 
solutions are not available. An approach for solving such problems is 
the replacement of partial differential equations with finite difference 
equations. The finite difference equations are then related to mathemati-
cally consistent, discrete-element (lumped-parameter) models that are 
point-by-point compatible with the continuum. This type of procedure for 
solving plate problems is suggested by Newmark and later extended by Ang 
( 36) . 
For the large deflection of plates, membrane as well as bending ef-
fects help resist the transverse loads. The discrete-element model used 
for this study has two components--a bending and a Membrane component. 
The properties of the discrete-element model used in this study are simi-
lar to those used by Leesavan (1) for solving the geometrically nonlinear 
problem of elastic large deflections. The present work extends Leesavan's 
work to include the effect of material nonlinearity. 
3. l The Plate Bending Model 
The bending component of the plate model, which is also referred to 
as the bending model, is shown in Figure 3. This model resists lateral 












bending model are similar to those of Hudson et al. (37), and later those 
of Kelly (38) and Leesavan (1) for the study of nonlinear plate problems. 
The bending model shown in Figure 3 is made up of elements that rep-
resent differing aspects of the bending resistance capability of the 
plate. Rigid telescoping bars connect the nodes of the model and resist 
lateral shear. The torsional stiffness of the plate is represented by 
two bars in each panel. The bending stiffness of the plate, related to 
geometric and material properties, is assumed to be concentrated at the 
flexible nodes. The relation between joint flexibility and plate proper-
ties is presented in Appendix B. Although the derivation in Appendix B 
is for an elastic model, the form of the equations is unchanged for the 
inelastic problem. In the plastic range, each solution is performed by 
utilizing an equivalent elastic modulus of elasticity for bending. 
3.2 The Plate Membrane Model 
The membrane component of the plate model, also referred to as the 
membrane model, is similar to the one used by Leesavan (1) and developed 
by Herennikoff (39) so that a plate with in-plane loading may be replaced 
by a truss structure. As the result of out-of-plane deformations, the 
membrane forces produce resistance to the lateral loads. The membrane 
model is made of flexible bars connected by socket joints (Figure 4). 
Properties of these bars are determined from the geometric and material 
properties of the plate. A detailed explanation of this model and the 
equations used are presented in Appendix C. Although the equations are 
initially derived for plates with elastic material properties, they are 
applied in the present study for analyzing plates with inelastic material 
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properties. In the inelastic range the analysis is performed by utiliz-
ing equivalent elastic material constants. 
3.3 The Composite Model 
The composite model is composed of the bending and membrane models 
connected by means of transverse rigid bars at nodes as shown in Figure 
5. The composite system resists both lateral and in-plane loads. When 
total loads are applied to the structu~e, the initial resistance is pro-
vided by the bending resistance of the system. As a result of vertical 
nodal displacement, axial forces may be produced in the elements of the 
membrane model. The horizontal component of these bar forces at the 
nodes of the membrane model will usually not be in equilibrium. Due to 
this imbalance of forces, the nodes of the membrane model move in the 
horizontal plane until equilibrium is established in the mo-del. In this 
configuration the load-carrying capacity of the composite model is equal 
to the resistance provided by the bending model plus that provided by the 
vertical components of membrane bar forces. To achieve equilibrium, re-
peated solutions are performed until both transverse and in-plane equili-
brium is satisfied at each point. 
3.4 Model Strain Calculations 
A section of the plate surrounding each node point is assumed to be 
constructed from a number of plate-like elements of thickness ~z which 
are separated from one another by frictionless surfaces as shown in Fig-
ure 6. Each lamina of the structure is subjected to a state of strain 
consistent with the joint deformations. This state of strain is used to 
assess the state of stress and, subsequently, the stress resultants in 
lntermode 
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the plate. The stress resultants are related to curvature and midplane 
strains by equi~alent elastic material properties. In the general prob-
lem each node point may have a unique set of equivalent elastic proper-
ties, one for bending and another for the plane stress problem of in-
plane loading. 
3.4.l Finite Difference Equations for 
Curvature and Midsurface Strain 
Expressions for curvatures at a point on the midsurface of a plate 
are 
cpx = ( 3. la) 
c/>y 
2 2 (Cl w/Cl y) (3.lb) 
( 3. l c) 
Expressions for plate midsurface strains at the same point are 
(~) l ( Clw) 2 E: = +-
xm Clx 2 Clx (3. 2a) 
(~) + J_ ( Clw) 2 E: = ym Cly 2 Cly (3. 2b) 
=~+~+Clw Clw E: 
xym Clx Cly Clx Cly (3.2c) 
For point-by-point compatibility between the continuum and the model, 
the magnitude of the curvatures and the midsurface strains are related by 
finite difference approximations. With reference to the node identifica-
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The average midsurface strains for a node i ,j of the membrane model 
can also be written as follows: 
I I 2 
( s xm) . . = ~ [ u · + l · - u · l ·] + -2 [ ( w · + l · - w · ·) 
I , J X I 'J I - 'J l1h I 'J I 'J 
x 
2 
+ (w .. - w. 1 .) ] I , J I - , J 
( Eym) . . = 2 hi [ V. • +] - V. • ] ) + _!_2 [ ( W. • +] - W. • ) 2 l,J 1,J- 4h l,J 1,J 
I ,J y y 
2 
+ (w .. -w .. 1)] I , J I , J -
l I ~ym) .. = 2hx [vi+l ,j - vi-1,j] + 2hy [ui ,j+I - ui ,j-1] 
I 'J 
+ 4h h 
x y 
[w.+I . -w. l .] [w. ·+1 -w .. I] 




The normal and shearing strains at a node of the model are assumed 
to be the average of the corresponding strains in the adjoining bars and 
pane Is. 
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3.4.2 Lamina Strains 
In the previous section, curvatures and midsurface strains for node 
i ,j of the plate were calculated. These quantities can be utilized to 
determine the state of strain at lamina A (Figure 6a) at this node as 
shown below: 
(s ) A = ( E: ) + ZA (<1>). (3.Sa) x . 
I ,j xm . I 'j I 'j 
( s ) A ( Eym) • . + ZA (¢) .. (3.5b) y .. 
I 'J I 'J I 'J 
A 1 
(¢x) .. (sxy) .. = - (s ) + ZA 2 xym .. ( 3. 5c) 
I 'J I 'J I 'J 
In Equation (3.5), (s )A , (s )A ·'and (s )A are strains on 
x i ' j y i 'J xy i 'j 
lamina A; ZA is the distance of this lamina from the midplane of the 
pl ate. 
3.5 Lamina Stresses 
In the previous section, the state of strain -on a lamina A of the 
plate at node i ,j was calculated. The objective of this section is to 
utilize the state of strain (Figure Ba), the stress-strain behavior of 
the material, and the relation between stresses, strains, and increments 
of plastic strain (Equations [2.13], [2.19], and [2.20]) to calculate the 
state of stress on the lamina (Figure 8b). Initially, the effective 
stress and strain are equal to zero and the secant material properties 
are equal to the initial elastic properties. When the plate is subjected 
to load, the state of strain may produce either elastic or inelastic mate-
rial behavior. For the elastic case, Equation (2. 19) with 6sp 
x, i +l 
= 6sp . = 0 is used for calculating the state of stress. 
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the inelastic case, the lamina stresses are calculated by utilizing an 
iterative scheme. Initially, the magnitudes of increments of plastic 
strain (6Ep ·+l, 6Ep ·+l, and 6Ep ·+l) are assumed to be 1000 times less 
X, I y, I XY, I 
than the strains (E E ·+l' and E . 1), respectively. By insert-x , i + l ' y , I xy , I + 
ing the estimated quantities: into Equations (2.19) and (2.13), the magni-
tudes of corresponding lamina stresses and increment of equivalent plas-
tic strain (6E~+l) are respectively calculated. Using the calculated 
magnitude of 6Ef+l' the value of the effective stress (oe,i+l) is obtain-
ed from the effective stress-effective strain curve (Figure 9). The cal-
culated quantitites are inserted into Equation (2.20) and new estimated 
values for the increments of plastic strain are determined. Convergence 
to true lamina stress is achieved whenever the difference between the mag-
nitudes of increments of plastic strain in two successive iterations is 
less than a given tolerance. At this point, the effective stress, effec-
tive strain, and secant material properties of the lamina are utilized to 
define a new effective stress-effective strain curve (dashed 1 ine curve 
in Figure 9). The latter quantities are used for calculating the lamina 
stresses due to the next state of strain. 
3.6 Stress Resultants 
From the displacement field at each loading step, the strains and 
subsequently the stresses at each lamina of the plate are determined. 
The following equations are used to evaluate the stress resultants over 
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Figure 9. Effective Stress-Effective Strain Diagram 




[(cr )k (N ) = I b.z h ] y .. k=l y .. x I 'J I 'J 
(3.6b) 
N 
( ( T ) k (N ) = I b.z h ] xy .. k=l xy . ' y I 'J I 'J 
( 3. 6c) 
where (N) .. , 
I 'J 
(Ny) .. , and (N ) are the resultant forces at node i ,j; 
I , J xy i , j 
k k (a) . . , (cry) .. , 
I , J I , J 
k 
and (T ) are the normal and shearing stresses on xy .. 
. I 'J 
the kth lamina at this node; and N equals the total number of laminae 
used to represent the pl ate. The resultant moments (M ) , (M ) , and 
x i ,j y i ,j 
(M ) of the plate segment shown in Figure 6a are calculated as fol-
xy i ,j 
lows: 
N 
[(cr )k N b.z2 (M ) = I (- - k) h ] x . x . 2 y 
I ,j k=l I ,j 
(3. 7a) 
N 
[(cr )k N b.z2 (M ) = I (- - k) h ] y .. k=l y .. 2 x I ,j I 'J 
(3. 7b) 
N k N /)./ (M ) I [ (a xy) . . (- - k) h ] xy .. k=l 2 y I 'J I 'J ( 3. 7c) 
The stress distribution over the thickness of the plate at node i ,j is 
shown in Figure 10. The stress resultants at this node are sh.own in Fig-
ure 11. 
3.7 Equivalent Elastic Material Properties 
In this study, it is assumed that the stress resultants calculated 
in the previous section are produced by pseudo-elastic material proper-
ties operating on curvatures and midsurface stretching. For node i ,j the 
curvatures ( {cj>x) .. , (cj> ) , and (cj> ) ) and resultant moments 
I , J y i , j xy i , j 
1 j 
/ 
Figure 10. Stress Distribution at Node i ,j 
(a) 
(b) 
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( (M) . . , (M ) , and (M ) ) a re re 1 ated by means of equ i va I ent ortho-
1 , J Y i , j xy i , j 
tropic elastic bending constants ((E ) (E ) (G ) (v ) 
xb · · ' yb · · ' yb · · ' b · ·' 1,j l,j x l,j x l,j 
and (v b) ) as fol lows: 
y i 'j 
~ [12 E t 3 hyl . (M ) xb (cp + \) b <P ) x . (J - \) \)yb) x y y 
I 'j xb 
I 'J 
(3. 8a) 
[ E tl 
hxl . (M ) - yb ( <Py + v xb <Py) y .. - I 2 (I - v xb vyb) I 'J 
I 'J 
(3. 8b) 
[Gxy6 t3 hy l . (M ) <Pxy xy .. 
I 'J 
I 'J 
( 3. Be) 
[ vxb E ] = [ v E ] yb . . yb xb .. 
I , J I , J 
(3. Bd) 
[ 
/Exb Eyb ] 
( G xy b) . . = -2 -(-1 -+-,-/,..-v_._ -b =v=--) 
I 'J ¥ X yb · · 
I 'J 
(3. 8e) 
Likewise, a set of equivalent elastic orthotropic material properties 
((Exm) .. ' (Eym) .. ' (Gxym) .. ' (vxm) .. 'and (vym). _)relate the mid-
1,J l,j 1,j l,j l,j 
plane strains and the resultant forces as follows: 
[ E hy]. . (N ) xm (s + s . ) = (1-v v ) \) x . xm ym ym 
I 'j xm ym I 'J 
( 3 .9a) 
[ E t 
hJ .. (N ) = ym (s + \) s ) y .. (l-v v ) ym xm xm 
I 'J xm ym I 'J 
(3.9b) 
(Nxy ) [G s t h ] 
i 'j xym xym y .. I 'J 
( 3. 9 c) 
[ \) E ] [ \) E 1 
xm ym .. ym xmJ 
i 'j I 'J 
(3.9d) 
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( Gxym). . = [ 
I ,J 2 
(3.9e) 
By utilizing Equations (3.8) and (3.9), the bending and membrane equiva-
lent elastic constants at node i ,j are calculated. More details about 
the concept of equivalent elastic constants are presented in Appendix A. 
In this appendix two types of problems are studied: the first illus-
trates the variation of equivalent elastic material properties of a plate 
lamina, and the second demonstrates the variation of plate equivalent 
material properties. The properties are related to bending and membrane 
behavior and simulate a plate segment subjected to changing curvatures 
and strains. 
CHAPTER IV 
SOLUTION OF NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
In Chapter II, plastic flow rules, and equations of equilibrium and 
compatibility for thin orthotropic plates subjected to large deflections 
are reviewed. In Chapter 111, a description of the plate model, force-
deformation relations, and the concept of orthotropic equivalent elastic 
material constants are discussed. The objective of this chapter is to 
describe the method by which al 1 these items of information are put to-
gether to form a solution for-the problem of large deflection of thin 
plates in the elastic-plastic range of material behavior. The proposed 
solution method is incremental ~nd piecewise linear. The equilibrium, 
compatibility, and plastic flow equations are satisfied by an iteration 
process for each load increment. 
4.1 Overview of Methodology 
The behavior of the plate is represented by two structural models: 
bending and membrane models. The bending model resists only lateral 
forces while the membrane model resists both in-plane and, because of 
geometry, lateral forces. The total load is applied incrementally to the 
model in several loading steps. 
To determine the deflected shape, two solution procedures are employ-
ed. The first utilizes alternating bending and membrane solutions to 
achieve deflection convergence and compatibility. This procedure is used 
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in the regime where the bending model resists a major portion of the 
monotonically increasing lateral load and continues to resist additional 
lateral load as the solution proceeds. A portion of the incremental load 
is applied to the bending model and the transverse deflections are calcu-
lated. From the lateral deflections, membrane forces are calculated and 
in-plane displacements and the lateral membrane resistance are predicted. 
The solution proceeds with the evaluation of a new load to be applied to 
the bending model. The procedure for predicting the new load to be re-
sisted in bending is discussed in section 4.2. The process is repeated 
until the point with the greatest deflection exhibits the same calculated 
deflections from one iteration to the next. 
At a point in the iterative process, the magnitude of the predicted 
loads carried by the bending model decreases. For this regime of load, 
a solution procedure which utilizes the composite model is employed. In-
crements of load are applied to the composite model and vertical displace-
ments of this model are calculated. These displacements are impressed on 
the membrane model and its lateral resistance is determined. The lateral 
resistance of the membrane is then utilized to update the composite model 
stiffness. This procedure is repeated until deflection convergence is 
achieved. In either formulation, the final displacements at each loading 
are used to calculate the equivalent elastic material constants to be 
used for the calculation of deflection for the succeeding load. A descrip-
tion of the equilibrium formulations of the models is given in this chap-
ter. The details of the models are presented in Appendices B, C, and D. 
In this study it is assumed that the loads are gradually applied in 
several steps. During the course of the application of the loads, the 
material properties of the models have the opportunity to change to 
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satisfy prescribed elastic-plastic behavior. A resonable way to evaluate 
changes is to achieve deflection convergence at intermediate loads of 
monotonically increasing magnitude until the total load is applied. When 
deflection convergence is reached and plastic flow and compatibility equa-
tions for each intermediate load are satisfied, the equivalent elastic 
material constants are calculated. These constants are then used to de-
termine the plate's secant stiffness for calculating deflection due to 
the application of the successive load increment. 
4.2 Solution of Equations 
In this section details of methods for calculating the deflected 
shape of the plate are presented. The formulation for the regime where 
bending and membrane models are cyclically applied is first discussed. 
The attention is then focused on the second solution procedure which uses 
the composite model. 
4.2. l Iterative Procedure for Bending Model 
Initially, we seek to find the equilibrium deflected shape of the 
plate due to load: 
{Fl}=..!_ {F} 
N T ( 4. 1 ) 
where 
{F1} initial load; 
N number of loading steps; and 
{FT} = total load. 
At this stage the material properties are assumed to be elastic. To start 
the solution the load {f~}l, which is one-tenth of {F1}, is applied to 
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the bending model~ The superscript denotes the load.ing step number and 
the subscript indicates the iteration cycle number. Deflections of the 
bending model are obtained by using the equation 
( 4. 2) 
where [K~] is the initial secant stiffness matrix of the bending model; 
l 
and {w }1 is the initial deflections of the bending model. The calculat-
ed deflections arethen impressed on the membrane model and the in-plane 
displacement and forces are determined. These forces are used to calcu-
late the lateral geometric stiffness of the model. The lateral res is-
tance of this model is calculated by 
( 4. 3) 
l 
where [KM] is the lateral geometric stiffness of the membrane model for 
l the first loading step; and {R }1 is the transverse resistance of the 
membrane model. The total resistance of the structure (i.e., the sum of 
the bending and membrane resistances) is compared with the current load. 
Due to nonlinearity, the equilibrium is not satisfied and the load ap-
plied to the bending model must be modified, and the solution procedure 
is repeated. 
The method for predicting the bending mode 1 load ut i l i zes the proce-
dure suggested by FujlnoandOhsaka (40). According to this method, the 
modified load at the ith iteration of the jth loading is 
( 4. 4) 
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where a is a constant and equal to 0.3 in this study. The loads calcu-
lated by Equation (4.4) are applied to the bending model, and vertical 
displacements are calculated. Impressing these displacements on the mem-
brane model leads to the calculation of in-plane displacements, forces, 
and, finally~ the lateral resistance of the membrane. This process is 
repeated until the maximum deflections for two successive iterations 
agree within a prescribed tolerance. At this point the displacement 
field is used to calculate the equivalent elastic constants which will be 
utilized for the calculation of the deflections due to the following load 
increment. 
Equations (4.2) and (4.3) for the ith iteration cycle of the jth 
loading step can be written as 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
J J If the predicted {f8}i+l is less than {f8}i, then the magnitude of 
{RJ}i+l is also less than {RJ}i. For this condition the composite model 
is utilized for deflection calculation. 
4.2.2 Iterative Procedure for Composite Model 
The composite model is made up of bending and membrane components. 
The stiffness of this model includes both bending and membrane effects. 
In this solution procedure, an increment of load is applied to the model 
and the lateral displacements are calculated. These displacements are 
impressed on the nodes of the membrane model and the in-plane forces are 
determined. The in-plane forces are utilized to update the membrane ef-
fects of the composite model stiffness matrix while the bending 
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properties are assumed to be unchanged. The same load increment is again 
applied to the composite model and the procedure is repeated until the 
point with the greatest deflection exhibits the same calculated deflec-
tions in two succeeding iterations. At this stage, the displacement field 
is used to determine the equivalent elastic properties of the model. 
These properties are used when the next load increment is applied to the 
composite mode 1 . 
The equilibrium equation for the first iteration when the £th load 
increment is applied to the composite model is 
( 4. 7) 
where [KM]l and [K~-l] are the membrane and bending model stiffnesses, 
respectively. These stiffnesses are calculated by utilizing the converg-
ed displacement field due to increment load {F£-l}; {F£} is the £th load 
£ increment; and {w }1 is the corresponding vector of lateral displacements. 
At the ~th iteration the equilibrium equation is 
where (KM) i is the membrane stiffness that includes the effect of in-
plane forces calculated at the i-£th iteration. 
To accelerate the deflection convergence, the average of every two 
consecutive lateral displacements are used to calculate the in-plane 
forces and update the membrane stiffness matrix. 
CHAPTER V 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
In the present study, the numerical method developed by Leesavan (1) 
for solving the: problem of large deflection of plates in the elastic 
range of material behavior is extended. The computer program presented 
in this work is based on his model and includes the plastic flow laws 
given in Chapter I I. The program is written in FORTRAN IV and requires 
2.6 mill ion bytes of storage for analyzing a plate of 20x20 grid with 20 
laminae at each node. Program versatility permits the analysis of a vari-
ety of plate geometry, loading, and plastic stress-strain behavior. 
5. l Summary of the Program 
A general flow chart for a nonlinear analysis procedure is shown in 
Figure 12. An incremental solution is employed to solve the problem. The 
total load is applied to the plate in N steps. At the kth loading step, 
the load applied to the plate is 
(5. l) 
To determine the distribution of this load to bending and membrane models, 
an iterative solution procedure is adapted. At the ith iteration cycle 
of the kth load {Fk}, the portion resisted by bending is 
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Figure 12. A Summary Flow Chart 
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Figure 12. (Continued) 
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where [K~] is defined in Appendix B. These deflections are impressed on 
the membrane model, and in-plane displacements and forces of this model 
are determined. These in-plane forces are used to form the lateral geo-
metric stiffness The transverse resistance of the model is calcu-
lated by Equation given below: 
[ k] k {Rk}. KM . {w } . = 
I I I 
(5. 3) 
If the maximum deflections for iterations i and i-1 are not within a given 
k tolerance, an adjusted load vector {fB}i+l is predicted and the above pro-
cess is repeated until deflection convergence is achieved. At this stage 
displacements are used to evaluate the equivalent elastic constants to be 
used to form the bending and the membrane lateral stiffnesses used for 
the iteration process during the next step of loading. 
If at any iteration cycle j of loading step k the predicted bending 
k k load {fB}j+l happens to be less than {fB}j, a second solution procedure 
which utilizes the composite model is used. For this model lateral dis-
placements are estimated by using Equation (4.7). The stiffness in this 
equation is the composite stiffness due to bending and geometry. The es-
timated deflections {wk}l are impressed on the membrane model. Relevant 
in-plane displacements and forces are calculated and the vertical compo-
nent of the in-plane forces are used to update the composite stiffness 
matrix (Appendix D). Transverse deflections for the same load are again 
calculated and convergence is reached when two consecutive deflection 
values agree within a stated tolerance. The displacements are used to 
find equivalent elastic constants. These constants are utilized to form 
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the stiffness matrices to be used for iteration processes forload{F }. 
This iterative technique is repeated until the total load {FT} is applied 
to the mode 1. 
5.2 Overview of Input Data 
In this section a summary of input information is presented. Output 
information is discussed in succeeding sections. 
5.2. l Description of Plate's Geometry, 
Boundary Conditions, and Material 
Two alphanumeric cards are needed for describing the plate's geo-
metry and boundary conditions followed by a single card. This card may 
contain problem number and a short statement about the plate's material. 
5.2.2 Control Data (Table 1) 
Three control cards are required for each problem. The first card 
specifies the number of cards in Tables 2, 3, and 4. The second card 
contains the number of increments into which the plate is divided in x 
and y directions (MX and MY), the length of these increments (HX and HY), 
Poisson's ratio for the elastic plate (PR), the thickness of the plate 
(THK), the maximum allowable number of iterations (NITER), and the deflec-
tion closure tolerance for the bending model (CLOS). THe third card con-
ta ins the yield stress (YILSTZ), the yield strain (YSTAIN), the post-
. 
elastic tangent modulus (ALPHA), the number of loading steps (ISYM), and 
the deflection tolerance for the composite model (ALDF). 
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5.2.3 Plate Stiffness (Table 2) 
The plate bending stiffness in the X and Y directions (DXN and DYN), 
twisting stiffness (CN), and the plate elastic moduli (EXN and EYN) are 
given in Table 2. The units of the bending and twisting stiffnesses are 
2 force/length . The maximum number of cards permitted in this table is 
20. 
5.2.4 Supporting Spring Stiffness (Table 3) 
Vertical and in-plane spring stiffnesses (SN, SUN, SVN) are speci-
fied with a unit of force/length. The rotational spring stiffnesses 
(RXN and RYN) are of units of force-length/radians. Twenty cards are 
permitted in this table. 
5.2.5 Load Data (Table 4) 
The transverse applied force (QN) has units of force as do the ap-
plied in-plane forces (PXN and PYN). The applied couples (TXN and TYN) 
have force-length units. The maximum number of cards in this table is 
20. 
A blank card at the end of the data set is inserted to indicate the 
end of the run. There is no limit to the number of problems within a 
run. 
5.3 Output Information 
Both input data and calculated results are printed out in tabular 
form. Input information about the type of plate, its supports, and its 
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material behavior are first printed. The rest of the input data are 
printed in Tables l through 4. 
As mentioned before, the solution procedure in this study is incre-
mental, i.e., the load {FT} is applied to the plate in several loading 
steps. The load applied during the kth step {Fk} can be obtained from 
Equation (5. l). For each load step, the calculated plate's transverse 
and in-plane displacements are printed in Table 5. The number of itera-
tions required to achieve deflection c6nvergence is also printed in Table 
5. If the maximum specified number of iterations are performed and de-
flection closure is not achieved, the closure error for the point of maxi-
mum deflection is printed in the same table. The bending and twisting 
moments of the nodes of the bending model are printed in Table 6, and the 
normal and shearing membrane stresses of the membrane model in Table 7. 
An example of the computer output is presented in Appendix F. 
CHAPTER VI 
EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 
In this chapter the results of the analysis of four example problems 
are presented. The example problems are the following: (l) elastic de-
flection of a simply supported plate with movable edges subjected to uni-
form lateral pressure; (2) elastic-plastic deflections of a simply sup-
ported plate with immovable edges subjected to uniform lateral pressure; 
(3) elastic-plastic bending of a plate strip subjected to central line 
load; and (4) elastic-plastic deflection of a rectangular plate with fix-
ed edges subjected to lateral pressure. These four example problems de-
monstrate the method and are compared with the results, either analytical 
or experimental, reported by other investigators. 
6. l Elastic Behavior of a Square Plate 
With Vertical Edge Restraint 
The first problem deals with large elastic deflections of a simply 
supported square plate subjected to uniform lateral pressure. The in-
plane motion of the plate edges are unrestricted. The dimensions and 
elastic material properties of the plate are shown in Figure 13. 
Results of analysis for this problem are shown in Figures 14, 15, 
and 16. In Figure 14 dimensionless central deflection of the plate, 
w /t, is plotted as a function of the dimensionless pressure, q4/Et 4 . 
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results of this work compare favorably with those of Val labhan's. How-
ever, the discrepancy between the magnitudes of the maximum deflections 
in both works may be due to the lateral springs used in the present study. 
(Vallabhan specifies free edges.) Although small in-plane restraining 
forces are applied to the edges, the forces may be sufficient to decrease 
the deflections shown in Figure 14. Figure 15 shows the variation of di-
mensionless maximum deflection versus dimensionless load for lOxlO and 
20x20 grids. As the figure shows, the maximum deflection decreases as 
the grid size increases. Figure 16 shows the in-plane edge displacements 
due to a uniform lateral pressure, q = 0.307 psi. The displacements 
shown in this figure are exaggerated for clarity. 
6.2 Elastic-Plastic Behavior of a 
Simply Supported Plate 
This problem deals with the elastic-plastic large deflections of a 
square plate with edges fully restrained. The plate is loaded by a uni-
form, lateral pressure. The dimensions, elastic material properties, and 
stress-strain properties of the plate material are given in Figure 17. 
For this problem, plots of the dimensionless maximum deflections ver-
sus dimensionless loads for 4x4 and 8x8 grids are given in Figure 18. The 
results obtained by the procedure proposed in this work are compared with 
those of Kuo-Kuang (25), whose analysis procedure is based upon a fin i:te 
element model. General agreement of the results is evident from Figure 
18. Shown in this figure is a consistent effect of grid size--the deflec-
tion decreases as the grid size increases. The variation of the moment 
along the centerline of the plate for uniform pressures--q = 7,33 psi, 
q = 14.66 psi, q = 65.90 psi, and q = 139.20 psi-- is shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 20 shows the deflected shapes of the center] ine of the plate when 
subjected to the above pressures. This figure illustrates the nonlinear 
load-deflection relation in the range of large deflections. 
6.3 Approximate Elastic-Plastic Bending Analysis 
of a Two-Element \lide Model 
A rectangular plate whose shorter edges are restrained from motion 
and longer edges are free to rotate and translate is subjected to a uni-
form 1 ine load at the center] ine. The geometric and material properties 
of the plate are given in Figure 21. A grid of 2x10 is used for analysis 
of this plate. The free body diagram of half of the plate is shown in 
Figure 22. As seen in the figure, P is the support reaction; M and H are 
the moment and membrane force at the centerline of the plate. Plots of 
variations of P, H, and M versus maximum central deflection, w , are 
0 
shown in Figure 22. The results of the approximate analysis by the me-
thod of this study are in general agreement with those obtained by Murray 
and Wi Ison (24). These authors use the finite element method to analyze 
the p I ate. 
6.4 Elastic-Plastic Behavior of a Rectangu-
lar Plate With Fixed Supports 
The fourth problem deals with the elastic-plastic large deflections 
of a rectangular plate with fixed edges subjected to uniform lateral pres-
sure. The dimensions, elastic material properties, and the stress-strain 
plot for the material of this plate are shown in Figure 23. In Figure 
24 the plot of dimensionless central deflection (w) versus lateral pres-
o 
sure obtained by the method discussed in this work is compared with the 
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experimental data of Hooke and Rawlings (33). Correction to the experi-
mental results was necessary because of deviations from perfect clamping. 
The analytical results out of the same reference are also included in 
Figure 24. An examination of this figure shows that the results obtained 
in this study compare favorably with the corrected experimental results 
of Reference (33). 
CHAPTER VI I 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A summary of the analysis method and a review of the results are pre-
sented. Suggestions regarding the need for further research and use of 
the program are made. 
]. 1 Summary 
The problem of large deflection of elastic-plastic plates involves 
both geometric and material nonlinearities. Closed-form solutions for 
this category of problems do not exist. Leesavan (1) proposes a numeri-
cal approach for solution of large deflection of thin plates in the elas-
tic range. In the present study,.Leesavan's approach is extended to in-
clude the material nonlinearity effects. The material properties are 
represented by an effective stress-effective strain generalization of a 
uni axial tension test. The material model is 1 inearly elastic-plastic. 
The behavior of the plate is simulated by two structural models, one 
bending and one membrane. The bending model resists only lateral forces, 
while the membrane model resists both in~plane and, because of geometry, 
lateral forces. The total load is appl led to the plate in several load-
ing steps. At each loading step, deflection convergence is achieved and 
compatibility and stress-strain conditions are satisfied at al 1 nodes by 
repeated application of the plate equilibrium equations. 
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Two methods are employed to determine the de·flected shape of the 
plate. The first utilizes alternating bending and membrane solutions to 
achieve def 1 ect ion conve rge.nce and comp at i bi 1 i ty. For any 1 oad i ng, de-
flect ions of the bending model are impressed on the membrane model and 
in-plane displacements and lateral membr~ne resist~nce are determined. 
Iteration proceeds with the prediction of the new load to be resisted by 
the bending model. The solution procedure is repeated until deflection 
convergence is achieved and compatibility is established. In this study 
convergence is achieved whenever the point with the greatest deflection 
exhibits the same calculated deflections, with a tolerance, 1n two suc-
cessive iterations. If at a point in the iterative process the magnitude 
of the predicted loads for the bending model decreases, a modified itera-
tive procedure is employed. The second procedure utilizes the composite 
bending and membrane model. For this analysis, loads are applied to the 
composite model and vertical displacements calculated. The displacements 
are impressed on the membrane model and bar forces, and lateral resis-
tance determined. The new bar forces are used to revise the geometric 
stiffness of the model. Iteration is ended whenever the point with the 
greatest deflection exhibits the same calculated deflections, within a 
tolerance, at two successive iterations. \tJhen convergence is obtained 
for a load, the model displacements are used to calculate the equivalent 
elastic material constants to be used for the succeeding loading step. 
Four p 1 ates are ana 1 yzed to demonstrate the versat i 1 i ty of the me-
thod. The first with elastic material properties has lateral edge sup-
ports and is lightly restrained against in-plane motion. The analysis of 
this plate compares favorably with analytical results obtained by 
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Vallabhan (16) who utilizes a nonlinear interpolation factor for acceler-
ating the iterative solution of the Von Karman equations. 
In the second example, a square plate with elastic-plastic material 
properties is restrained from transverse and in-plane displacement along 
all the edges. The results of analysis of this plate by the method of 
this study are in good agreement with the analytical results of Kuo-Kuang 
(25) who uses a finite element method to calculate the deflections. 
For the third example, bending of a two-element wide model with 
elastic-plastic material properties is studied. The results of this ap-
proximate analysis are in general agreement with results obtained by 
Murray and Wilson (24) who utilize triangular finite elements to deter-
mine deflections and stress resultants. 
For the final example, a plate made of elastic-plastic material with 
fixed edges is analyzed. The results of the analysis of this plate are 
in excellent agreement with the experimental data obtained by Hooke and 
Rawlings (33). 
7.2 Recommendations 
As demonstrated in Chapter VI, the model presented in this study can 
be utilized for analyzing plates subjected to various loading and boun-
dary conditions. The structure of the model is useful for developing an 
understanding of the behavior of the plate. With regard to to these 
facts, it is recommended that the model be used for further investigation 
of plate behavior in the inelastic range of material properties. 
The proposed solution method utilizes several iterative processes. 
The method of successive approximations, which can be a time-consuming 
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procedure, is used to perform the iterations. Substitution of this pro-
cedure with a nonlinear interpolation technique may result in saving much 
computing time. 
The solution procedure presented in this study utilizes a secant 
stiffness method and the concept of equivalent elastic constants in a 
Lagrangian Coordinate system. The total load is applied to the plate 
model in several steps. A study is recommended to evaluate the optimum 
number of load steps necessary for convergence to the equilibrium path. 
It is also recommended that a study be conducted to develop a solution 
based on tangent stiffness. Furthermore, the process for finding the re-
sistance of the bending model should be reviewed. A nonlinear adjustment 
may prove to be suitable for the acceleration of deflection convergence. 
While this study concentr-ates on plates subjected to monotonically 
increasing loads, it is recommended that the problem of unloading be ad-
dressed as an extension of this work. This extension would be necessary 
to encompass the dynamic response of plates. 
The program may also be utilized to determine large deflections of 
elastic-plastic membranes and to analyze large deflections of multilayer-
ed composites. For the latter study, the program must be expanded so 
that the material properties of different layers are read-in as input 
data. The subroutines dealing with the evaluation of equivalent material 
constants should also be modified to handle the change of properties of 
different layers during the course of loading. 
The results of analysis presented in this study are in excel lent 
agreement with the available analytical results and limited test data. 
However, additional experimental data are needed for further evaluation 
of the method and possible revisions of the solution procedure. 
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CORRELATION OF PLATE CURVATURES AND STRAINS WITH 
THE EQUIVALENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
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Before developing the computer program presented in Appendix G, a 
preliminary study of the different features of the program was performed. 
As a part of this study and based on theoretical discussion presented in 
Chapter I I I, two FORTRAN programs were developed for calculating the lam-
ina and plate equivalent elastic constants for elastic-plastic material. 
A.l Equivalent Properties for 
Plane Stress Problem 
Two thin laminae of elastic-plastic material are subjected to in-
creasing strains. The objective is to calculate the variations of the 
equivalent elastic properties for these laminae. The equations of the 
theory of plasticity in Chapter I I are used to calculate the stresses on 
each lamina. The equivalent elastic properties are constants that relate 
the given lamina strains to the calculated stresses. 
For one of these laminae, the material properties of which are shown 
in Figure 25a, the state of strain is as follows: 
E = increasing monotonically 
x 
E 0.0004 y 
E 0.0002 
xy 
Variations of the equivalent orthotropic elastic constants (E , E , and 
XO yo 
G ) versus E (normal strain in the x direction) for this lamina are 
xyo x 
shown in Figure 25b. E and E are the equivalent orthotropic elastic 
XO yo 
moduli in the x and y directions; G is the equivalent elastic model of 
xyo 
rigidity. 
For the other lamina, the material properties of which are shown in 
Figure 26a, the state of strain is as follows: 
cr (ksi) 
20 
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Figure 25. Lamina Equivalent Elastic Moduli 
for Elastic-Plastic Material 
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Figure 26. Lamina Equivalent Elastic Moduli for 
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Plots of the variations of equivalent elastic material constants for this 
lamina versus s are shown in Figure 26b. 
xy 
A.2 Equivalent Plate Properties 
A plate of elastic-plastic material is subjected to a state of mono-
tonically increasing curvatures (¢x' ¢y' and ¢xy) and midsurface strains 
(s , s , ands ). The objective is to evaluate the equivalent elas-
xm ym xym 
tic bending and membrane material properties. For this purpose the plate 
is assumed to be made up of a number of frictionless laminae. Equation 
(3.5) given in Chapter I I I is utilized to calculate the state of strain 
in each plate lamina. The equations of the theory of plasticity given in 
Chapter I I are used to calculate laminae stresses. The integration of 
the lamina stresses over the thickness of the plate yields stress resul-
tants. Stress resultants, curvatures, and midsurface strains are related 
to equivalent orthotropic elastic constants by Equations (3.8) and (3.9). 
As an example problem, a plate with material property shown in Fig-
ure 27a is subjected to a state of increasing curvatures and midsurface 
strains. This plate is assumed to be made of 100 laminae. By using the 
computer program developed for this study, it is possible to plot the 
variations of the plate's equivalent elastic bending constants (Exb' Eyb' 
and G b) and equivalent elastic membrane constants (E , E and G ) 
xy xm ym' xym 
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Figure 27. Plate Equivalent Elastic Moduli for Elastic-Plastic 
Material (Variation in Curvatures and Midsurface 
Strains) 
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The bending model that simulates the bending action of the plate is 
shown in Figure 4. A detailed description of the makeup of this model 
and the functions of its different elements are given in Chapter I I I of 
this study and in References (1) ,' (37), and (38). In this appendix, the 
equi 1 ibrium equation in the transverse direction for a joint of th is model 
is presented. This equation is then extended to develop the stiffness of 
the bending mode 1 [K6] • 
B. l The Equilibrium Equation for Bending Model 
Figure 28 shows the free body diagram of a typical node i ,j of the 
bending model. The equilibrium equation in the z direction for this node 
can be written as follows: 
0 ( f 6) • . + v~ . + v '. . - v~ 1 • - v '. . 1 - s . . w. . 1,J l,J 1,J 1+ ,J 1,J+ 1,J 1,J 
( B. 1) 
The effects of rotational restraints are not included in Equation 
(B. 1). The rotational restraint attached to node i ,j in the x direction 
is represented in Figure 29. The rotational support at a joint resist 
rotation of the bars of the model by producing a moment proportional to 
the slope of the model at this joint. This resisting moment for node i ,j 
of Figure 29 in the x direction is 
CM~ . 
I 'J 




couple developed at joint i,j; 
R~ . 
I 'J 
rotational stiffness at joint i ,j in the x direction; and 
Mx ·( i - 1 , J 
x v . . 
1 , J M~x 
1 ,j+ l 
f\ M~x 
1 , j 
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v~ Y 
1 ,j+l / 
T~ , j7\ ~ W. 
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(w.+l . -w. 1 .)/2h =slope of bars in the x direction at joint i ,j. I ,J 1- ,J X 
Similarly, CM'. . developed in they direction at node i ,j can be express-
' 'J 




= R'. . (w. ·+l -w .. 1)/2h l,J 1,J 1,J- y 
y CM .. 
I 'J 
couple developed at joint i ,j; 
( B. 3) 
R '. • 
I 'J 
rot a t i on a l s t i f fn es s a t j o i n t i , j i n the y 
direction; and 
(w. '+l -w .. 1)/2h =slope of bars in they direction at joint i ,j. 1,J l,J- y 
These couple moments can be expressed as couple forces applied to adja-
cent joints. The total force exerted at node i ,j due to effects of rota-
tional springs placed at the adjacent joints is 
CF .. 
I 'J 
R~ l . (w .. -w. 2 .)/4h 2 I - ,J I , J I - ,J X 
+ R~+l. (w. 2 .-w .. )/4h 2 I ,J 1+,J l,J X 
y 2 
+ R .. l (w .. -w .. 2)/4h 1,J- l,J 1,J- y 
(B.4) 




o - ( f 8) + v~ . + v'. . - v~ 1 . - v'. ·+l j ,j I, J I ,J I+ ,j I ,J 
- S .. w •. - CF .. 
1,J l,J l,J (B.5) 
Equation (B.5) can be used to generate the elements of the bending 
stiffness matrix, [K8]. For this purpose the shearing forces and the 
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term CF .. in this equation must be expressed in terms of transverse 
I 'J 
joint displacements. Accordingly, the moment-equilibrium equations for 
the rigid bars connected to joint i ,j are written as follows: 
x V •• = 
I 'J 
-(My.x. Myx Mx ~x Tx )/h 
- · "+l + · 1 · - n · • + · · 1,J l,J 1- ,J l,J l,J x 
v~ . 
I+ l , J 
= -(Myx - Myx + M~ . - M~ . 




v .. l I ,J+ 
x 
+ T. l . ) /h 
I+ ,J X 
-(-M~Y. + M~+yl . + M'. . l - M'. . + T'. .)/h l,J I ,J 1,J- 1,J l,J y 
-(-M~Y. + M~yl. l + M'.. - M'.. 1 
I ,J+l 1+ ,J+ I ,J I ,J+ 
+ r'. . 1)/h I ,J+ y 
Substituting Equations (B.4) and (B.6) into Equation (B.5) yields 
1 x 
- -2 [R. 1 . w. 2 . - w .. 4h 1- ,J 1- ,J 1,J ( R ~ 1 . + R~+ 1 . ) 1- ,J I ,J 
x 
+ R~+l . w.+2 .) 
I , J I , J 
- _J_2 [R'. . 1 w. . 2 - w. . 4h 1,J- 1,J- l,J (R'. . l + R'. ·+1) l,J- l,J 
y 
+ R '. . + 1 w. . +2) I , J I , J 
+ _l_ [M'.x. _ Myx _ Myx + M'.x . Mx 
h l,J i,j+l i+l,j 1+l,j+l + i-1,j 
x 










-T'. ·+1] ( B. 7) - + M .. 1 
I 'j I 'J + I ,j I 'J 
The bending and twisting moments in Equation (B.7) can be represented by 
finite difference approximations as 
where 
M~.=hD~. i-,J 1,J i+,J [
w. 1 . - 2w. . + w. 1 . 
I ,J. y I ,J h2 
M '. • 
I 'J 
x 
w .1 . - l - 2w. . + w. . 1 ] + v ~~·J~~~-l~·~J~~l~·=J_+_ 
yb h2 
y 
= h o'. . 
X I ,J 
- 2w. . + w. . 1 1,J 1,J+ 
2 h y 
w .. 1 • - 2w. . + w. 1 . ] 1- ,J l,J 1+ ,J 
h2 
x 
[ w i -1 'j - l - w i -hl 'hj - w i 'j -1 + w i , j l +h c .. 
X I ,J 
x y 
C. . 2D~y. 
I , J I , J 
(B.8a) 
( B. 8b) 
( B. 8c) 
( B. 8d) 
The moment values of Equation (B.8) are substituted into Equation 
(B.7) and after rearranging the terms, the following equation is obtained: 
a .. w .. 2 + b .. w. 1 . 1 + c .. w .. 1 + d .. w. 1 . 1 l,J l,J- 1,J 1- ,J- 1,J l,J- 1,J 1+ ,J-
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h h 
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4h2 IJ 
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+ 2C. I ·+1) + v bo. ·+1 X I ,J 1+ ,j 
h h 
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R '. • 
I ,j + 1 
4h 2 y 
90 
x x (f 6 ) .. - (T .. -T.+l .) 1,J 1,J I ,J u .. = ~~-'-'"----:h--'"'"-~~---'-'"'---
1 ,J x 
(T'( . - T'. ·+l) 
I , J I , J 
h y 
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The above equilibrium equation is written for every node of the bend-
ing model. The resulting set of simultaneous equations can be symbolical-
ly expressed as 
(B.10) 
where 
[K8] bending model stiffness matrix; 
{w} lateral displacement vector; and 
{f 8} lateral load vector applied to the bending model. 
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The in-plane behavior of the plate is represented by the membrane 
model shown in Figure 2. This model is composed of elastic bars connect-
ed by ball and socket joints. The magnitude of the cross-sectional area 
of each bar is a function of the geometry of the plate and the in-plane 
material properties (1, 39). 
The solution procedure in this study is incremental and stepwise 
linear. The total load is applied to the model in several loading steps. 
At each loading step, deflection convergence is achieved and compatibi 1-
ity conditions are satisfied. Prior to each loading, the bar cross-
sectional areas of the membrane model are determined and remain constant 
during the iteration. In order to determine the cross-sectional areas of 
the bars, the plate is first subjected to in-plane normal and shearing 
stresses. The discrete element membrane model is also subjected to forces 
that are equivalent to these stresses. Equal deflections of both model 
and plate are established by the selection of suitable bar areas. The 
details of the procedure are explained in the fol lowing sections. 
C. l Bar Cross-Sectional Area 
The plate shown in Figure 30a is subjected to a uniform normal in-
plane load P per unit length in the x direction and v P in they direc-ym 
tion. The normal strains in the plate are 
p ( 1 ) s = - v v 
x E t xm ym 
xm 
(C.la) 
s = 0 y ( c. 1 b) 
If the same plate is subjected to a uniform in-plane load P per unit 
length in they direction and v Pin the x direction, the strains are 
xm 
h 
\) p ym 
11111111111 
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s 
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s 0 ( C. 2a) 
x 
p 
t ( l \) ) ( c . 2b) s E - \) y xm ym ym 
Finally, if the plate edges are subjected to a uniformly distributed in-
plane shearing force s per unit length as shown in Figure 30b, the shear-






( c. 3) 
Figure 3la shows the discrete-element model that simulates the in-
plane behavior of the plate. This model is made up of side bars a and b 
and diagonal bars c that are connected by ball and socket joints. Forces 
applied to the ~iscrete-element joints in Figure 3la are statically equiv-
a lent to normal stresses P and v P applied to the plate in the x and y ym 








F + F cose 
a c 
Fb' F = forces c 










h h = lengths of bars a' y' z 
( C. 4a) 
(C.4b) 
b, and c, respectively; 
a and bar c; and 
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Figure 31. Discrete-Element Model Equivalent Loads 
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The plate and model for this loading condition must have the same 
strains. The strain in the plate in they direction is zero (Equation 
(C. lb)); consequently, the strain and the force in barb of the model are 
zero, and Equation (C.4) can be rewritten as fol lows: 
Ph v Ph2 F = _J_ _ ~y_m __ x_ 




The strain in bar a (s ) can now be written as 
a 
Ph \) Ph2 
_y _ x:m x 
F 2 2h 
a y 
E = (Exm A) a E A a a 
(C.5a) 
( c. Sb) 
(C.6) 
where A is the cross-sectional area of bar a. Equating Equations (C. la) 
a 
and (C.6) yields 
A 
a 2h l - \) \) ) y xm ym 
( c. 7) 
Similarly, the cross-sectional area of barb in they direction is calcu-
lated as follows: 
t(h 2 - \) h2) 
A = x xm y 
b 2h ( 1 - \). \) ) 
x xm ym 
( c. 8) 
To determine the cross-sectional area of the diagonal bar c, the following 
equation is used: 
Differentiating the above equation yields 
h dh = h dh - h dh y y z z x x 
Substituting dh = s h , dh 
x a x y 
tion yields 
2 
- h E 
x a 
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E h into the above equa-
c z 
For the load condition at which the strain 1n barb is zero, we can write 
This equation can be rewritten in terms of the bar forces and the elastic 





where A and E are the cross-sectional area and elastic modulus of bar 
c c 
c, respectively. Complete details for calculating E in terms of materi-
c 
al properties of the x and y directions are given in Reference (41). The 
forces F and F were evaluated for this loading condition in Equation 
a c 
(C.5). By substituting for these forces from Equation (C.5) and rearrang-
ing terms, the area of bar c is found: 
A 
c 
v t h3 E 
~~_...,y~m~~-z~--.-·~ 
2h h (1 - v v ) E 
x y xm ym c 
(C.9) 
The joint forces applied to the model in Figure 3lb are the equiva-
lent of the tangential load S per unit length applied to the plate ele-
ment edges in Figure 30b. To satisfy the equivalence of the plate and 
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the model, the forces in all horizontal and vertical members of the model 




(Sh case + Sh sine) 
x y 
2 
The change in length of each diagonal bar is 
F h Sh2 
c z z 
AE= 27\E 
c c c c 
and the shearing strain with reference to Figure 32 is 
-
8 s i. ne tan (w) =---·-= 





Sh h y z 
2h A E 
x c c 
( C. I 0) 
( C. 11) 
( c. 12) 
By equating the shearing strain of the plate as obtained in Equation 
(C.3) and the shearing strainofthe model given by Equation (C.12) and by 
rearranging terms, we can obtain the cross-sectional area of bar c: 
A 
c 
t G h h 
xy y z 
h E 
x c 
( c. 13) 
For the model to be consistent, the magnitudes of the cross-sectional 
area of bar c obtained in Equations (C.9) and (C. 13) have to be equal. 
This condition and the relation between elastic constants for the ortho-
tropic material property of the plate are presented in Equations (C. 14a) 
and (C.14b), respectively, as shown below: 
I 
I /' / 
















































G h h t . \) · ·t E h3 
xy y z ym xm z (C.14a) = 2h h ( 1 - \) \) ) h E E 
x c c x y xm ym 
\) E \) E (C.14b) 
xm ym ym xm 






( ) 2 xm z ( ) v +--- v -1 =O 
ym 2h2 G ym 
( c. 15) 
y xy 
Therefore, the consistent Poisson ratio is a function of the geometry of 
the model and its elastic moduli. However, based on studies of Reference 
(1), the value of Poisson's ratio has 1 ittle effect on the vertical dis-
placements of the plate due to either vertical or in-plane loads. 
C.2 Bar Forces Due to Lateral Deflections 
When joints of the membrane model (Figure 4) undergo displacements, 
axial forces are produced in the bars. Figure 33 illustrates a diagonal 
member of the model before and after deformation. The original length of 
the diagonal is 
( c. 16) 





( c. l 7) 











Figure 33. Deformation of an Elastic Bar of Discrete Element 
( 1 ) 
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f w2 








u2 - ul ; 
v2 - v 1 ; and 
w2 - wl. 
strain in the 





of the diagonal member; 
deformed diagonal bar is 
By rearranging terms, this equation can be written as 
h 
z 
h + E h 
z c z 
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( C. l 8a) 
( c. 1 8b) 
By equating Equations (C. 17) and (C. l8b) and rearranging terms, we can 













[hx E A 
c c 
h flv + (flu)2 + (flv) 2 2 y + (flw) 
2h 2 
( C. 1 8c) 
z 
deformed diagonal bar is 






This equation can be extended to find bar forces in members which lie in 
the x and y directions. 
Equation (C.19) and its extensions can be utilized to calculate the 
approximate axial forces in bars of a membrane model produced by a set of 
transverse joint deflections. Since the sum of the x and y components of 
these forces at the joints is not zero, the joints are not at equilibrium. 
To restore equilibrium, the imbalancing joint forces are applied to the 
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model and the in-plane joint displacements are calculated. Equation 
(C.19) is used again to find the actual bar force. 
C.3 Model Geometric Stiffness 
\</hen the joints of the membrane model undergo transverse displace-
ments, axial forces develop in the bars. The transverse components of 
these axial forces at each joint resist part of the load applied to the 
plate structure. 
Figure 34 shows an expanded membrane model joint and the forces in 
adjoining bars. The vertical component of each force is equal to the 
magnitude of the force times the slope of the bar. The sum of these ver-
tical components at joint i,j is termed R .. and is as follows: 
I 'J 
R .. = -P~. (w .. -w. 1 .)/h + P~ 1 . (w. 1 . -w .. )/h l,j l,j l,j 1- ,j x 1+ ,j 1+ ,j l,j x 
-P~ .(w .. -w .. 1)/h +P~. 1 (w. ·+ 1 -w .. )/h 1,J l,j 1,j- y l,j+ l,J l,j y 
c2 c2 ( 
- p. . ( w. . - w. 1 . 1 ) /h + p. 1 . 1 w. 1 . 1 - w. . ) /h 
l,j l,j 1- ,j- z 1+ ,j+ 1+ ,j+ 1,j z 
(C.20) 
When Equation (C.20) is written for all joints of the model, the result-
ing set of simultaneous equations may be symbolically expressed as 
(C.21) 
where [KM] is the membrane model geometric stiffness; {w} is the vector 
of transverse displacement; and {R} is the vector of lateral membrane re-
sistance. 
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C.4 Membrane Stress Evaluation 
The bar forces determined by the method mentioned in section C.3 can 
now be used to evaluate the plate membrane stresses. The plate element 
shown in Figure 35 is subjected to in-plane forces indicated; normal and 




x th (C.22a) y 
F 




T = _E.. 
xy th y 
(C .22c) 
v 
T = _'0_ yx th 
x 
(C.22d) 
The model that represents this plate element as shown in Figure 36 is 
subjected to joint forces which are equivalent to forces applied to the 
plate element. If FA, F6 , Fe, FD' FE and FH be forces in members of the 
model as shown in Figure 37, the equilibrium equations of the joints of 
the model in the x and y directions can be written as follows: 
[FB + FH case] [F x + v ] /2 yx (C.23a) 
[FC + FH sine] [F y + v ]/2 xy (C.23b) 
[FB + FE case] [F x - v ]/2 yx (C.23c) 
[FD + FE sine] = [F - v ]/2 (C.23d) y xy 
[FA + FE case] [F -x v ] /2 yx (C.23e) 







Figure 35. Plate Element With 
In-Plane Loads (l) 
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Figure 36. Discrete Element Equivalent Loads (1) 
h 
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= [F + V ]/2 
x yx (C.23g) 
[ F + V ] /2 y xy (C.23h) 
The angle e is shown in Figure 37. By solving the above equations simul-




Vxy = [FH - FE] sine 
Vyx = [FH - FE] cose 
Substituting the above quantities into Equation (C.22) yields 
(er) M = [(FA+ FB) + (FH + FE) cose]/th y 
(cry) M = [ ( F C + FD) + (FH + FE) sine]/th x 
(T ) = 
xy M [F -H FE] sine/th y 









where (cr)M' (cr)M' (Txy)M, and (Ty)M are membrane stresses in the plate 
e 1 emen t. 
APPENDIX D 
PROPERTIES OF THE COMPOSITE MODEL 
11 1 
11 2 
The model used to simulate the behavior of the plates in this study 
is made up of two components, bending and membrane. Depending on the 
range] of loading, either bending model alone or both components of the 
model combined are subjected to increments of the transverse loading. 
When both components are simultaneously loaded, the model is referred to 
as the composite model. Figure 38 shows all the lateral and external 
forces at node i ,j of both components of the composite model. To form 
the stiffness matrix of this model, the equilibrium formulation of node 
i,j of the discrete-element model in the z direction is developed. This 
equation is obtained by simply adding the lateral membrane resistance 
R .. (Equation C.20) to Equation (B.5) and substituting the incremental 
I 'J 
load F .. for (f8) .. as fol lows: I , J I , J 
LF = o = F. . + v~ . + v'. . - v~ 1 . - v'. . 1 z 1,J l,J l,J 1+ ,J 1,J+ 
- S. . w. . - CF. . + R. . 
1,J l,J 1,J l,J 
( D. I) 
Equation (D. 1) can be written in terms of joint displacements as 
shown in Appendices Band C. In this form it would be similar to Equa-
tion (B.9) except that the coefficients of the equation wi 11 include the 
membrane model bar forces. The equilibrium in the z direction for all 
joints of this model result in a set of simultaneous equations that can 
be written symbolically as 
{F} ( D. 2) 
where 
[(KM)+ (K8)] lateral stiffness of the composite model; 
{w} =vector of lateral displacements; and 
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Figure 38. Expanded Joint of the Composite Model 
APPENDIX E 
GUIDE FOR DATA INPUT 
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l. Geometry and Boundary Conditions of Plate (2 alphanumeric cards per run) 
2. Problem Number and Material Description (1 car per run) 
Prob. No. 
I I I 
Description of material properties 
l 5 11 
3. Table ]--Control Data (3 cards for each problem) 
NCT2 NCT3 NCT4 
I-~~~ 
1 5 l 0 15 
E 1 as t i c Max . No . Def. cl o-
i sot ro pi c Plate of sure for 
No. of increments in the Length of Poisson's thick- ltera- bending 
x and y directions increments ratio ness tions model 
MX MY HX HY PR THK NITER CLOS 
.... I 





Tab 1 e 1 (Continued) 
Def. clo-
sure toler-
No. of ance for 
Post-elastic loading composite 
Yield strain Yield Stress modulus steps model 
YSTAIN YILSTZ ALPHA ISYM ALDF 
,----~~_-_]__------ -- _---
1 1 0 20 30 35 4 5 
Table 2--Plate Stiffness (maximum 20 cards) 
From Through Twisting 
sta. sta. Bending stiffness stiffness Elastic modulus 
I Nl JN 1 I N2 JN2 DXN DYN CN EXN EVN !-- ·1·--- -----1 ---I- -___ J ___ --- _] 
------ ------------ -------- ·- ··------- ---- - - ------------------- -·· 
1 5 1 0 1 5 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Table 3--Supporting Spring Stiffness (maximum 20 cards) 
From Th rough Vert i ca 1 
sta. sta. spring In-plane springs Rotational springs 
I Nl JNl IN2 JN2 SN SUN sv~~ RXN RYN 
'~-'-----'-~-'--~--'----~_._~~~~~~~~~---,"~~____. 
1 5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 70 
()"\ 
Table 4--Loading (maximum 20 cards) 
From Through Vertical 
sta. sta. loading In-plane loading External couple 
I Nl JNl I N2 JN2 QN PXN PYN TXN TYN r- . --, -- T. ___ T ______ T ----r~·--- -----i-----~- --·-, 
1 5 10 1 5 20 30 40 50 60 70 




E. l General Remarks 
All the five space data entries are right justified integers. 
All the ten space data entries are real variables read by El0.3 for-
mat. 
E.2 Detail of Input Information 
In this section, d~tails of various input items and their units are 
given. The recommended range for deflection closure tolerances and cer-
tain variables are also included. 
E.2.J Description of Geometry, Boundary 
Conditions, and Material of the Plate 
Two cards are used for describing the plate's geometry and boundary 
conditions. 
A single card is needed for problem number and describing the type 
of the plate's material. 
E.2.2 Table 1--Con~rol Data (3 Cards Per Run) 
The number of cards in Tables 2 to 4 (NCT2, NCT3, and NCT4) are spe-
cified in the first card. 















MX and MY are the number of increments in the x and y directions. 
PR is the Poisson ratio of the isotropic plate. 
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Maximum number of iterations is suggested to be less than 25. 
Deformation closure tolerance for the bending model (CLOS) is recom-
mended to be assigned values not more than two-tenths percent of the 
thickness of the plate. 
The variables and their units on the third card are 







ISYM is the number of loading steps. 
YSTAIN 
i n./i n. 
ALDF is deflection closure tolerance for the composite model. It is 
recommended that ALDF be taken less than one-tenth percent of the thick-
ness of the plate. 
E.2.3 Table 2--Plate Stiffness 
Twisting 
Bending Stiffness Stiffness Elastic Modulus 
Variables: DXN DYN CN EXN 2 EVN 2 Uni ts: lb-in. lb-in. lb-in. lb/in. lb/in. 
The maximum number of cards in Table 2 is 20. 
Data are described by a node coordinate identification as shown in 
Figure 39. 
Bending stiffness is a joint datum. 
Twisting stiffness and elastic modulus are area data. 
Data may be distributed to every joint in an area by specifying the 
lower left-hand and upper right-hand coordinates. Quarter-values are 
automatically placed at corner joints, and half-values are placed at edge 
joints. For line specification, half-values are placed at the start and 
end joints. Data for a single point will be identified by placing the 
same joint coordinates in both the 11 From sta. 11 and 11Through sta. 11 columns. 
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i i l i ~ l I Uniform inplane load ~ in y-direction of 600 lb/in. 
·I 1- 3o"----
8 
Uni form load 7 
200 psi 
equiv. per 6 
joint load 
QN = 200 ( 6x 10) S 
12000 lb 
4 00 "d" 
3 8 kips Externa 1 concen-trated load couple of 
1000 i n-1 b 2 
10 kips inplane 
·concentrated load 
j=O 
i=O 2 3 
From Sta. Thru Sta. 
INl JNl IN2 JN2 DXN DYN CN EXN EYN 
0 0 3 8 l. OE08 1. OE08 8.0E07 3.6EOG 3.6E06 
SN SUN SVN RXN RYN 
0 0 3 0 1. OE40 l. OE40 1. OE40 l . OE40 l . OE40 
0 0 0 8 l • OE40 l. OE40 1. OE40 
3 0 3 8 l. OE40 
0 8 3 8 1 • OE40 
QN PXN PYN TXN TYN 
2 2 2 2 8. OE03 
l 3 1 7 1. 2E04 
2 3 2 7 3.6E03 
3 l 3 l 1. OE04 
0 8 3 8 -6.0E03 
l 2 1 2 l . OE03 l .OE03 
Figure 39. Example for Data Input ( l ) 
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Coordinates 1N2, JN2 must be equal to or greater than coordinates 
INl, JNl. 
Data on each card are added to preceding card values. 
E.2.4 Tabl~ 3--Supporting Spring Stiffness 
Vertical 
Spring In-Plane Springs Rotational Springs 
Variables: SN SUN SYN RXN RYN 
Uni ts: lb/in. lb/in. lb/in. lb-in./rad lb-in./rad 
The maximum number of cards in Table 3 is 20. 
Data are distributed the same way as described in Table 2. 
The magnitude of the supporting springs should simulate the real be-
havior of the supports. 
E.2.5 Table 4--Loading System 
Vertical In-Plane 
Loading Loading External Couples 
Variables: QN PXN PYN TXN TYN 
Uni ts: lb lb lb lb-in. lb-in. 
The maximum number of cards in Table 4 is 20. 
Vertical and in-plane loads are applied directly at joints, and data 
are distributed the same way as described in Table 2. 
External couples are applied to the bar elements left and below sta-
tion specified. 
Sign convention for the loading system is the same as for the plate 
problem. 
APPENDIX F 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEM 2 
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In this appendix a sample of the computer output for example problem 
2 is presented. The example problem chosen deals with large elastic-
plastic deflections of a simply supported thin plate. The plate edges 
are restrained against in-plane translation. The plate is subjected to 
uniform lateral pressure. 
In the solution procedure the total lateral pressure is applied to 
the plate in 20 steps. The computer output consists of the results of 
the analysis of the plate when subjected to these pressure increments. 
In this appendix the input data and results of the analysis of the plate 
when subjected to pressure increment q = 14.66 psi are presented in 




THIN SQUARE PLATE 
StMPLV SUPPORTED 
PROB , 
616 NO HARDENING 
TABLE t. CONTROL DATA 
CARDS TABLE 2 
CARDS TABLE 3 
CARDS TABLE • 
NUM INCREMENTS M)( 
MJM INCREMENTS MV 
lNCR LENGTH HX 
lNCR LENGTH HY 
POISSON RATIO 
YIELD STRAIN 
V IELO STRESSS 




NO. OF LOAD STEPS 
MAX NUM ITERATION 
TABLE 2. STIFFNESS DATA FOR PLATE PROBLEM 
FROM THAU DX DY 
TABLE 3, STIFFNESS FDA SUPPORTING SPRINGS 
FROM THAU SU 
0 0 • 0 1.00000+50 1.00000+50 a 0 • • 1.00000+50 I .00000•50 0 0 0 • 1.00000•50 1.00000+50 0 • • • '.00000+50 t .00000+50 
TABLE 4. LOAD DATA 
FROM THAU Q PX 
SV 
I .00000+50 0.0 
'.00000•50 0.0 
t .ooooo•so o.o 
t .00000+50 o.o 
PY TX 


























RESULTS OF ANALYSIS DUE TO APPLICATION OF UNIFORM 




THIN SQUARE PlAH 
'ilMPlY 'iUPPORTED 
NO HARDENING 


































































































































































































































































































































- '. 9970•02 
-3. 4720•02 




- t. 9970•02 
2. 7970•02 








- I .9970+02 
-3.4720•02 
t. 8300•02 
. 83 10+02 































































616 NO HARO£NtNG 
TA.Bl£ 6 BENDING ANO nu Sl ING MOMENTS 
1.J OMX BMY , ... TMY 
0 0 o.o o.o -3.5280•01 3 .5280•01 
' 
0 -5.6•70-03 - t. 8120-02 _,,0390•01 fi.039U+Ot 
2 0 -t .04tSI0-02 -3.SU0-02 -3.9270•0t 3.9270•01 
J 0 - t .•U70-0:Z -4 .11230-02 - '. 8640+01 t .1!1640•01 
• 0 -1. 5920-02 -5. 3070-02 -1.0560- t3 I .0,60· t:I 0 - I . 44 70-02 .... 8230-02 I. 8640•01 -1.1!1640•01 
0 - I .0690-02 -3. 5620-02 J .9270•01 -3.9270+01 
0 -5.6•70-03 - I, 8120-02 6.0390•01 -6.0390•01 
• 0 0.0 0.0 3. 5280•01 -3. 5280+0. 
0 - I. 8820-02 -5. 6'70-03 -6.0390•01 6 .0390•01 
I -1. 5470•01 -7. 5470•01 - 1.0470•02 I .0470•02 
2 -9.0180+01 
- '. 1060•02 -6. 9950•01 Ci.9950+01 
3 
-·- 73•0•01 _,. 2370•02 -3. 3850•01 3. 31'50•01 
-1. 47 tO+Ot - t. 2&70•02 - '. 7240- 13 t. 7240- 13 
-e. 734D•O-• - I. 2370+02 J. 31150•01 -J. 315150+01 
-9 .OISO+Ot - t. t06D•02 6.9950•0• _,. 9950•0• 
-1 .5.C70•01 -1. 54 TO•Ot '.0470•02 - '.0.C70•02 
- '.1120-02 -5. 6470-03 6.0390•0t -6 .0390•01 
0 2 -3. 5620-02 - t .OG90-02 -3 9270•01 3. 9270•01 
' 
2 -I. 1060•02 -9.0tlO•OI -6 9950•01 6 .9950+01 
2 2 - '.3900•02 - I. 3900+02 
-· 
9370+0t 4 .9370•01 
3 2 - I. 3170•02 -1.6100•02 2. 4810•01 2 . .ClllO+OI 
• 2 - t. 3570•02 - 1. 6690•02 -1.5570-13 I .5570- 13 5 2 - t. 3870•02 _, ,,100•02 2. •11110•01 -2. 41180•01 
2 -t. 3900•02 
- '. 3900•02 4 .9370•01 -4. 9370•01 
2 _,. 1060•02 -9.0t80•0t ,.9950•01 --.99'50•01 
2 -3. 5620-02 _, .~90-02 3.9270•01 -3.8270•01 
0 3 
-·. 8230-02 - t. 4470-02 - I. IC40+0t '.8640•01 
' 
3 - t. 2370•02 -1. 7340•01 -3. 3850•01 3. 31150•01 
2 3 -1 _fjt()()•02 - I. 3170•02 -2 .41180•01 2.4110•0• 
3 3 - t .C.C70+02 - ',,470•02 - I. 29.CO+Ot '.2940•0t 
• 3 - t .C270+02 - , . 7240•02 - I. tt20- 13 , . tt20- 13 s 3 _, .6'470•02 - t .C470•02 1.28.CO•Ot -t .21.CO•Ot 
6 3 -t .St00+02 
- '. 3170•02 2 .41110•01 -2 .4110•01 
7 3 
- '. 2370•02 -I. 734D•Ot 3.3850•01 -3 .3150•01 
• 3 -4.8230-02 - .. 4470-02 1 .e,4o•ot -• .8c•o•ot 
0 • -5.3070-02 -1. 5920-02 -2. 7100- l.C 2. 7100- 1'4 I • _, .2ft70•02 -I. 4110•01 -t. tt20-U L tt20-U 2 • -1.600+02 - t. 3570•02 -2. 7100- , .. 2. 7100-14 3 4 -1. 7240+02 -t.'270•02 -1.3400- 14 1.3400-14 
4 4 -I .1100•02 - I. 7100•02 .. 3.S92D-14 3.ea20- u 
5 4 -1. 7240+02 -1.s210•02 I .5580- t4 -t.csao-1• 
s 4 •I .H90+02 -1. 3570•02 5.0040•14 -5.0040•14 
1 4 •t .2S70+02 -I .4110•01 7.7140-14 -1.1140- ... 
I 4 -5.3070-02 •I .5920-02 ... 1700- l.C -•. 1100-1• 
0 s -4.1230-02 - t. 4470-02 I .e&40+0t - t .11•o•ot 
I 5 -1.2370•02 
-· .1240•01 2.3850•01 •3.3150•01 
~:? -1.Ct00•02 .. '. 3170•02 2.•110•01 -2 .... 10•01 _, ,,.C70•02 - '.l .. 70•02 '.2940•01 - I, 2840•01 
4 
- '.5270•02 
-·. 7240•02 4.4410- 14 -4.4410-14 
I -t.S470+02 -t .C470+02 - I. 2940•01 t.29 .. 0•0I 
s -t.St00•02 -t.3170+02 -2.4HO+OI 2.4810•01 
1 _, .2370•02 -I. 73•D•Ot -3.3150•01 3.3150•01 
I -•. 1230-02 - I. 4470-02 -t.8540•01 1.IC40•0t 
0 -3.1620-02 -1.0690-02 3.9270+01 -:t.9270•01 
I ·I. tOIO+O:Z -•.0110•01 C.9950+01 -S.9950•01 
2 - I. 3900•02 - L3ll00+02 4.9370•01 •4 .93TO+Ot 
3 -1.3110+02 -t.CI00•02 2.•eeo•o1 -2.4810•01 
• -1. 3570•02 -t .SC90•02 t .•no- t3 -t.Sl20•13 5 -I .3170•02 ..... ,00•02 -2.4880•01 2.48IO•Ot 
s - I • 2900+02 - I . 3900+02 -4.U.70+01 .... 370•01 
1 -1. 1060•02 -•.011o•ot -c.eeSo•ot c.•eso•o1 
• -3.SU0-02 - 1.0690-02 -3.•270+ol 3.1270+01 
0 7 -1 .1120-02 -5.1470-02 1.0290•01 -1.0390+01 
I 7 -1.S47D+ol -7 .S•7D•Ot I .0470+02 -1.04?0•02 
2 7 -e.0110+01 -1. IOI0+02 •·••so•o1 -•.••so•ot 
3 1 -•. 7340•01 •I .2370•02 3.3850'01 -3.3150•01 
• 1 •1.4710•01 - I. 2S70•02 2.3910-12 --2.3810-13 5 1 •I. 73.CO•OI -t.2370•02 -3.3150•01 3.3150•01 
s 7 -0.0110+01 •I. 10.0•02 -C.995D+Ot C.9950•0t 
7 7 -7.5 .. 70•01 -1. 5470.+0t _, .0470•02 I .0470•02 
• 7 ·I .1820-02 -S.5470-03 -·. 0390•0' S.0390•0t 
0 I o.o o.o 3.9210•01 -3.5210+01 
I • -5.1410-o:r -1.1120-02 S.0390•01 -&.0390•01 2 • -1.0690-02 -2.H20·02 3.9270•01 -3 •• 270+01 :r • -1.4470-02 -4 .1230-02 t .8C4D+Ot -1.1s4o•ot 4 • -1 .1920·02 ·l.3070-02 1.4110•13 -1. 4 llO• l:r 5 • -1. 4470·02 -4 .1230-02 .. t .1140•01 l.IUO'OI s I - I. Ol90-02 -3.H20-02 -3.9270•01 3.1270•01 
1 • -!l.1470-03 -1.1120-02 -1.0390•01 1.0390•01 I • o.o 0.0 ·J.52IO+Ot 3.5210•01 
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PROB (CONfO). 
. ,. NO HARDENING. 
1'A8l £ 1 MEMBRANE S TR£ SSf S 
I .J MSX MSY SHS 
.0660•03 2 .0660•03 
·• .0350•02 4380•03 7. 7640•03 ·2 . 6190+02 
. 8330•03 t. 3370•04 ·t . 73 10•02 
• . 6500•03 t 6670•04 ·• .0840•01 
• 6500•03 . 6670+04 • .0840•01 
• • llJJO•OJ 3360•04 . 73 t0•02 1 J. 4380•03 . 7600•03 6 190•02 
• 2 OG60•03 0660•03 ... 0350•02 
1 76JO•OJ . 4390•03 ·2 6240•02 
1 9660•03 . 9680•03 5 . 9020•02 
.. 37'10•03 . 3340•04 • 86fD+O:z 
• • . 6500•03 . 6600•04 2 . 21120•02 
• . 6500•03 I. 6590+04 -2 . 2820•02 
• . 3740•03 t . 3340•04 
-· 
.1610•02 
1 . 9660•03 7 . 9660•03 
·• 9020•02 1 7GJO+OJ 3. 4380•03 2 . 6240•02 
J I. 3370+04 . 8360•03 - I. 7360•02 
J I. 3340+04 . 3770•03 5 .8640•02 
J .3150•04 . 3150•04 6. 10110•02 
• J . JOI0•04 . 6 t70•04 2. 4170•02 
• J . 3010•04 ' 
.6170•04 -2."' no•o:z 
• J . 3150•04 t . 3150•04 -6. 1080•02 J . 3340•04 .. 3760•03 -5. 8640•02 
J 
' 
3370•04 4 .1!1350•03 I. 7360•02 
I. 6670•04 6540•03 -6. t tOO•Ot 
I. 6590•04 . 6530•03 2. 21!140•02 
',,170•04 . 3020•04 2. 4180•02 
1.51!150•04 . 5850•04 9 .6610•0t 
I. 51!150•04 I. 5850•04 -9 .,610+0t 
1.6170•04 '. 3020•04 -2.4110+02 
'.6590•04 I .6540•03 -2. 2140+02 
t. 6670•04 5.6540•03 5. 1100•01 
t. 6670•04 5. 6540•03 5. t tOO•Ot 
'.5590•04 1.6520+03 -2. 2840•02 
I .5170•04 I .:J020+04 -2. 4 u10+02 
• '.5850•04 I. 5150•04 -9.6680+01 5 '. 5850•04 '. 5850+04 9.6680•01 
• I .Sl70•04 t. 3020+04 2 .4 '80•02 7 '.5590•04 8.5540•03 2. 2840•02 
• t .5570+04 !!li.5540+03 -C. t IOO•Ot 
t 
' 
I. 3370•04 4.13!!1i0+03 I. 7360•02 
2 
' 
I. 3340+04 I. 3750+03 -5.1640+02 
3 
' 
'.3t50•04 1.3150+04 -C. tOI0+02 
• ' 
'.3010+04 1 .s no•o• -2 .• no+o2 
• • I .3010•04 t .5170+04 2.•t70•02 
• ' 
'.3t50+04 I .3150+0• 6. t080•02 
1 
' 
'.33•0•04 I. 3780+03 !!li.15•0•02 
• 6 '. 3370+04 ... 1360•03 - '. 7350•02 
t 7. 7530+03 3.•310•03 2.5240•02 
2 7 .96C0+03 7 .9'60+03 -5.9020+02 
3 I. 37•0•03 t .3340+04 -!!li.ICt0+02 
• l.C500+03 t. C590+0.t -2.2820•02 
• l.S500+03 I .CS00+04 2. 2120•02 
' 
•. 3740+03 t .33•0•0• !!li.ICt0+02 
1 7 .9660+03 7 .9C70+03 5.9020+02 
7. 7630•03 3.4390•03 -2 .5240+02 
• 2.osso+o3 2.0660+03 •.0350+o2 
• 3.•380•03 7. 7630•03 
2.5tl0+02 
• ... 1330•03 I .3370+().I I. 73t0•02 
• • 5.SS00+03 t .5fi70+04 C.0140+0'1 
• • 5.SS00+03 t. 5C70+04 -s.oa•o+ot 
' • 
4 .1330•03 1. 33C0•04 - t. 73t0•02 
7 • 3.•310+03 7. 7Ct0+03 -2. 5 t1H>•02 
• • 2 .OSS0+03 2.0650+03 -4 .0350•02 
APPENDIX G 
A LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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IMPLICIT R£AL•8(A-H.O-l) 
C -----PAGE 1 
C-----DlM.ENSION S7ATEMENlS 
OIMENSION A(23,25J, 8(23,23.2:>J. BMX(21,27). 
BMYl27.27l. C(2J,2'J,25l. CX(27,27). 
oxt:27.:27). ovt21.:nl. 
S(21.27). TX(:27,27), TV(27,27), 
• DIMENSION 
DIMENSION 
OJ MENS ION 
0(27,271, 'w'1(27,t), W2(2J. I) 
RXN(20). AYN(20), AX(27,271. RY(27,27) 
AN1(40). AN2(35}. 0P(6) 
lN1(20}. 1N2(20). JN1(20). JN2(20), 0XN(20). 0YN(20), 
0N(20). SN(20). CXN(20), TXN(20), TVN(20). 
2 PXN(20). PYN(20), SUN(20). SVN(20) 
OIJllENSION PXX(27,27), PYY(27,27). PZZ(27,27), [XN(20). EVN(20) 
DIMENSION 00(27.27). 001(27,27). PX(27,27),· PX1(27,27), 
1 PY( 27 .27) ,PY t( 27, 27) .OSX{ 27, 27) ,OSY( 27. 27) ,SHSI 27, 271 
DIMENSION PCl(27,27). PC2(27,27), UUl27."27), VVl27.27) 
DIMENSION POt(27,271, P02(27,27) 
DIMENSION PHIJl:1(27.27),PHfYt(27,27), PHJXVt(27,271.EPSMlC1127,271. 
1 EPSMY 1 (27 .27), EPMXY t( 27 .27) ,EX~1(27 .27). 
1 £YS 1 ( 27. 27) ,NNXB( 27' :n) ,NNYB( 27 .27) ,NNlCS( 27. :n). NNYSI 27. 27 J 
DIMENSION SJGX( 2 I I, SIG'f(2t), TAU( 21), SF ( 21), SFF(2 t). FI 21). 
I ASF ( 27. 27, 21), ASFF ( 27, 21, 2 I), AF ( 27, 27, 2 t) 
DIMENSION EPSX( 21 '). EP5Y(21), EPSXV(2t). EPPX(21) ,EPPY( 21I,EPPXV{2 I I 
DIMENSION EEX(27. 27). EEY(27 .27) ,ABX( 27, 27), ABYI 27, 27). ABG(27. 27 l 
DIMENSION BG( 27. 27) 
DIMENSION 0011(27,27) 
DIMENSION PXY1(27,27) 







DIMENSION XWW(27.27) ,XUU(27,27),0'V(27,27) 
REAL •11 NEUO ,M.JXB t ,NUYB I, NUXS 1. NUVS 1 
REAL•S NNXB.NNYB ,NNXS.NNVS 
DATA ITEST/4H I 
C- - COMMON CARDS 
COlflMON PR 
COMMON/ JNCR/JrO .. MY. ,,_XP2, MXP3, MXP4 ,MXPS, MxP7. 
1 NYP2, MYPJ. MYP~. NYPS, MYP7 
COMMON/MA TR/ AA 1 ( 23), .U2(::!J, 3), AA3( 23, 5). AA4 ( 23, 3), 
t AAS(23).AA6(23),AA(23.1),Al(23, 1),A2(23.1), 
2 BB(23,2J),BBl(2J,23),BB2(23.23),CC(2J,2J), 
3 cc I ( 23.23) ,CC2( 23, 23) ,AAUG(2J. 23,2) ,0( 23. 23). E( 23. 2J) .01( 23. 23) 
COMMON/OAT/Cm~oxC4.tl 1) .CORDY( 441) ,COROZ{.441). 
1 EC(27,27),EX(27,27).EY(27,27),AE( 16.110).JT( 1640).l(l( 16401. 
J AX(27.27).AY(27.27).AC(27,27) 
COMMON/PLANE /PX2 ( 2 7 . 2 7 ) . PY 2 ( 27 . 2 7 I , 'w' I 2 7 . 27 l , SU I 2 7 . 2 7 ) . SV I 27 . 27 l , 
1 U(27 21J,V(27,27) 
COMMON ALPHA 
COMMQN/ZAP/ZEPX(tl 17,2tJ.2EPYl17 t7,21l.ZEPXYft7 17.211 
IQ AMP f t 7 , t 7 '] I I 
C · - · - -FOAllO,T STATEMENTS 
c 
FOANAT(JE tO 3.15,E 10. J) 
FORMAT(/,' V-S71UIN Y-STRESS 2N0 SLOPE LOAD STEP TOl.') 
I 1 FOAMA T ( IH 1 , 'J - - ~·-TR IM' I 
12 FORMAT( 20.&4) 
l 3 FORMAT ( ~X. 20A4) 
1-4 FORMAT(AC,A 1. SX. 35A2 I 
15 f'ORMAT(///l()H PROB , /5)1:, A4,AI. 511, JSA2) 
16 fORMAT(///17H PQQ8 (CONTD). f51'.A4 A1 .SX.35A2l 
19 FORMAT(SX, 1H I 
20 l=QRMAT(SJ5,4[~0 J, 2A4J 
2' FORMAT(2J5,H10 3.15,£10 JJ 
2J FORMAT( 4(2X,J3J,6E10.4) 
24 FDRMATf 4f::2:r 13}.6£10 .ti) 
30 F0RJUT(//30H TAB\.E t. CONTROL DATA 
1/23H CARDS TABLE 2 ,•'3X,l3, 
I 23H CA.ADS TABLE 3 ,.tlJJC, 13, 
3 23H CARDS TABLE 4 ,'3X,J3, I 
<t 2&H NI.JM INCAEMENTS MX • , 40X, 13 ,/ 
5 21H NUM INCREMENTS MY , JIX, 13 ,/ 
C 28H !NCR LENGTH HX ,JU, E 10.J./ 
6 27H !NCR LENGTH HY ,J2X, E 10. J,I 
9 26H POISSON RATIO ,JJX,(10.J. / 
O 26H YIELD STRAIN ,JJX,(10.3, I 
I 26H YIELD STRESSS ,JJX,EIO.J, I 
I 26H POST YIELD MOO. .33X,Et0.3. I 
9 2•H SLAB THICKNESS .35X,EIO.J, I 
I nH DEF. TOL(BEN) ,J2X,(10.3./ 
27H DEF. TOL(COM) ,J2X,(I0.3,/ 
21H NO. OF LOAD STEPS ,JIX,IJ.I 
21H MAX NUM ITERATION ,JIX,13./ 
2 JOH ,35X,EIO.JJ 
33 FOAMAT(//50H TAl!!ILE 2. STIFFNESS DATA 'DA PLATE PROBLEM 
2 /SOH F ADM THAU OX OY 
3 .. SH [)( EY 
37 FOAMAT(//50H TABLE 3. STIFFNESS FDA SUPPORTING SPRINGS 
2 /50H FROM THAU S SU 
3 .. 5H RX RY 
31 FQAM&T(//25H TABLE ... LOAD OAT& 
1/70H FROM THAU 0 
















RESULTS FOR .F5, t, 'PEA CENT OF LOAD'./// 
2 20H 




BENDING ANO TWISTING MOMENTS 
BMX 8MY TMJC 
2 20H TMY 
.II 
.. I FORMAT(//4IH TABl.E 7. 
t 48H J,J MSX 
MU48RANE SHl:lSSES 
•J f0RMAT(5X, 2(U,13,JJ).IP6Ell.•) 
44 FORMAT(5X, 2( IX,IJ.IJ) 0 IP6EH .ti) 
45FOAMAT(7X,I2,J3.1P9£t2.3) 
46 FORMAT(///1X,' NO. OF. ITERATIONS ', 15) 
•t FORMAT(/ /7X.' PER CENT ERROR IN CLOSURE 
1996 f0RMAT(2I5,3Ftt.7,Fll 2) 
22112 FOAMAT(tOF10 . .:al 
c 
L 1•23 
READ 12, {ANJ(N). N•l,40) 
1010 READ U, NPA08, (AN2(N), N•1,35) 
IF(NP.AOS·ITEST) 1020.9990, 1020 
t020PRlNT ti 
PAINT t3.(&Nt(N).N•1.40) 
PAINT t5.NPROB, (AN2(N),N•1,J5) 
C-----INPUT TABLE 1 
c 
READ 20, NCT2,NCT3,NCT4 
READ 21,MX ,MY ,HX .HY ,PA, THK,NI TERA, CLOS 









PAINT 30,NCT:2, NCT3 ,NCT 4. MX, MY .HX, HY, PA• VS TA JN, YI LST Z, ALPHA. HI(. 














XMAAT • 1 









MXP I •MX• 1 
JO::P2•MX+2 
JilXPJ•MX•J 











PQHXHY •PR/(H'!' "HX) 
QQHXHY•1 0/(HY'HX) 
COHX •- L 0/HX 
OOHY • 1 . 0/HY 
00HX2• 1.Q/HX 0 "2 








NJT •JO:P I •MYP 1 
NM[M•4"MX•MY•MX•MY 
HZ•OSQ51T(HX•HX•HY"HY) 
00 105 J• 1."4'YP7 
DO 100 l•t,MXP7 
BMX ( I . J) • 0. (' 
8MY(l,J)•OO 
OX(I.J)•OO 
DY( I .J)•O.O 
S(l .J)•O C 
0{ I .J) •O 0 
CX(l,V)•OO 
TX(l .J)•O 0 
TY(l.J)•O 0 
PX( l .J)•O 0 
PY(I.,,J)•Q 0 
SU( I ,J)•0.0 
SIJ(J,J)•O.O 
UO .J)•O O 
V( I ,J)•O 0 
Wt I .J)•0.0 
EX( l .J)•0.0 
EY (I. J)•O 0 
Eel 1 ... n•o.o 
PXX(l,J)•O 0 
P'tY(l .J)•O 0 
PZZll,J)•OO 




OQ( I .J)•0.0 















AY (I ,J)•O.O 
POl(l ,J)•O.O 
P02( I ,J)•O.O 
PC I( l.J)•O.O 
PC2( I ,J)•O.O 
UU (I ,J)•O.O 
w (l,J)•0.0 
PXY I (I ,y)o_Q, 
PXY2( I ,J)•O. 
EXSl(l,J)oO 
EYSl(l,J)•O 
NNXB( I ,J)•O. 
NNYB( 1.J)•O. 
NNXS( I ,J)•O. 
NNYS( I ,J)•O. 
GB( I ,J)•O .0 
GS(I, J) •O. 
002( I. J)-0 
EEX( I ,J)•O 
EEV(l ,J)•O 
ABX( I .J)•O. 
ABV( 1.J)•O 





XWW( J ,J)•O. 
XVV( I ,J)•O. 







00 120 NJ• I. NJT 




00 140 J•1,2 
00 13~ II• t .NXPJ 
A( II, Jf•O.O 
00 130 l•t .. MXP3 
8( 1.11,J)•O.O 
C(l.11,J)•O 0 
CONT I N..1£ 
CONTINUE 
CONT INU£ 
C·----INPUT TABLE 2 
c 
IF(t.GT.NCT2) GO TO 220 
PRINT 33 
DO 210 l•l,NCT2 
READ 23, INI( l) ,JNI( L), IN2( L), JN2 ( l) ,OXN(L) ,OYN( L), 
ICXN( L), EXN( l). EYN( l) 
PRINT 43, IN1 (l), .JNt ( L), 1N2(l), JN2f L), OXN( L ).OYN(L). 
ICXN( l), EXN( l). EYN(L) 
If(ITYP£.N(. I) CO TO 205 
DXN(L)•EXN(L) 
OYH(L)•EYN(L) 
205 CONT f NJ£ 
2 10 CONT I MJE 
220 
225 
CALL INTEAP (INl,JHt,IN2,JH2.0:WN,NCT2.0X. t.o.o. :27.27,0,0) 
CALL JHT(RP (JNl,JNl,IN2,JN2,0YN.NCT2,0'f, 1 ,0,0. 27, 27, 
CALL INTERP (INt,JNt,JN2,JN2.CXN,NCT2,CX, 0.0,1, 27, 27, 
CALL INTERP (INl,JNl,IN2,JN2,EXN,NCT2,EX, 0,0, I, 27, 27. 
CALL INTERP (INf,JN1,IN2,JN2,EYN,NCT2,EY, 0,0.1. 27, 27, CONT IMJE 
DO 225 I• t, MXP7 
00 22!i J• t • MYP7 







-!NPUT TABLE J 
If( ' GT NCT3 ) GO TO 240 
PQJNT J7 
DO 230 L• 1. NCTJ 
REJ.D 24 IN1(L).JNl(L).IN21LJ.JN2(Ll. 
SN(L). SUN(L). SYN(L). RXN(L). RYN( L l 
PRINT 44.IN1(l),JNt(l),IN2(L),JN2(L), 
I SN(Ll. SUN(L). 'SYN(L), AXN(L). AYN( L) 




Clll INT ERP 
Clll INTEAP 
!IN1.JNt,lN2,JN2, SN,NCTJ,S. 1.0.0. 27. 27.0.0 
(!Nt.JNt,IN2.JN2,SUN,NCTJ,SU. l.0.0. '27. 27.0.0 




DO 200 I K • 1. 2 1 
DO 2001 1•1.llilXP7 
DO 2001 J•,,MYP7 




l[PY ( 1.J,l<)•O 
l(PXY( I .J,KJ•O 
ciuu:i1 t .J.Kl•O 
.J•X.' CONTTNUE 
-INPUT r.t.BL[ 4 
IF{I GT l'KT4 l GO TO 260 
PR l NT JS 
00 2 SO L • I . NC T 4 
R£.l(l 24, INt(l), JNl(L). IN2(L). JN2(LJ. 
QN(L), PXN(L). PYN(L). TXN(L). TTNILI 
Pr:2(Nt 44,JN1(LJ, JN1(L), JN2(L), JN2{Ll. 
ON(Ll PXN(Ll PYN(L). TXN(Ll. TYNILI 
.l!>C CONT l NUE. 
CALL INHRP (IN, . .JNI, IN2, .JN2. ON ,NCT4. 0 
C.lll INTEAP (lNI . .JN1, IN2, JN2.PXN .NCT4,PX 
CALL INTEAP {JN1, JN1, JN2, .JN2.PYN .NCH.PY 
CALL INTUIP (IN,, JN"t, JN2, JN2.TXN ,NCT4.TX 
CALL JNTERP (IN1 JN! IN2. JN2.TTN .NCH.TY 
260 CONT!M.JE 
DO 1511 J•t.MYP7 





NN15( I ,J)•PA 
GB(l.J)•EX(l,J}/(2 •(I •PR)J 
GS{l,Jl•EX(l.J)/(2 •(t •PRll 
·.:ONT INU[ 
00 '2021 1•5.MXPJ 
00 12021 J•5,MlPJ 
lFtS( I .Jl LT I OE"19) GO lO 12021 
Cl.IP• 25 
Jxr 1.J)•CMP'"DX( I .J} 
0"'(1.J)•CMP•OY(I Jl 
'.ONT !"Nf 
C.ll(l_,.._.a TE :goss SECl' ION .lQ(.l OF MEMB'l.t.Nf B.lAS 
DO 270 J•5,MYP4 




o. 1.0.27.27, ,,0) 
0.1.0.27.2',0,11 
u( J. J)•Ti-«•(HY•Hv-Pll•Mx•Mx •[YI I. Jl/EXt 1. J) l 
,'(2 •Hy•(t -Pl:Z-PR)) 
Hll, 1,,1)• THK•(HX•HX-PIP HV'HY"[X(J.J)/EY(J.J)) 
c 
/{2. •HX:-( t. -PA•PR)) 
AC( I ,J)• THK•PA• (HZ' •J) •EV( I ,J)/(£C( I, J)' 
2. •HX•HY•( 1. -PA•PR)) 
:270 CONT I NUE 
IPL•O 
J 80 CONT 1 MJE 
00 21 I 1 •4 ,MXP4 
00 211 J•4,NYP4 
28 l CONT lhUE 




C- -- - -PLACE SPQJNG AT MESH POINTS BEYO"-'J BOUOOAAlES OF' AEAl SLAB TO MAK£ 
C SOLUTION OF NON·AECTANGULAA SLABS OR SlABS WITH HOLES POSSIBLE. 
c 
C SET INCRfMOHll lOAO VALUES 
c 
c 
OD 400 J•3, MYP!i 
00 ::195 t•:J.MXP'! 
OQ( I ,J)•O( I, J)· OOHX'(TX( I ,J)-TX(I• t ,J)) 
-OOHY•(TY( J ,J)-TY( I ,J• I)) 
00( l .J)•OQ(l ,J)/SYW 
00 t t (I , J) •OQ( l, J) 
OQt (I, J)•l[TA•OQ(I, J) 
SUW•OX( I •1,J)+OX( 1, J)•OX( J+ t .J) 
t • DY(I,J-l)+OY(l.J)+OY(l,J•I) 
IF'{ SUM) J95, 390, 395 
J90 5(1.J)•l.OE+:ZO 
395 CONT INJE 
400 CONT l""-!E 





DD 401 l•t.NCT4 
IF(PXN(I) l<C ~JiMM•2 
IF(PYN(I) .NE 0.0) JIWW•2 
IF{JI"" .EO. 2) GO TO 24116 
CONTINUE 
00 74001 J•4 ,MYP4 
00 74001 J•4.MXP4 
PMOMX( I, J)•BMX( I, J) 
CONT 1""'-J~ 
C-----BENOING 50LUTION ( 
c 
ALL INPLANE f'OACES ARE ZEAO) 
c 





00 ~00 J•l,MYP5 




AA:Z( I I. 2 )• -2 .• (OQHl(HY. (NNYB( 1. J) •ox( I ,J)•""""1X81 I. J- I) •ave 
I ,J- t)) 
+HXDHY3 •(OY{I ,J· I )•DY( l,J)) ) 








If( I I - t ) 402 , 403. 402 
IF'(Jl·IOP3) 407,408,407 
All( I I, 3) •HYDHXJ•OX( I+ I, J)•O. 25•QQHX2•RX( l • t, J) 
!'iO TO 404 
AA3( I I. 3)•HYOHXJ•ox ( 1- ',J)•. 25•QOHX2•AX( I- I ,J) 
GO TO 404 
AA3( I I. 3: )•HYOHX3• (DX( 1- I .J)•4. o•ox ( 1 ,J) 
+OX( I+ t ,J) )+HXOHY3•(0Y( t ,J-1 )+4 .o 
•QY( 1, J)•OY( 1. J• I) )•OOHXHY• .... (NNYI( 1.J) •ox( I. J)•NNXB( I. J). 
OY(J ,JJ)+OOHXHY 
•(CX(l ,J)+CX( 1. J+ t )+CX( I• 1,J) 
+CX( I+ 1,J+ I )•CX( l ,J)+CX( I+ t ,J) 
•CX(J,J+t)+CX(J•t,J+t))+ OOHX 
•(PX t (I ,J)•PX I (I• t ,J ))+OOHY 
•(PY t (I ,J)+PY I( I ,J• 1) )•$(I ,J) 
+. 25•00HX2• (RX( I· t, J)+RX( I• t, J)) 
•. 25•00HY2•(RY( I ,J-1 )•RY( I ,J•t)) 
+(PC1( I ,J)+PCI( J+t .J-1 )•PC2( J ,J)•PC2( I• I .J•t ))/HZ w 
w 
,.04 IF(UJ(ll,Jl £0 0 0) AA3(11,J)•t.0 
'-'"(11.2) ·-~ 0°(HXDH'f':J•(OY(l.J)•0Y(l,J•I)) 
•OOHio·iV-{NN"B{ I ,J J •OX( I, J)•""1f,IX8( l .J•,) •OYl I J• I l 11 
•OOHXH.,.. ( ·C:X (I • J• 1) -ex ( I•'. J• 1) 
- c x ( 1 . J. 1 ) -c Kl I • 1 • J. t I ) -OOH'f' 
0 PY1((,J•1) 
AA~(IJ)•HX0HY'J 0 0't'(l,J•t) 
- 25°00Hv2•1h' I ,J•,) 
U6(11)•00t(J,JI 
IFCll-1) 410,410 ... 05 
4•J5 AA21II l)•OOHXHY"'(NNYBfJ-l,J)•ox11-1,J)•NNXBll.J-l}'OY(J.J-I) 
l • 
OOH~HP(CX(l .J)•CX(I .J)) 
-PC2( I ,J)/HZ 
AA3( ll .2)•-2 o•(HYOH'XJ•(QX(J- t ,J)•Ox( I ,J)) 
•OOHXHV-(~YB( l-1,J) 0 DX{l-t .J)•NNX8( I ,,J) 0 Q't'( I .Jt I l 
•OOHXH.,..(-0( I, J)-CX( I .J• 1) 
-ex ( I. J) -ex { I . J• I >) -OOHX ·PX ' { I • .J) 
A'4 ( 11 • ') •OOHXH'f'. ( NNYB ( 1 - I. J) ·ox l 1 - 1 . J) •NNX8( I . J• I l. DY I I • u• I I 
I 
•OQHJll•lY•(CX( l .J• I )•CX{ 1 ,J•')) 
2 -PC1(l,.J)/HZ 
410 tF(l1-2)4:l0.•30,420 
J20 AAJ(ll,1)• 0X(l-1.J)•HY0HX3 
l - 25•QQHX2°QX(l-1,J) 
.t:JQ JF{Jl-JilXPJ) "40,•50,450 
440 AA:2 ( I J , 3) •00HXHP ( NN'f8 ( I• 1, J l •OX ( I• I , J) • NNX8 I I . .J- I ) •DY ( I , J- I ) 
l 
•00HJ:HY 0 {CX( 1•1,J)•Cx(J•l,..J)) 
-PC1(J•t.J-t)/HZ 
AAJ(ll.4)•-2 0'(H't'QHXJ•(QX(l.J)+O'l(t•1.JJ) 
+OOHXKY. ( NNV8 ( I. t • .J) •ox ( 1 •I. J). NNXB I I . JI •Qy ( I . JI I 
•OOHXHV-(-CX( I• 1.J)-CXI I• t .J• t) 
-C x ( I • I , JI~ C X ( I • I , J • t I ) -OOHX 
•Px 1 ( J • 1, JI 
...... ( 11 . J) •OOHXH't'. { NNYB { I .. 1 'J) •ox I '. I. J). NNXB { I . .J• ' I 'O't' ( I . J• I I 
) 
•OQHXHY •(CX( I• t ,J• 1)•Cl(1• l ,.J• I I) 
·PC2(1•1,J•l)/HZ 
.. SO IF( I 1•1-MXPJ).t60,S00.500 
,.GO AAJ(lJ.S)• H'l'0HX3'0X(1•1 . .J) 
1 2s•OQHx2•i:n11•1.J) 
500 CONT I"-\JE 
C-·--·BEGTN MAIN SOLUTION 
DO 515 I• l,MlPJ 
ll{!,l)•A(l,J-1) 
A 2 ( l . 1) •A I I . J · 2 l 
00 '510 K•l.MXPJ 
BB I (I, I<) •8( l. K, J- 1) 
BB 2 ( J . I<)• BI l . K . J- 2 ) 
CCHl.K)•C(l.K.J-t) 
CC2(1.K)•Cl1 l<.J-2) 




DO 585 1"'1,JIO'.PJ 
A{I,J)•AA(t, I} 
00 580 I(• 1,MXPJ 
B( J. I<. JI "'88( I, Kl 
Cit K,Jl•CC(J.1<) 
580 CONT I NUE 
585 CONI INV£ 
600 CONT l NUE 
·COMPUTE LATEJUL 0£fLECT10~ 
DO '65(1 LL•J,MYPS 
J•MY•S-Ll 
00 625 1•1,MXPJ 
'ir'1(J,t)•W(f.J•1/ 
'ir':2( I, I) •'Ir'( I, J•2) 
A.&( l. \)•A It. J l 
c 





CALL flillT~PV (lt,MXP3,1.8B,V1,A1) 
CALL MA.U1PY (Lt,MXP3, 1,CC,W2,A2) 
00 ,30 J•t.MXP3 




W(li1XP3. 3)•2. •we MXPJ ... )-W{MXP3. 5) 
W( t, MYP,,) •2, •W( t ,MY•4 )-W( t ,MY•3) 
W'( NXP3. My PS) •::Z. •we MXP3 ,.MY .... ) ~w(MXPJ. MV•3 J 
DO 665 J•3,MVP5 
00 560 I •3. MXP5 
I I •MXP5•3· I 
w( 11,J)•W( 11·2.JI 
660 CONT IM.IE 
665 CONT IMJE 



















00 580 J•4 ,NYP4 
00 510 I •41 • MXP41 
·(X( I .J• t )"Al( I ,J• t) • ( (W(.l ,J)·W( I· t ,J) )••21/( 2"Hl'HX) 
·U( I ,J)•AX( I. JI• ( ( W( I. J)·V( I· t ,J) )• 0 2)/( 2°HX'HX) 
•EX( J_•t. J) •.&x( I• 1.J) •( (W( J .J)-W( J• 1.J) )• •:z·)/{ 2•HX•Hx) 
•EC( f•l ,J• I )•IC( I• t ,J•t )•HX•((W( I, J)-W( J• t .J• t) )••2) 
/( 2'HZ••3) 
-EC( I, J+ t )•.&C( I, J• t )•HJ(• ( (W( I ,J)-W( 1- t. J• t}) • •2 )/( 2•Hz• •J) 
·lC( I .J) •ACI I ,JI •HX•( (•(I .J) •V( I• t ,J· t) )"2 l/(2'HZ 0 •3) 
•t:C( I• t ,J)•.1.C( 1 • t, J) •HX• ( ('W( I, J)•W( I• t ,J• t) )• •2 )/( 2•HZ .. 3) 
PX2( I. J)•EX( I• t .J• t )•U( I• t, J• I)'( (VI I. J)·V( l•t, J) )"2) 
/(2•Hx~x) •£t•E:Z•E3•£41•E5•(S•t:7 
FI• •EY( J ,J• t )•IV( I ,J•t )•( (W( I ,J)-W( I .J•I) )••2)/( 2•HY•Hv) 
F2• -£~(I, J)•AY( I ,J)' ( (W( I ,J)·V( I. J· t)) "2)/( 2'HY •HY) 
Fl• -£V(l•t,J)•&Y(l•t,J)•((W(l,J)•W{t,J·t))••2)/(2•HV-HY) 
PY2( I ,J)•EY( l•l ,J•t )•AY( l•t ,J• t)•( (V( J ,J)•W( I, J• t) )• •2) 
/(2°HY•HY) •Ft•F2•F3 
•EC( I•'. J• 1 )•AC( l• 1,J• t )•Hv• ( (W( l ,J)-W( l•' .J•t) )••2)/(2 •Hz••3) 
•EC( I .J• t) •1c1I.J•1) ·HY •(.('W( I. J)-'W( I. t .J• I)). •2 )/( 2•ttz• •J) 
-EC( I .J) 'AC( I ,J) 'HYO((•( I ,J 1-W( I· t ,J· t)) "2 )/( 2'HZ• •3) 
-EC( 1+ 1. J) •IC( I• I ,J)•Hv• ( (W( I .J)-W( I•' ,J- t) )• •2 )/( :Z•Hz .. 3) 





IF( JI ..... . EO t l GO 10 661 
O.&NGG•Kl5N/ I SYJif 
PX2 (I. J) •PX2( 1. J) •OANGG•xuuc I • .J' 
PY2(1,J) •PY2( I. J) •D•NGa•xvvc I. J) 
CONTINUE 
IF(DA!S(PX2(1.J) ) .LT. EPP) PX2(1,J)•O.O 
IF(DABS(PY2(1.J)) .LT. EPP) PY2(1,J)•O.O 
CONTIMJE 
CONTI WE 
l"l IHRA .GT. 0) GO TO 
CALL 0.&TAUS (NJT.~EM,HX,HYJ 
69 t Cl.LL I NP LAN (NJT .NM£M) 
00 59'5 J•3, MYP5 
00 Sl5 1•3,MXP5 
IF(OABS(U( I ,J)) 
lf(DABS(V( I ,JI I 
lf(OABS(•( I ,J)) 
685 CONTINUE 
.LT. EPP) U(J,J)•0.0 
.LT. EPP) V(l,J)•O.O 
.LE. EPP) W(l.J)•O.O w 
~ 
CALCULATE PZZ Y[AT ICAL MEMBRANE FORCE 
SANO•OABS( Pl l( ~x /2 •', 11.Y /2•')} 
PZZ IS POSITIVE JN DIRECTION OF' OOt 
00 700 J•' .MYP4 
00 700 l•,,MXP' 
G1• ·(2•H:P(U(J.J)-UIJ•l,J))•((-.(l.vJ·'ir'tT·1.J)J••2JJ•('ll'(I JI 
:i"w'(l-1,J))•!£X(f,JPAX(J,J)•[X(J,J•1) 0 AX(l,J•I))/ (2•HJ(••:J) 
02 • • (2 "HY• ( V ( t , J • t ) - V ( I • J) I ·to( ( W { l . J• t ) - W ( f . .J) ) • • 2 ) I • ( W ( I . J • I I -
'11'( I • J)) • (EH I , J• 1) • AY ( I . J• I )•( Y ( I• 1. J• 1) • AY ( I• 1, J• 1 ) ) I 
I 2 •HY• •:I) -( :2 •HY• ( Y( I , J) •V( I, J- I))• ( ( W( J. J) -'W ( I , V- 1 ) ) • • :2)) • 
('W(l,J)-W(t,J-l))•(EY(l•1.J)•AY(l•l,J)•E'f(I J)•AY(l.J))/(2• 
t-4Y. •J) 
PZZ( l .J) • 
l 2 •Hxe (LI( l •I . .J) -u { I • J)) • ( ( 'W( l • 1. J J - 'II' ( I • J) ) • • 2)) 
• {"Ir' C I• I . .J) ·'II" ( I . J) ) • ( £ X ( I ~ I , J) • U. ( I • I . J) • £ "l f I • I . J • I I •AX I I • 1 
v•1))/(2•Hx••J) •Gt•G2 
GG! • 
I· ( HX" 0 ( U ( l • I, .J• 1 J - U ( I , J)) •H~ • ( Y t J • ! , tJ • I) -Y ( J , J) ) • t ('II'( I , J J •'!ti I• I, J • I 
2 )J••J)/2l•EC(J•t . .J•1) 0 AC(J•l.J•t)•('ll!(J,J)-W(J•l,J•l)l/I HZ .. 3) 
3- ( H.P ( U( J. J' -vi I - I' J• 1)) •HY. ( v I 1 - I. J• 1 ) -v( I . J)) .. ( ( "'( I . J) -'Ii ( I - 1 . J• 1 
4))••2)/2)•AC(J.J•l}•fCll,J•1J•f'll'fI.Jl-W(l·t.J•I)) /(H2••3) 
GG2 ~ 
~ - ( HX • ( i.J l I • 1 . J- I I • U I I . J l ) • H'f' • ( Y ( I , J) -V ( I • I . .J- I ) ) • ( ( W ( I , .J ) - ..,, f 1 • 1 . J · 1 
6 ))••2)/2)•AC(J•l • .J)•fC(l•1,J)"(lt(l.J)-W(l•1,J-l))/(HZ••JJ 
7 - ( .-n:. ( U( J • J) -u( I - 1. J- , ) ) •HP ( V( J. J) -V( I - I . J- , ) ) • { ('Ii( I. J) - ... ! 1 - '. J· ' 
8 ))••2)/2)•AC(l,JJ 0 EC11,J) 0 ('1i(l.J)·'il'(f·l.J·1)J/(HZ••J) 
PZZ(l.J)•PZ2tl.Jl• {GG1•GG2) 
1 00 CONTINUE 
IF'(F'INOA EQ 6 ANO FIN EO J I GO TO 7JJ 
lFIFINQA EO 6 .ANO FJN NE J l GO TO 978 
BAND•OlBS( PZZ ( MX/2q. MY /2•4)) 
l~iS.ANO GT SANO) GO TO 2J.lt6 
-~EW LO.AO F'OQ NfJ'T LOOP 
O~E SIT IS POSITIVE TN NEGlTJv[ 01'HCTION or 00! 
TOLE •1 OE-6 
DC 710 J•4,MlP4 
'.)Q 71Q t••,MlP.$ 




!F'{Ol8S(ORESJT) LT TO~E I GO TO 708 
JF'(OlBS(OOll I VII LT TOLE J GO TO 705 
lf(DABS(OO(I.Jll LT TOLE) GO TO 704 
J01IJ.v)•HA"00'( l ,J)•Hf,j•QOI( I Jl•QQ( I Jl/OQESIT 
(;Q TO 707 
J4 OQl(l,Jl•OQ~!J .• ·1- 5•0RESIT 
GO TO 707 
'')~ 001(1.J)•- J•QRESIT 
.,07 lf(0ABS(OQ1( I Jll LT TOLE l OOlll ,JJ•O ,) 
GO TO 7 10 
70B 001(1 ,Jl•O D 
~ ~O CONTINUE 
0ANO•OA8S(00:2tMX/2 .. 4,M'f'/2•>4)) 
If(DANO GT 0Q{MX/2•4 . .MY/2•4)l GO TQ 241'6 
·CHECK ro STOP Il£!HTIO"-
00 71~ J•,,MvP• 
00 715 I• ... MXP4 
lFIOABS(W(l Jll GT ..,,MAX2) WMU.2•0ABS(li(),Jll 
-iis CONTINUE 
..,,QJ FF• (WMAX 1-ll"MAX2 )/ \ WMAX2) 
JF(OA8S(WOJFF) LT CLOS) GO TO 7JO 
JTERA •ITEPl .. , 
BlGLOD•Q_Q 
BIGBtG•O O 
DO 7155 J•4,M¥P4 
00 "1155 l••.t.1xP4 
c 
IFID•BS(OQ2(1.v)) .GT. BIGLOD I BIGLDD•002(1.vl 
IF(DABS(OO( l.v)) .er. BIGBIG ) BICBIG•OO(l .J) 
7 155 CONTlMJE 
H(BIQLOO .GT BIGBIG ) GO lO 7JO 
WMA.X I •WMAX2 
WMAX2•0. 0 
lf(JTERA .GE. HITERA ) GO TO 130 
GO TO 401 
730 CONT J MJE 
XAY•O 
732 CONT JM.I( 
C·----TOTAl. INPl.ANE DISPLAC£MENTS 
c 
DO 733 J•4 ,ll(Y'P4 
00 733 l•,,MXP4 
U( I .J)•U( I .J)•W( I .JI 
V( I. J)•V( I ,J)•VV( I .J) 
733 CONT 1M.JE 
CAl°lULATE AM) PRINT M£M81U.NE DIRECT AM> SHEAR STRESS 
.... 
00 7JS J•5 ,MYP4 
OD 735 J•5,MXP4 
,_.M'!J 
K• 1- I 
KK•J 
Ht• (U(N, MM)-U( I< ,l<I<)) 
H2•(Ht••2) 
H3• ( ( V( N. NM) ·V( K. Kl())•• 2) 
H<•((W(M.MM)-W(K,KK))••2) 
H5•(H3 .. 2) 
CSX( I. J) •AX( I. J)"EX( I .J) 'HX-( ( (U(I. J)·U( I· t. J) )/HX 
I •(H2•HJ•H4)/(2•HX•HX))/0SORT ((HX•Ht}••2•H3•H') 
5 >( (U( I .J· t)•U( l•t .J- t) )/Hl+{ ( (U(l .J· 1)-U(l·t .J- t ))••2) 
S •"( (V( l ,J· t )-V( l· I ,J- t ))••2 )•(('Ii'( I ,J· t )•'it( l· 1.J· t) ) .. 2)) 
7 /(2•HJPHX))/DSOIU(((HX•U(l,J·1) ·U(l•t.J-t)J••2) 
8 •((Y( I .J-t)·V( I· t ,J·l))••2)+(('it( I ,J-1 )·V( I· 1.J· I) )••2) I I 
DSX( I, J)•DSX( I, J )+AC{ I. J)•EC( I. J) 
"(HX•U( I ,J· t)·U( I· t ,J))•(HX•(U( I ,J· t )·U( I· t ,JI) 
•HY"(V( 1-•.J)·V( I .J·t ))•O 5•( ( (U( I .J·t)-U( I· 1.J) )••2 l 
3 •( (V( I .J· t )·V( I· t.J) )••2)•( (W{J .J-t )-W( 1-1,J) , .. 2))) 
4/f HZ•H2:•osoirT < < (Hx•uc 1 .J- t >-u< 1- t .J), ••21 
5 •((HY•Y(I·l,J)-V(I,J·t)_) 1 •2)•(('1i'(_J,J-1)•W(l•1,J))••2) )) 
DSX( I .J)•OSX( I .J) 
•AC( l ,J)•EC( I .J)•(HX•U( I ,il)-U( 1-1,J· t )) 
•(HX•(U( I .J)-U( 1-1,J-t.) )•HY •(Y( l ,j)-V( l· 1,J-1)) 
t + .5•( ( (U( I .J)-U( I- I .J- t )) .. 2)•((V( I .J)•V( (- t .J-1) )"'2) 
9 •(('W(l.J)·'li'(l-t,J-1))••2)))/( HZ•HZ•OSORT((( HX•U(l.J) 
-U( I· I ,J- I) }••2 )•( (HY•V( l ,J)-V( l-1, J· t) )••2) 
+((W( I .J)·W(I· t ,J- t))••2))) 
OSX( I. J) •OSX( I ,J )/( H'l<•H'f') 
M•l-1 
MM•J 
K• l • t 
Kl<•J· t 
HJ• ( ( V( M, MM) ·Y (I<, Kk)) • • 2 I 
Ht• (U(N, MM )-U( IC. .KK)) 
H2•(H1••:2) 
H'• ( ( 'li'(M, MM)•W( K, Kl<))• •2) 
H!•(H:l••2) 
DSY( I 0 J)•AY( t ,J)•£YI I .J)•H'f"( ( (VC 1- t,J)·Y( I- t .J- 1) I/to 
t •(H2•HJ•H4)/(2•HV 0 HV))/OSORT(H2•(HY'•HJ)••2 •H4)+ 
5 ( (V( I .J)·V( I .J· I ))/HY+{ ( (U( I ,J)-U( I ,J·t) )••2) 
& •( (V(I ,J}·Y( 1,J-1 ))••2)•( ('it( I ,J)•-.(l ,J-1))••2) )/(2•HPH'f')) 
7/DSOAT(( (U( I ,J)·U( I .J- I) )••2 )+{ (HY+V{ I ,J)·V( I. J- t l )••2 I 
I >((W(l.J)·W(l.J•1)) .. 2))) 
OSY( I .J)•DSY( I ,JI 
•AC( l .J)•EC( I, J)•(t-tr•Y( J- t ,J)·V( 1 ,J· t)) 
•(HX•(U( J, J· 1)-U(1- t ,J) )•HY•(V( 1 ·1,J)·Y( I ,J· 1)) 
• . 5 • ( ( ( U ( I • J• 1 ) ·U ( I • t • J)) • • 2) • (( V( 1- t . J) ·V ( I . J· ti ) • • 2 ) 
'•((W(J-t,J)·W(l,J-1)) .. 2))) 
VJ 
vi 
/(HZ·Hz•osoRT(( ( HX .. U( I ,J-, J-U( I-1,J)) ··2) 
6 • ( l HY• V ( I - 1 , J) - V ( I . ..i- I l ) • • 2 ) • ( ( W ( I - 1 , J) -WI t , J- I I ) • • 2 ) ) ) 
OSv( I .J)•OSV( I .J) 
•AC(l,J)•EC(I,J)• (HY•V(I,J)-V(I-t,J-1)) 
• ( HX • ( U( l, J) -U( I - 1, J- 1 ) ) •HY• ( Vl 1 , J J -V ( I - 1, J- 1 ) ) 
• 'S•(((U{I,J)·Ull-t,J-t))••2)•((V(l . .J)-V(l-l.J-t))••2J 
• •((W(J,J)•W(l·l,J•l)) .. 2))) 
~ .J H:!Z •H, ·OS.OIH ( ( ( HX •U( I . J) -U( I - '. J- ')) •• 2) 
6 •((HY+V(l.J)-Ol'(f-l,J-1))••2))) 
DST( I ,J)•OSY( I ,J)/(THK•HX) 
~HS ( 1. J) •AC ( J , J) •EC ( 1 , J) • ( ( HY•V( I - I , J) -V ( I . .J - t I l 
1 •(HX•(UIJ,J•l)•U(l-1.J))+HY•(V{l-1,J)•V{l . .J-I)) 
+ 5•(((U(l,J-1)·U(l-1,J)) .. 2)•((V(l,J-t)-V(l-1,J))••2J 
•(('If( I .J- I 1-W( 1-1,J) , ... :2))) 
.C /(HZ•HZ•DSOIU( ( (HX•U( I ,J- t )·U( I- 1,J))• 0 2) 
5 •((H'Y+V(l-t,J)-V(l,J·1))••2)+{('W(l-1,J)-W(l.J-1))••2)))) 
SHS( I ,J)•SHS( I .J)-AC(l ,J)•fC( I ,JI 
G•( (HY+V( I ,J)·V( I· 1,J· t) )•(HX 0 (U(l .J)·U( 1 ·I ,J· I)) 
7 •HY•(V(J,J)-V(l·l.J-t))•.5•(((U(l,J)-U(I-l.J-1))••2J 
0 •((v( l ,J)·V( l-1,J·I) )••2)+((w( I ,J)·w(I· t,J· I))• •2) I I 
g /(HZ•HZ*OSORT( ( (HX •U{ I ,J)·U( 1- t, J- I))• "'2) 
I •( (HY+V( I .J)•V( l·t.J- t)) .. 2)+{('11( I ,J)-W( J• 1,J- t 1 )••2)))) 
SHS 11. Jl •SHS (I. J )/( THl<•HY) 
7 J!i CONT I NUE 
CALCULATE BENDING HFECTS 
738 PRINT 11 
PRINT IJ, (A.Nt(N) .N•l,40) 




00 eoo J• ... li!Y PA 
00 750 J •.t, MXPA 
1 ST A• I -4 
.JSTA•.J-4 
DO 7(0 N•l,J 
K• I •N-2 
DP(N•J) •OSOQT(OX{ I(, J) •OY{K,J) I 
Bli!X(I(. Jl•OX(K. J)•(w(.K-, 'J)-'W(K. JI -w(k' .J l 
•'11(1<• t. J) )/(HX-HX )•DP(N•J) ·NNYB(K. J) •(W(K. J-' I 
-w(K,J)- W(l(,.J)+W(K,J+1))/!HY 0 H'f') 
L •oJ•N- 2 
QP(N)•OSQQT(D.1.(t,Ll*DY'll,Lll 
BNr(l,ll•OY(l,Ll•( .... ((,L-1)-2 Q•w(J.L) 
•'ll!l.l•1))/(Hv•HvJ• OP(N) 0 NNXB(l,lJ 
2 •('lj'{l-1.l)-2 0°'11(1,l}•W{l+!,Ll)/(HPHX} 
.,(' CONTINUE 
08MX • ( 8 N.1. ( I - I • J) - 2 _ 0 ° 8MX ( I , J) •8 ""X { I+ I • J) ) • H'f' /H.J 
061-{Y • ( 8MY (I , J- I) - 2. 0*8N¥ (I , J) •BJO ( I . J+ 1 ) l •Hl/HY 
QT NX •I W{ I - 1 , V- 1 ) • C )( ( t , J) • ... ( I • 1 , J) • ( C X ( I , .JI 
• c x < 1 . J• 1l I• w 1 1 • 1 • J., ) •ex c i. J• 1 l 
-w ( I . J - t) • ( ex ( I . v). c x ( 1 • I . J) ) .... ( I . J ) 
•(CX(l.J)•CX(J,.J•l)•CX(l•t.J)•CX(l+1,J•1J 
/-W( I .J• 1 )•(CX( I ,J•1l•CX(P1,J+ 1)) 
•W( f• 1,J· I )•CX( l•t.J}-W( I• 1,J)'(CX( I 
• 1 • J). ex ( I+ t . J. I ) J •w ( 1. I ' J• 1 I. c x ( I • 1 ',_I 
•I) J/(HX•t-H) 
OUIY. ('II( I - 1 . J- I ) •ex 1 J • J J -'w'I I. 1. oJ). {ex ( I . J' 
.. CX(l,J•l))•W(I~T,J•t)•CX(t.J•1) 
-1111'( 1, J· t )•(CX( I .J)•CX( I• 1,J) )•'II( J, JI 
•(CX( I ,J)•CX( I .J• t )•CX( I• t .J)•CX( I• 1, .J 
• 1) )-W( I ,J+ t )•(C:X( I ,J+1 )+CX( I• 1.J• I J l 
•'II( I• t, .J- 11 
•Cl( I+ 1 , ,; I· 'II ( I • I , J) • ( C X ( 1 • I , J J + C x I I • 1 , J 
• t) )•W(J+ I ,V• 1 )•Cx(J•t,J•l))/(HX•Hy) 
QPX- ( I . 0/HX) • (PX 1 ( I , J) •w( 1- 1 , J )-(PX 11 I , J) 
• P x t( J • 1 . J J ) • w ( I , J J •PX 1 ( I • 1 , J) • 1; I I• 1 . v I I 
iJPY•(I 0/HY)'(PVl(f,J)•lif(J,J•1)-(PVt(J,J) 
•PY I ( I , J • 1 ) I • ._ ( I , J) +PY t ( l • J• 1 ) • 'W ( I . J • 1 ) I 
QPC::2•PC2( I• 1.J• I)•( ... ( J•t ,J• I)·.,..( 1 ,.J) )-PC2( I ,J)•(w( I . .J)-W( l-1. 
J-' JI 
OPC2•0PC2/Hl 
QPC1•PC1(l•t J·t)•('ll(J+1.v-1J-W(l,J)l-PCl(I .J)•(lifl.Jl·..,,.tl-1, 
J• 1)) 
OPC 1•0PC1 /HZ 
c 
AE ACT •0dMX+0BM¥•QTMX+OTN¥ 
REACT •REACT ·OPX ·OPY-OPC t ... QPC2 
TOTAL REACTION 
IF(FINOA .[0 .•. ) GO ro 10 
AEACT•AEACT-PZZ( 1,J) 
l48 CONTJNU( 
HSI' PAINT 45,ISTA,JSTA.W(l.J),U(l,J),V(l.J),REACT 
150 CONTINJ[ 
PRINT U 
IF( 1 .EO. MX/2•4 .ANO. J .fO. M't/2+4) OAEACT•OABS(R(ACT) 
eoo CONT I NUE 
IF( FIN .EO. 3.) PAINT 46, Nil 
lf-(X,,_AAT .EQ. I.) PlllNT .C6,ITEAA 
PERA•(OABS (WOI Ff))• tOO. 
lf'( F'JN .EO. O .. ANO. ITERA .GT. NITERA)PAINT .f,9.PERA 
Ml Z• I 
XML•DABS(OO(MX/2+4,MY/::2•4 ) ) 
XCHK• 100. •(XML ... OAEACT)• I ./XML 
XCHK•OiBS ( XCHI<) 
Jf'(XCHK .GT. 10.0 .ANO. XMAAT .EO. t.O I GO TO 2•t1' 
PAINT 1 t 
PRINT t5,NPR0B,(AN2(N),N•l,35) 
PRINT .CO 
00 9&0 J•4 .MYP4 
00 950 l•.C,MXP.C 
IST.l.•l ·4 
JSU.•J•4 
Tll(X•(CX( I ,J)•CX( I ,J•t )+CX( I• t ,J)•CX( I• 1 ,J+ I)) 
•( .... ::25)•(w( I·' ,J· t )-W( l•t ,J• t )·W( r+t.J 
-1 )•Y( J• 1,\J• t) )/(' .O•HX*HY) 
TMY•(CX( I .J)•CX( 1.J+t )•CX:( I• t .J)•CX( I+ I, J+t)) 
•(. 25) 0 (W( I· I ,J·t )·W(I• t ,J+I) 
2 -W( I+ I .J· t )•W( I• t ,J•t) )/(A.O•Hx•HY) 
PRINT 45, I STA, JSU ,BHX( I ,J) ,BMY( I, J), TWX, TMY 
950 CONT I NJ( 
PRINT 19 
IHiO CONT I NU( 
9&t PRINT ti 
PRINT l5 0 NPROB,(AN2(N),N•l.35) 
PJJ1NT 41 
DO 975 J•5.MYP.C 
00 970 I •5,MXP4 
ISTA•J-A 
JSTA•,j·.C 
PAINT 45 ~I STA, JSTA, CSX( 1, J) ,OS¥( I .J), SHS( J, J) 
970 CONTINUE" 
PRINT 19 
915 CONT I f.AJE 
IF(KASH ,£0. IS't'M) GO TO 1010 
9 77 CONTI NJE 
PRINT t9 
971 CONT INJE 
C··---CALCULATE fLUUNTS OJ' OUT Of PLAN£ STIF'N£SS OF THE M£MSA&N£ 
c 
00 320 J•" ,MY'P4 
00 320 I •A, MXP• 
PX( I ,J)•(2•HX•(U( 1,J)-U( 1-1,J) )•( (W( J ,J)-W( l .. I ,J) )••2) )• 
(EX( I, J) •AX( J ,J)•EX( I. J ... )•AX( I ,J+ t) )/( 2•HX••3) 
PY( I ,J)•(2°HY'(V( I .J)·V( I .J· t) )+( (W(l ,J)·W( f .J·t) )••2) )• 
( £ ¥ ( I• t , J) •A Y ( I• I , J) +A Y ( I , J) • E Y ( I , J) ) /( 2 •HY" ::J) 
PZt( I ,J)• (HX'(U( I ,J)·U( I· t ,J+ I) )•HY 0 (V( I· t, J+ t )·V( I ,J) )• 
( (W( I ,J)·W( I· t ,J+ t) )'"2)/2 )•AC( I ,J+I ) 0 £C( I ,J+t )/(MZ .. 3) 
PU( I, J)•(HX"(U( I ,v)·U( I· I, J· I) )•HY" ( V( I, J)·V( I· t, J· t) )• 
( (w( I .v) ·W(I • t, J· t) ) .. 2 )/2 )•AC( I ,J)•EC( I .J)/IHZ 00 3 l 
Q3(1,J)•OOt(l.J) 
Q4 ( I , J) •-Pl l ( I . J) 
320 CONT I,.._,£ 
c 
C· ... ·-·CHECK FOR FORMULATION TO BE USED ANO SET THE INCREMENTAL LOAOU.IG. 
c 
::23242 
U'(IUSH .£0. JSYMt) GO TO 1010 
IF(flhOA .NE. &. ) GO TO 232.C2 
IF(f'IHOA .£0. 6 ANO. FIN .NE. 3.) GO TO 2"11!i 
CONT lMJE ....., 
O' 







DO 2'2'2 J•' ,MYP4 
DO 2'2<12 I•'. MXP4 
00( t ,J)•OQ( I .J)/IUSH 
CONT I MJE 
KASH•KASH+ 1 
lf{K.&SH EO. JSYMI) GO TO 24116 
DO 24115 J•,,MYP4 
00 24115 l•,,MXP' 
00( I ,J)•KASH•Oo( 1,.J) 
CONT I MJE 
DO 2001 I.,. MXP4 
no 2001 J•4,MYP4 
U(l,J)•U(l,J)+UU(J,.J) 
V(l.J)•V(l,J)+VV{l,J) 
CONT I NU( 
CONT JNUE 
If( F INOA .NE 6 ) GO TO t99J 
IF ( f' 1 M'>A E 0 6 AN,J f' IN NE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
:J ) GO TO 2J 1 I 1 




DO eooo1 J•4.MYP4 
DO 80001 l•4.MXP4 
IF'(S( 1.J) GT. 1 QE+19) GO To 80001 







PHI X 1 ( 1 , J) •PHn t ( I, J )/ (OSOR'Tl ( 1 . +XOX- • 2} • • J J l 
PHl't1(1,J)•PHIY1{J,J)/(OSORT((I +vov••21••J)) 
PHIXYI( l ,,J)•2 °PHIXYt( I .J) 
CONT 1 NU[ 
00 lOQI J"'' ,MYP' 
DO t001 1•4,MX~4 
fPSMX 1( I ,J)•(U( I •1.J)-U( 1-1,J) )/(2 •HX )• 1 ./f 4 °HX"HX )•[ ( 
w( It- 1. J) ·WI I . J l ) • • 2+{'W{ I . J) ·W( l - 1 . J)) .. 2 • 
(V(l+l,J)-'l(J,J).)••2+(Y(l,J)-V(l-l.J))••2• 
(U( I• 1.JJ-U[ 1.J) Jo•2•(U( I .Jl-U( I-, .JI )••i I 
EPSWYl(l.J)•fV(f.Jt1)-Y(l,J-l))/(j 0 HY)• I /14 •ttv•to)•ll 
W( I ,J+1)·'9'( l ,J)J••2•('W( l,J)·lil'( I ,J· I )}••2• 
(Y(l,J•t)-V(J.J))••2+(V(J.J)·V(J,J-1))••2• 
(U( I ,.J• l )-U(l ,J)) .. 2•(U( I ,J)-U( I .J- I ))••:2 l 
E PMX'W 1 ( I ... n. (\I I ! • I. J) -v { I - 1. J)) I { 2. ·HX). { u ( I . J• , l -u( l • 0- I) I I 
(2 •HY)•fW{i"'1,1,,l)-W{J·t.J)1/f2 *HXJ•('W(J.J•ll-'W(i . .J-1)) 
2 ( 2 •H'1) 
CONTINUE 
c- . --EVALUATION OF THE EOUIYAL[NT M4TEQUL PROPERTIES or THE NODES 
MXPJ•MX•J 
lllllYPJ•WY+J 
DO 2002 J•S. 'OPJ 
DO 2002 I •5, MXl'J 
IF(PHJ:X1(1.J} EO. 0 OR. PHIY1(J.JI EO 0 lGO TO 2002 
If'{S(I.J) GT t OE•19) GO TO 2002 
CALL MATPRP(PHl:r.1.PHIY1 .PHJXY I .EPSMXt, EPSMY 1,[PMXY I ,Ex ,('f 
£XS.1,['fSl,NNX8,NN'1'8,NNXS.NN'l'S.THK AF,A5F.A$FF,l.J.4LPHA. 
2 YSTAIN,GB.GS.YILSTZ) 
2002 CONT I M.JE 
DO 20005 J• 5, JolYPJ 
EXS ! ( •. J J •EXS I ( S. JI 
EYS Ii 4 ,J)•EYSt (5, J) 
,...,Y8(4,J)•Nt'1Y8(5.J) 
~XB{ 4, J) •NNX8( 5 .JI 














EXS I ( ...... J) •EXS HMicP3. J) 
£Y$1 (MXP4 ,J) •[VS 1 (MXP3, J) 
NNXI( MXP4. J) •NNXl!I (MXP3, J) 
NNYB(NX,., J) •NNVB( MXP3, J) 
NNXS( MXP•. J J •NNx5(MXP3, J) 
NNYS( MxP•, J J •NNYS( MxPJ, J) 
"8(NxP .. JJ•GB (NXP3,J) 
GS(MXP .. J)•GS (NXP3,J) 
CONTI NU£ 
00 2000G 1•4 ,MXP4 
EXS 1(1 .. )•EXS I( I. 5) 
EYSl(l,4)•EV51(1.S) 
NNXB(l,4)•NNX8(1,5) 
NNVB( I .. )•NNYB( I, 5) 
GB(! .. )• GB(l,5) 
EX(l,•)•EX(l,5) 
EV( I .. )•EV( I ,5) 
NNXS (I, 4) •NNXS (I , 5 J 
NNYS( I,• )•NNYS( I, 5) 
GS(l .. )•GS(l.5) 
EX( I ,M,,•)•EX 
EY(l ,MYP4)•£Y 
£XS1(I,MYP4)•EXSI 
EYS 1 (I ,MVP4) •EYS t 
....,XB( 1. MYP4) •""'4X! 
NN'Yl!I( I , MYP4) •NNYB 
NNXS(l .MVP•)•NNXS 
NNYS( I ,MVP' )•NNYS 
CB( I .MYP4)•GB 
CS (l 0 MY'P,)• GS. 
CONT IM.JE 
(I ,NVPJ) 








( l.NVPJ ). 
XU•HX/( OSOAT { HX•HX+HV •HY)) 
XV•HY /(OSOAT (HX •HX+HV •Hy)) 
DO t207 J•4,MYP4 
00 1207 1•4,MXP• 
ST•(XU 0 .C )/EX(l .J)•( '. /G$( I. J)-2. ·~XS( I .J)/EX{ J. J) )•{ XU .. 2) 
• (xv••2 )•(xv••• )/EV( I. J) 
EC(l,J)•l./ST 
CONTIMJE 
00 1209 J•5 ,MVP.& 
00 1209 I •5, .. XP' 
EEX( I .J)•(E.X{ 1. J)+£X( I- t ,J)+EX( I .J- t )•EX( t-1,J· I))/'. 
EEVU ,Jf•( EV( I. J)•EY( I· I. J)+EY( I. J- tl•EV( 1-1.J· I))/• 
ABX{I.. J) • (NNXS( I, J)+NNXS( I- t. J )+NNXS( I ,J· I )•NNXS( I- t ,J• t) )/4 
ABV( I ,J)•(NNYS( t .J)+NNYS{ J- I ,J)+NNYS( l ,J- I )+NNYS( I - 1,J-1) )/4. 
ABC·( I ."1)•( EC{ I. J)-+EC( J-1, Jl•EC( I ,J-1)+[C(1-1.J- I) )/'4 
CONTINUE 
DO 1210 J•5,MVP4 
00 1210 1•5,MXP' 
EC( I ,J)•ABG( 1.J) 
EX( I ,J)•EEX( I .J) 
EV(J,J)•EEY(l,J) 
NNXS{ I ,J)•ABX( I ,J) 
NNV S ( I , J) •AB Y ( I , J) 
CONTINUE 
C-----EVALUlTION OF THE MODEL PROPERTIES 
C-----EOUIVAL[NT NATER UL PROPERTIES. 
FOR THE NEWLY CALCULATED 
c 
DO 1219 J•5,MYP4 
00 1:219 1•5,MXP4 
CX( I ,J)•TH••J/24 •(cat I ,J)•CS( 1-1,J)+CB( 1,J· 1)+CB{1-t ,J•t)) 
12: 18 CONT JM.IE 
00 1208 J•5,MYP4 
00 1201 1•5,MXP4 
J.C( I ,J)•NNYS( I ,JJ•THt<•£X( 1,J)/EC( I ,J)•(HZ••J)/(2 •Hx•Hv• (I. ·NNXS( I ,J)'NNVS( I ,J))) 
AX{ J. J) •TH<. (HY•Hv -ht-lYSf I. J) •Hx•Hx )/( 2. •HY• (I. -NNXS( I. J). 
NNYS( I ,J))J 
AV( J ,J)•TH<•(HX•H>l·NNXS( I .J)•HY•HY)/(2. •HX•( I. -MHS( I ,J)• 
NNXS(l.Jl) ) 
t 208 CONT I~£ 
00 1201 J•' ,Jlll'l'P4 
00 1201 l•,,MXP4 
OX( I, J) •EXS I( I, J) •TH'"J/( 12. •( t. ·NNX!( I ,J)"NNVB( I. JI) 




C- J'QRM THE SLJBM.l.TUJCfS UF THE COMPOSITE "40DEL 
c 
1;/Qi CONflNUf 
00 f202 J•4.MYPJ 
DO t202 l•4,MXP4 
::Mx • 1 
(M'I' •I 
JF(J EO MYP4/ CMr• S 
IF(J EQ 4)Clillr- S 
IF I I EO 4 )CMX • 5 
IF'(I EO ao:P.tl Cl•O.• S 
CMP •CMJI • CMY 
DX(l.J)•CMP•DJl(l.JI 
DY( I ,J)•CMP•ov11.J) 
· .JO'J CONT HIVE 
DO 12020 l•S,MXPJ 
00 12020 J•S.MVPJ 
If(S(l,J) lT t OE•l9) GO TO 12020 
CMP • 25 
OX(l,J)•CMP•OX(l,JJ 
DY( I ,J)•CMP•Qy( J .JI 
1 ::020 CONT I NUE 
:n i 1 • CONT IMJE 
'llMAX l •O 
\if'MAX2 •0 
I TERA •O 
00 1991 ,J•4,MYP4 
00 !991 J•4,MXP .. 
ll.'ll'W{ I. J) •'II'( I. J) 
·991 CONTIMJE 
F JN •O 
IF(FINDA EO 6 ) GO TO 241,6 






WM.lX ! •0 
JTEIU•O 
f INOA•6 




00 19J\ ..J•4,.WYP4 
00 1941 1•4.MXP4 
PC1( 1,JJ•PZll I .Jl 
PC211.JJ•PZ2( I ,J) 




00 7600 J•3. MYP5 
DO 7500 l•'.J,MXP'5 
11 •I -2 
A A t( 11 ) •DY( I , ,.;- 1 ) •ttXOHY J 
- 25•QOHY2• r:l:Y(l.J-1) 
AA2!11,2J•-2 •{Q0HXHY•(NNYBll_J)•QX(l.J)•NNXBfl.J-1)'0Y( 
r. J- l l I 
•HX0HY3 '(OY!I.J-t)•OY(!,Jll I 
'.i •ODHXHY'{-CJ:(l,J)-CX(l•1.J) 
J -CXll.J)-CX(l•l.JJ)-OOHY•PYlll.J) 
If (I I - I 17402, 7-403, 7402 
7402 If(Il-,OP'.J) 7'07,7408.H07 
~40J llJfll,J)•HY0HX3•DX(J•l.J)•O 2S•QQHX2°QX(l•l.J) 
GO TO 740.t 
'408 AAJ(IT,J)•HY0HX3•ox(I-•.J)• 2s•o0Hx2•Rx(J-1.J) 
::JO TO 7'0' 
··01 AAJ(ll,J)•HYDHXJ•(QX(J-1.J)•4 o·ox{l.Jl 
•QX(J+t,J)}•HXOH'f'J•(QY(J,J-1)"4 0 
•QT(J,J)•DY(l J•1))•00HXHV 0 4 •fNNY811 J) 0 0X(l,J)•NNX8fl ... 11• 
QY( I ,J) )+OQHllHY 
•(CX( l ,J)•CX( l .J• I )•CX( I• 1 .J) 
•CXIJ•1.J•ll•CXl1 J)•CX(I•l.J) 





B +(PCt( I ,J)+PC I( I+ I ,J- I )+PC2( I ,J)+PC2( I• 1 ,J• t) )/HZ 
740• IF(AA3(11,3) .EO. 0.0) AA3(11,3)•1.0 
AA4 ( l J, 2) •-2 .O• (HXOHYJ• (DY( 1,J)+OY( I ,J+ t)) 
•OOHXHY•(NNYB( I ,J)•OX( I ,J)•NNXB( 1,J• ') ·ov( I ,J• I),) 
+OOHXHY•(-CX( I ,J+ t )-CX( J + t ,J+ t) 
·CX(J ,J+ t }-CX( l+t,J+ I ))·OOHV 
+py t( 1. J+ t) 
AAS( rt )•HXDHY3•o'r'( I. J+ ') 
- .2s•oOHY2•Qy( I ,J+t) 
Al6(ll)•OQ(l,J) 
JF(II-1) 7410,7410,7.COS 
7405 AA2( I I, t )•OOHXHY•(NNYB( I· I ,,J)•OX( I- t ,J)•NNXB( I ,J· 1)•OY(1.J-1) 
I• 
OO><XHY• (CX (I. J )•CX(I, JI) 
·PC2( I ,J)/HZ 
U3( 11.2 J• ·2. 0° (f<VOMX3• (OX( I· t ,J l•OX( I ,JJI 
•OOHXHY• (NNY!( J - 1, J) •ox( I - t. V)•NNX8C r. J)•O'f' (I ,J) J 
+QOHXHY• (-ex( I. J)-CX{ l ,J+ t) 
-ex (I.JI ·CX ( I. J• t) 1-DOMX .... (I.JI 
AA4( 11. I )•OOHXHY. {NNYB( I - I .J) •Q)(( ... , .J)•NPOft( t ,J• 1) •ov (I .V+ 1) 
t I 
I •OOHXHY•(C)(( I ,J+ 1 )+C)(( I ,J• I)) 
2 -PCt(l,JJ/HZ 
7.C10 IF{IJ-2) 7430,'7'J0,7'20 
7'120 AAJ(IJ,1)• OX(l-1,V)'HYOHXJ 
1 - . 25•00HX2•AX( 1-1,J) 
loiJO IF( 1 l-JrCXP3) 7440, 74~0. 7450 
7440 AA2( JI, 3 )•00HXHY•(NNYB( I• t ,J)•OJc( I+ t. J)•NNXB( I .J· t) •ov (I. J- I) 
I 
•OOHXHY•{C;r:( I• 1,J)•CX( J+ 1.J) I 
-PC I( I+ 1 ,J· t )/HZ 
AAJ( It ,4) •-2 .O• {HYOHX3'(0X( I ,J}+OX{ J +I ,J)) 
•OOHXHY •(NNYB( I• 1. J) •ox{ I• t ,J) •NNXB( 1. J )•av( I ,J)) 
•OOHXHY•( ·CX( I• t .J )·CX( I+ t ,J+ t) 
-CX( I• I ,J)~cxc J•t ,J•') )-OOHX 
•PX t (I• 1, J) 
....... ( 1 I , '.J) •OOHXHY. (~Ye (I.'. J) •ox ( J •'. J) •NNXB( 1. v•') ·ov ( J • J• I) 
t J 
1 •OOHXHY•(CX( I• 1,V• I )•CX( 1•1 .Jt t)) 
::2 -PC2(1+t,J•t)/HZ 
l.C50 IF( 11• t'-MXPJ) 1460, 7500, l'SOO 





- . 25•00HX2•AX( I• I, J) 
CONTINUE 
BEGIN MAIN SOLUTION FOQ COMPOSITE MQO(l DEFLECTIONS 
00 Hi15 l•t,MX.PJ 
At(l.t)•A(l.J·tJ 
A2( I, t)•A( I .J-21 
00 t5t0 K•t,MXPl 
881(1,K )•8(1,K,J-' I 
882(1,KJ•8(1,K,J-2J 
CCt(l,KJ•C(l,K,J-t) 
CC2( I ,KJ•CI I ,K.J-2 J 
t5 10 CONTINUE 
15 t5 CONTINUE 
JJ•J 
CALL MATRIX(lt,JJ,MXPJ,MY) 
00 1585 l•t,M.XPJ 
A( I, J) •AA( I, I) 
00 1580 K•l,MXPJ 
8( I .K,JJ•88( I .KJ 
C( I ,.I( I J)•CC( I, I( J 
l!BO CONTINUE' 
I S85 CONT I NUE 
7600 CONT 1NU£ 
c 




00 1650 LL•J.J.nP5 
J•MY •8 -LL 
DO 1625 I•l.MXPJ 
Wt(l.t)•'ll'(J.J+t) 
W2(J l)•W(l.J•:2l 
Al( I. t)•A( l..JI 
DO f620 k• 1, "IXPJ 
B811.K)•8(1.t<.J) 
CC( I, Kl •CC I. t<. J l 
lb;!C CONT lNUE 
11;25 CONT1NUE 
CALL M&TMP"f(1..t.MXPJ.1,88,W1.A1) 
CALL MATMP"f(Ll.MXP'J.1.cc .... 2.A:2) 
DO 1630 f• 1.MxPJ 
lit{ I . .J)•.U.( I. I )•A 1( 1, I )•A2( I. I) 
'630 CONTINUE 
•(;.':O CONTINUE 
W( 1. 3) •2. •"W( I. 4 I-Wt 1, 5) 
'll'(MXPJ.3)•2 •w(MXPJ,4)-W{MXPJ,5) 
W(1.MYP5)•2 •li{t.M.'l'P-4)-'W(1,MYPJ) 
W( M)(PJ, Ji1'1'P5) •2. •-.( MXPJ, MVP4) • Wf MXP3, MYPJ) 
DO 1665 J•J ,MYP'S 
DO 1660 l•J,MxPS 
I l •MXPS+J- l 
'II'( I I, JI •'II'( I I - 2. JI 
:66..., CONT INU£ 
1665 CONTINUE 
00 1670 J•J.1.ilYP5 





IF I I CO E 0 t I GO TO 1 9 1 1 
DO 1910 J•4.MYP4 
DO 1910 l•4.MXP4 
Yl(l,J)•(W(J J) .. X'ril"lilll.JJl/:2 
'91C CONTINUE 




GO TO 1986 
•=:f8~ 00 19156 .J•,fi .M~P4 
DO 1986 1•4.l•O"P.t 
IF(LAMB EQ 61 00(1.J)•QOll.J)•( S"fM•QQlllJ,J)-0011.dll/2 
JF{LAMB EO 7) OO(J.J)•SVM·oo1111.Jl 
IF(L&MB EC 81 STOP 
• 98~ O:ONT I NUE 
CHECK FOR OH CONV[~GE,...CE Of THE COMPOS I TE .._OOH 
00 1997 V•4.M'IP.t 
00 1997 l •4, MXP• 
IF(OABS(W{l,Jll GT DH) DEf•W(l.Vl 
IF(0&8S(XW"tit(I J)I G1 OHL) DEfL•.lliiW(l • ..JJ 
· 99 ·r CONT I NUE 
WOI•OEr-oEFL 




• 9~h CONT I NuE 
Ml Z•MI Z• 1 
JF(KASH LE IS'l'MI) GO TO 679 
9990 CONT I NUE 





SUBllOUT lN[ MA T,R,( 'HI 11. PHI Y t. 'HllY I, [,Sllll I. l,SWY t, l'MIY I, (I, I,. 
t IX.SI. I vs I. NMll ....... ,. ,NNIS. ,..,,, • ,._ •• , •• ,, 'asrr .tc:. i. • &lJIH&. 
2 YSUIN,C8,CS,YILSTZ) 
IMPllCIT A(AL•lfA•H.O•Z) 
C· .• ··THIS IOUTIMl TAK(S JN THE CUAYUUHS ·~ '~ NIDOLI su•r&C( 
C··---STAAJHS or TH( NOC[$ D' TH[ PlU( UC) CAlCULATlS lH( IOUIYAl,(HT 
C··-·-MATllUL ,DO,(RTUS O' TH[ MOOCS or (.ICH COMPONENT 0' THI 'L.11( 
C · · · · ·NOOH. 
c 
c 
DIMENSIOH SUll (211, SUBl( 211. SUU(2 I I 
DIMENSION •Hll 1( 27, 27) ,•HIY 1(27 ,27). •HIXY 1(27, 27) ,l'SIU I (21 ,211. 
I [PSMYl(21, 211.EPNXY 1(27, 27), US 1(21, 211, El( 21,27) ,CY(21,21), 
I CVSI (21. 21) ,oa<Xl(21, 21) ..... Yl(27. 27) ,MNlSC21,211. .... vs(21. 211 
OIN[NSIOH SICX(2 I), SICv( 21). TlU(2 I I. 5'(21). SH(21 I. '1211. 
I &Sf (21,27, 2 I) ,&SH( 21,27 ,2 I ),HI 21, 21,2 I) 
OIN[NSIDN C8(21,21).CS{21.21) 
DIMENSION [PSX( 2 I,. c•sv ( 2 t). [PSO ( 2 ti 
l[Al•I NJl,NJY 
l[&l•I NEUO 
l(&l •I NJIS ,NJYS".NJXSN, NJYSN, MJ., MY. MJt'f .N.JXI, NJYI, MJllN,NJYIN 
llAL•I NM.I.I ,...,Yl.NNXS, .....,YS 
COlilNOH Pl 
COMMOftil/'l'/XJ.1 
CO""DH/ZAP/Z[Pl( 21, 21, 2 I), ZE"l21, 21. 2II,UPlY(17, 21. 2 I I, 
' ...... ,21.21.211 
Y llSTS•YllSTZ 










IPSMXY•D&IS(IPNlv I( I ,J) I 
(,ltXY t ( l. J) •IPSlrlJtY 
TOLl•.OOOOOOOt 
Jf(l,SM.XY .ro. TOLA .01. lll''SMlY .l(. TOLA) fll'SMXY•O. 
lf(,Hll:t .lo. TOLA .01. "HllY .Lr. TOl.&),HJJtY•.o 
IJ20 ' f011 .. AT·(211) 
132t 'ODW.&.T(l,U.I) 
111 00 12t l•t, 2t 
SIGX(l)•O 
SIGY(l )oO. 
TAU( I) •O. 
SUll 1(1 )oO. 
SUU( I )•O. 
SUU( I )•O. 
12 t CONT INJl 
Nr4•2t 
...,, . ...,_' 
.... N-111/2•' 
ZINCIT•TH/N<.!t 
DO I) I• t ..... 
IN I• I• I 
£'SI( I) •[PSNJ.•PM1l•hit•11 MCA t 
OJ SUB I (I I •OSl( II 
DO l)t l•t.NM 
J•l&IS(NN+l•IJ 
tJt l'S.X(J)•SU9t(I) 
00 .. , ..... .... 
JMt•IAIS( ...... J) 
"' l'SX( I )•l,SM.l-ll"HU•.JM1•11MC•T 
DO tS l•t.t44 
JNt• I• t 
l'SY( l) •l,SMY•PHI Y• IM t •ZINCIT 
15 SUl2(1 )o[PSY( I) 
DO t'lf l•t,Nil 
J•IAISC,.,..• l•I J 
151 [PSY(Jl•SU82(1) 
00 11 l•toae,...., 
JllC1•1AIS(NM•J I 
11 l•SY ( l )•l•SMY•,HI Y•JM 1 •l INClf w 
U) 
552•55 
NUYB •NlJYB•. OOOt 
'JO 
" ,, 
NUXB•MX/MY •NUYl•PHI Y /(PHI X.OIUYl•PHI Y-IU/NY•NJYl•PHI X) 
EXB• 12. • l I. -NUYI •NUXB J/( TH•• 3. • ( PHIX+M..IYl•PHIY)) •MX 
EYB•t2.•(1.•NUYll.,,AJX8 )/(TH••3.•(PHIY•NUX8•PHIXll •MY 
P• 12. •NXY /( TH .. 3. •PHI XY) 
•• 
••• 










~lff'U:IDJ/i2. • (I •D50RT(NUYB•NUX8))) 
SS••SS/P 
HIS53 .GT. I . .I.NJ. 554 .Ll. I.) GO TO 21 
IF(SS3 .LE t .. &NO. 554 .GT. I.) GO TD 21 
M.nB•NUYB• .0001 
GO TO 30 
G•P 
IF(NUXB .GT 5 QA N\JYB .GT 5) GO TO 4100 







IF(D&BS(EPSMXY J·TDLSI 10036, 10036, 10035 
IF (O&BS( EPSMX-EPSMY I· TOLL) 100'79. 100'79. 100'111 
CONTINUE 
NUXS•NNXS(K· I.LI 
NUYS•NNYS( K- 1. L) 
E XS•PX • { 1. ·NUXS J / (TH• EPSMX} 
EYS•EXS 
G•EXS/(2. •(I .•NUXS)) 
If(NUXS .GT. S .OA NUYS .GT. 5) GD TD 4100 
GO TO 10001!1 
CONT IMJE 
MJXS• ( EPSMX ·P•/PY • £PSMY )/ ( EPSMX •PX/PY· EPSMY I 
MJXS•O&BS(M.Jr.S) 
tF(ALPH.I .ED. 0 '""° NUXS LE PA) NUXS•PA 
MJYS•~XS 
E TS•PV• { t. ·MJYS• • 2. }/ (TH• I EPSNY.,.1\J.lS • EPSMX)' 
EXS•EYS 
G•EYS/(2. •( t .•MJYS) J 
IF(MJXS .GT 5 .DA NUYS .GT 5) GO TO 400 




NJXS•PX/PY•N.JYS •[P$10 / ( EPSMX•MJYS• EPSNY • PX/PY•MJYS• EPSMX) 
NUXS•OABS(NUXS I 
EXS•PX• ( t. ·P•l.JYS •NUXS )/ (Ht• ( EPSMX+EPSMY •NUYS)) 
[YS•PY•( I. -NUXS•N.JVS )/(TH• ( EPSMY+EPSMX•NUXS)) 
P•PXY I ( TH•fPSMXY) 
S•OSOAT( EXS•EYS )/C 2. • ( t •DSOAT{NUXS•MJYS)) 
S 1 •S 
MJYS•N.JYS+. 0001 
NUXS•PJ./PY•NUYS•EPSMY I ( EPSMX+NUYS•EPSMY • PX/PY •NUYS •EPSMX) 
NUXS•D&BS(NUXS) 
EXS•PX• ( t. •NJYS•NUXS )/(TH• (EPSMX+ EPSMY•~.IYS)) 
EYS•PY • ( t. -NUJ.S•NUYS )/{TH• ( EPSMY+EPSNX•NUXS)) 
P•PXY /(TH• EPSNXY) 
S•DSORT (£XS•l'YS )/ ( 2. • C I. •DSOAl (NUXS•NUYS)) 
52•5 
NUYS•NJYS+ .0001 
NUXS•PX/PY•NUYS •f.PSMY / ( EPSMX•NUY5•EPSNY • PX/PY •MJYS •EPSMX) 
NUIS•DABS(NUXS I 
EXS•PX• ( t. ·NJYS•NUXS )/ (TH• ( f.PSNX+f.PSMY•NUYS)) 
f.'YS•PY • ( t. ·NJXS•NUYS )/(TH• UPSMY+EPSNX•NUXS)) 
P•PJtY /( TH•(PSMXY) 
S•OSOATUIS•EY51/(2. •(I .•D50AT(NUIS•NUYSI I 
54•5/P 
53•$ 1/52 
lf(S3 .LE. t. .ANO. 54 .CT. I.I GO TO 32 
IF 153 . CT. I. • ANO. $4 • U . I. I GO TO 32 
3004 fOAMAT(ft0.41 
33 NUYS•NUYS• .OOOt 
GO TO 31 
32 C•P 
lf( .... 15 .GT •• 5 .OR. NUYS .GI .. 51 GO TO 400 












NNIB(K, L J • .... 18 
NNYl(K.Ll•NUYB 
NNXS(K,L)•NUIS 














CS(K, L )•ALPHA/3. 
Cll(K, L )•ALPHA/3. 
21 RE TUAN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE flXt(D,Lt,111<) 




IFCL3 .LT. OI GO TO 500 
DO tOO l•t,NC 
lfll(I )•0 
ll•D( I, I I 
lf(DAIS(lll .LT. t.OE•tSI CO TO 100 





IFlll II• 1 
tOO CONTINUE 
GO TO t100 
$00 CONTINUE' 
00 100 l•t,NC 







SUS ROUTINE DA TSWS{ NJT. MoiEM, HX, HY I 
IMPLICIT REAL•l(J.·H,O·ZJ 
C0""'40N/OA T /CORDX( 44 t) ,CORDY ( 44 t), COIOIOZ ( 44 t J, 
I EC( 27, 27) ,(X(27, 27), EY(27, 27) ,A[( t&AO), JT( tlAO), ICT l t6401. 
2 AX(27,27),A't(27,27),AC(27,27J 
COMMON/ lNCR/NX ,lllV ,MXP2, MXP3. MXPAI, MXP5, NXP7. 
I MYP2, lilYP3, NYPAI, M'tP5, MYP7 
-CONSTANTS 
MXP t•NX• I 
MYP I •MY• I 
JOINTS CO-ORDINATES 





DO tOO J•t,NYPt 




COADX(NJ)•( I· I )•HX 
COROY{NJ)•(J· I )•HY 
100 CONTlNUf 
-CALCULI.TE NEMSER CONNECTIVITY At-() ITS STlf"FNESS 
... EMBEP IN x-oigECTION 
MN•O 
00 330 JJ•t,JOPt 




JT( ..... )•(JJ· t )•MXPt•I I 
KT (MN)• ( JJ • t ) • NXP t • f t I+ I ) 
If ( ..;..; . NE. t) GO TO 3 tO 
.l[(MN)•AX( 11 ,JI )•EX( I 1.J1 I 
GO TO 330 
JtQ JF(J.J .NE. NYPt) GO TO 320 
lE (MN)., lX ( l I. J 1 - I)• Ell I l I, J 1 • I ) 
GO TO 330 
J20 l.E(MN)•U,( 11.Jl )•[X{ f I ,J1 )•AX( I I .JI· t )•EX( l 1,Jt- t) 
J30 CONTINUE 
::- .. --MEMBER IN v~otRECTION 
00 370 11 • t, Ml.PI 
DO 370 JJ• t, WY 
I I• 1 J +4 
Jl•.JJ•4 
MN•MN• t 
JT(MN)•(JJ- I) •JiU.P 1•l1 
KT(~)• ( JJ) •MXP t + 11 
If I I 1 NE. t) CO TO J60 
AE(.....,)~ l't(lt,Jtl•EY(tt.Jll 
CO TO 370 
J60 lf(lt NE. NXPI) GO TO 3Ei!i 
A[ (MN)• AV ( J I - 1 . JI ) • [Y { I I - I. J 11 
GO TO 370 
J6 S A[ f MN)• A y ( I t • J t I• E Y C I I . J 1 I• A Y ( I I - I . J t I •EV ( I I - t , JI ) 





C·---·MEMlllER IN XV DIRECTION 
c 
DO 310 JJ• t ,MY 
00 310 II• t • MX 
I t•l I•• 
Jt•JJ• .. 
.... ...,., 
JT( .... )•(JJ· t )•MXPhl I 
KT( ... )•(JJ)•M•PI+( 11+1 l 
U( ... )•&C( I I ,JI l•EC( I I ,JI) 
310 CONTINUE 
DO 390 JJ•2 ,MYP t 
DO 390 ll•t,MX 
.... , ... 
Jt•JJ• .. 
........... ' 
JT( ... )•(JJ• I) •ll<P t+ll 
KT( ... )•(JJ·2) •IU<PI+( 11+ I I 




SUIAOUTINE MATRIJl(Lt 0 JJ 0 MXP3,MYl 
IMPLICIT RUl •l(A•H,O·Z) 
COMMON/MUI/ Ut(23) ,&&2(23. 3), &&3(23,5) ,&U(23,3), 
I U5(23),&&1(23),U(23, I ),Al(23, I ),&2(23.1), 
2 18(23, 23) ,Hl(23, 23) ,192(23, 23) ,CC(23,23l, 
3 CCl(23, 23l ,CC2(23,23) ,UUC(23,23, 2 I .Ol 23.23), E(23. 23 l .Ot (23. 23 l 




00 535 llC• t ,MXP3 
00 530 l•t,MX'3 





00 S<IS K• t, MXP3 










DO 560 l•t.MX'3 
&2(1, l)•U( I. tl+&I( I, I I 
560 CONTINUE 
DO 570 l•t,MX.P3 
Al(l, 1)•&2(1, l)•&U( I) 
570 CONTINUE 
100 
CALL M&TMPY(Lt,N.XP3, t,0,At,AA) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE lllATNPY(Mt, l2, l. x, Y, Z) 
JMPLJCIT IEAL •l(A·H.O·Z) 
OJM(NSIC>ftl .l(Nt,Mt),Y(Ml,l).ZfNl,l) 
DO 100 l•l,l2 
DO tOOM•t,L 
Z( 1.11)•0.0 
DO 100 K•l,l2 








CO 100 l•l,L2 
DO 100 J•t,L2 




'j.UBROUT I NE MAT.& 1 (MI. L 2, l. 1 J, 't' I 
JMPlICIT R(&L•l(.t.·H,0-ll 
DIMENSION X3(Ml.31.l(M1,M1J,T(Ml.M!I 
MM t •L2· I 
DO 50 l•t.L.2 
0050J•l,l:1 
Yf1.Jl•ZC1.v• 
~0 CONT 1NU£ 
00 100 1•2,MMt 
Y ( l. I· t) • Y C I. I · I I• .I. JI I . I I 
YH,l)•YIE,IJ•ltJ(l,2) 
YII.I•t)•vll.l•1J•XJ(l 3! 
·I)(' f'ONT Ir-NE 
'Y j I, I) •Y ( t, I) +JtJ( I, 2) 
V( l,2)•YI 1,2)+XJ( t,J) 
Y(l2,\.2·1J•Y(l2.L2·1)•X3Cl2.t) 
YI l2. l2 )•Y(L2 .l2 ).aJ( L2. 2) 
Q[TUQN 
ENO 
SU8QQUTJN( M&TA.2(\.1. Ml. l_.1.J,q 
IMPLICIT AEAL•I (l-H,0-l) 
DIMENSION XJ(Lt.5).Z(Lt.Lt} Y(Ll.Ltl 
.... , ... ' - 2 
00 100 1•3,MW2 
Y(J.l·2)•Z(J,l-2)•X3(f,t) 
Y(J.1•1)•2( 1.l · 1 )+X3( J ,:2) 
Y( t .1 )•ZCJ, I )+X3( I .3) 
Y( I. P1)•Z(J, 1•t)•X3(1.41 
YI I . I + 2) • Z C I . I + 2) + X 31 I . S l 
100 CONTINUE 
V{ ' - 1 i •ZI I. 1) •XJ( 1. 3 I 
Y( 1,2)•Z(l,2)•XJ( 1.4) 
Y( 1.:IJ•ZI t,l)+XJ( 1.5) 
Y( 2, 1 )•Z(2, l)+X3(2,2) 
Y( 2, 2)•Z(2, 2 )+XJ( 2, J) 
YI 2. ll•Z( 2. ll•ll( 2. •I 
Y(2.4)•Z(2,4)+X3(2.5) 
Y l M 1 • 1. Mt· 3) •ZOU· 1, M 1 - JI• XJ IM I - I. I) 
Y{WI· 1,Ml•2)•Z(N1• l,M1-2)•XJ{,..l-1,2) 
Y(MI- I .Wt.' )•Z(W\ • 1,Ml - 1 )•X~(Mt.' .Jl 
r(NI· t ,Jiil )•Z(MI· t .Wt )+XJ(MI· I, 4) 
'(Mt_Jill1·2)•Z(Mt.Jillt•2)+XJ(MI, 1) 
v(Nl.Ml•t)•Z(Mt.Ml·l)HJ(Ml,2) 
dMl.Ml}•l(MI Mtl .... J(Ml.'3) 
RE TUAN 
'"" 
SUBROUTJN( NATIO'lfli41,l2.L.'-,Y ll 
IMPLICIT AE&L•81&-H.O·ll 
OIM£NS10N X(lilt).ZP,n L).Y(Jo11.L I 
00 100 l•t.L2 
DOIOOJ•l,l 
Zfl .J)•Xf ll•YC I .Jl 
'00 CONT INUf 





SU8ROUTINl INTER• (11, JI. 12. J2 .D. ICARO. z. IS. l8, IG, l2. l3. ICX, ICY I 
IMPLICIT WlAL•&(A-H,O•ZI 
OIMlNS ION 11(201, 12 ( 201. JI I 201. J2 ( 20).01201, ZI 27. 271 
CON>IOH/INCR/IU,MY ,llX•2 ,MXP3 ,IU,. ,IU•S.IU•7, 
t llYP2 .MY,:I, MYP4 • WYP!l 0MYfi'7 
10 ,OAM&T(/,'O&Tl TYPE NOT PROPULY DHINlO 'DA INTfAP 'I 
20 FORMAT(/, • UROR IN INPUT OF OAT& FOR OISTll8UTION 'I 
30 FORM&T(/SIH STATIONS NOT IN PROPER OROlA fOA INT[APOL&TION 
u~. • .oi ... ts 




00 100 J• t. MYPl 




IF(ICARO .fO. 01 CO TO 3000 
IPL•4 





IF(IX2 .LT. Ill) GO TO 1500 
IF(JY2 .LT. JVt) CO TO 5500 
ISV•O 
JSV•O 
IF(U2 .GT. 1111 ISV•I 
t F ( JY2 _CT. JY I) JSV• I 
C··--··DIST•lllUTE DATA OVER &REA DOIN£0 av IJ.t.Jltt.IX2.JX2 
c 
C· ••• •CH[Cll( 'OR TYltl or DATA 
lf(IS .GT. OI CO TO 700 
IF( II .GT. O)CD TO 200 
IF( IG .GT. 0) GO TO 300 
c 
c 
C- ··-·TY,( CF OAT& DIEFINEO•••[RAOI 
PAJNT tO 
CD TO 8000 
C· ···•SIT Ull' IHTUtll'OlATION FOR C.RJO ANO BAR TY'E DATA 
200 IF(ICX.[Q. I) CO TO 210 
IF(JSV .OT. O) GO TO 500 
IF(O(L) .lO. 0.01 CD TO 2000 
CD TO 275 
2SO lf(ISV .GT. OI co TO 500 
IF(O(LI .EO. O.Ol GO TO 2000 
275 PRINT 10 
00 TO &000 
300 IF(ISV .[0. I) CO TO •OO 
IF(D(LI .EO. 0.01 CD TO 2000 
PRIHT 20 
CD TO &000 
400 lf(JSV .EO. ') GO TD 4$0 
IF(O(ll .lO. 0.01 CO TO 2000 
PRINT 20 
GD TO SOOO 
450 IXhlXt+t 
JYt•JYt+t 
500 lf(ICll .EO. t) lJl.t•IXt•I 
J f ( I CY • EO. t ) JY t •JY t • t 
ISV•O 
J$\h0 
700 00 1100 J•JYl 0 JY2 
DO tSOO I •IX t, IX2 
.l:-
N 
CWX• t .0 
CN'i• 1.0 
If( 15W . EO. O) CO 10 900 
lf(JSW .ro. 01 co TO 800 
lf{J .EO. J'f't) CNY•0.5 
lF(J.[0. JY2) CNV•.5 
IF(I .EO. IXtl CMX•.5 
tF(l .EO. tll.2) CMX•,5 
GO TO 1000 
900 If( l [0. IX I) CMll•. 5 
Ifft .EO. 11.2) ClllCX•.5 
GO TO 1000 
~00 IF(JSW .[Q. 0, GO TO 1()(X) 
lF(J CO. Jl'I) CMV•.S 
JJ'(J .EO . .;v:n CNV•.5 
'000 C)ilP•CMX•CM'f 
IF(OABS(O(L)) .LT. [Pl O(LJ•O.O 
IF(OA9S(Z(l.J)) .LT, !P) Z(t,JI• O 
2{ t. J)•Z( 1,J) •Clo•P•O(L \ 




5500 PQINT 30 




SU6'10UT IN[ Ml TJlL(J:. l I. L2) 
IMPLIClf RUL•l!llA·H.O·ZI 
QfMENStON A(lt.Lt) 
00 200 l•t.L2 
DO 150 J• I. I 
SUM•O. 0 
DO 100)(•l.L2 
SUM•SUM+XCK. I )•J:(liC.J) 
• 00 CONT I NU( 
Jf I. J J •SUN 
1 ~O CONT I NUf 
ioo CONT I NUE 
Q£ TUAN 
'"" 
'SUBAOUT IN[ INV\. T 11 A.LI .L2) 
IMPLICIT Q[aL•l!l(A·t~.C-ZI 
01,.(NStON l(l t, L 1 I 
00 50 t.', L 2 
J:(1.1l•1 0/J:l l.1 l 
':lQ CONT INU£ 
L2Ml•L2-, 
00 200 J•t.L2M.I 
JP 1•J+1 
DO 150 I •JP I. l 2 
IN1•1•! 
SUM•O. 0 
DO 120 l(•J. IMI 
SUN• SUN~._ ( 1 • w; ) •:I. I K . .J I 
120 CONT I NU[ 
ll 1.J)•J:( 1.1) •SUM 




SU8AOUT lNE RT SR( JI• S, Jl) 




DIMENSION A(l.l),5(1,6). X(l.Ol. T(l.O} 
00 20 l•t.I 
00 20 J• t •• 
TEMP•ZERO 
00 tO k•t,I 
HMP•TENP+RIM. I )•S(K.J) 
10 CONTINUE 
T( I .JJ•TEMP 
20 CONTINUE 
oo •o J • t. 1 
00 •O J•t.6 
TEMP•ZEAO 
00 30 k•1.I 
TEMP• TEMP+T (I. K) •A(K ,J) 
30 CONTINUE 
JI.( I ;J)•TEMP 




IMPLIClt REAL •IU-H.0-Z) 
REAl•I AllSf 
C THJS ROUTINE TAliC:ES THE INV£ASE OF A SYMMETRIC POSITJV£0Ef. 
C MATRIX USINO A COMPACTED CUOLESKI OECONPOSJTIC>Jrl PROCEDURE 
C A FULL DIMENSIONED MAtAll IS A[OUIAEO BUT ONLY THE LOWU 
c HALF 15 USED av THE THREE AOUTJNES DRIVEN llV INVRI 
OIM£NSIDN X(Ll,LI) 
IF(U• lllOO. I0.20 
10 IF(OAH(l( 1 0 II) .LT. E· 10) GO lO 000 
l(l.1)•1.0/X(l.I) 
GO TO SOO 
20 lf(L2•2) 30.30.•0 
30 Sl•l(l,l)•lU.21·X(l,2)•l(2,I) 
IF (OHS(SI) .LT. £·10) GO TO 100 
51•1./SI 
S•J.( t, q 
l( 1. ll•Sl .. U,2l 
X(2,2)•St•S 
X(l,2)•·51-X(l,2} 
X(2. l)•·Sl•X(2, I) 
GO TO~ 
•O C&LlFIXl(X.Ll,l2) 




DO 100 1"2,L2 
KC•J • t 
l>O SO J• I ,kC 




900 PAINT IOl.((X(l.J).J•l.L21.l•l,L2l 






SUBROUT JNE JNPLAN(NJT ,NM£M) 
IJitPltCtf Rfll•IU-H.O·l) 
C· •THIS SUBROUllNf CALCULATES JHE R£5ULUNT rORCES Al f.lCH JOINT 
C · IN TH( MflllBR&N( MODEL 
DIMENSION SM.(6.6) ,AT (6,6), SSU( H 1), SSV( 44 t), f( tl2J) ,Of C t32J). 
1 U( 1323),fl(•Ul),F'Y(Ht).RZ(<t•t) 
C0"'40N/STlff/SI ( 1323 ,69) 
COMMON/0ll/CODOX(4.t t) ,COROY(441) ,COQOZ(44 t). 
1 tC( 27, 27), £X( 27, 27), £'1'(27, 27). H( 16-40). JT ( 1640) ,KT( 16•01. 
2 AXl:Z7.27),AY(27,:2l).AC(27,27) 
COM"40N/PLANE./Pl {27, :n I ,PY (27 .271.W( 27, 27 ).SU( :n. :n I. svt:n' 21 I. 
1 VU(21,2'J).VY{27,21) 
COMMON/ lNCG /MX, MY. MXP2, MXP3, MXP4, MXP5. MXP7 
M't'P2, MYPJ. MYP .. , MVP$, M'iP7 
C FORMAT SU.f[MfNTS 
:"t090 FORMAT ( U., 15, 7Jt., IPOIO. 3, ~X .D '0. 3, SX ,010. 3) 
12300 FORMAT(//45H Jf.NO J:·OISP. Y·OISP 
l 1'5H Z-DISP. /, 
2270 FORMAT(// 28H MEM. A.llll FORCE /) 
nao f"ORNAT(lll,J5,2X, IP30tl.3,3X,3Dtt.3) 
22900 FORM&T(///31H SUPPORT AEACftONS· .LOlOlNG NO. • U. 
1 // 45H JT .NO X.·AEACJ V-RtACT. 
2 1'5H Z•REACT ,/) 
Qfl.l •II SORT 
SQRT( X) •DSORT ( .l) 
MlP2 •Wl+2 
MVP2•MY+2 
MXP 1 •MX• I 
NSIZE• t323 
WI DE •69 
00 100 I•• ,NJ;Pol 
00 tOO J•4 ,MVP4 




SSV(NJ)•SV( I ,J) 
Rl(NJ)•V(l,J) 
COQOZ(NJ}•-.(1,Jl 




00 210 l•t.NOF 
U( L) •O. 0 
OF(L)•O.D 
00 260 l(•t,M'ttC 
SI ( L. K) •D. 0 
260 CONT I h\.1£ 
2 70 CONT I >UE 
SET UP STRUCTURE STIFFNESS MATRl.1. 
00 330 MN• I, """'(M 
JMN•,.IT(MN) 
KMN•Kf(MN) 
Ok•COROx tKMN > -co.:ro.x c ~MN 1 
DY •CORDV(KMN )-CORDY( .J""IN) 
OZ•COROZ( KMN) ·COROZ( .JMN) 
x:L .. so1n <ox ·011.+ov •DY~ ot•oz l 
C.X•OX/X.l 
CY •OY /XL 
Cl•Ol/H 
.1.[M•AE(MNJ 
CALL TRSJF(Cl,CY,CZ,Xl,AEM,SM '1-T) 
110 CAl.l RTSRIRT,SW,SM) 
c 
C·· ···ADD llENBU STIFFNESS MATRIX TO STAUCTUE STIFFNESS MATRIX 





00 330 1•1.3 
DO 320 JS•JSTRT ,JSTDP 
SI ( IDOW1+l ,JSl•SI ( IROWl+I, JS )+SN( I ,JS• I• I) 
SI (IDOW2+1,JS)•SI( IROW2+ I ,JS )•SM( 1+3,JS+l+2) 
320 CDNTlh\JE 
tJSTOP•.JSTOP• 1 
lf(JT(MNJ .CT. KT(MN)) CO TO 32• 
IS• IROW2· IROW I+ I 
00 322 JS•l,3 
Sl(IROWl+l ,JS+IS·l )•SN( I ,JS•J) 
322 CONTI HUE 
ao To no 
324 IS•IROWl•IAOW2+t 
D0321JS•l,3 
Sii 180112+1,JS+IS•l )•SN( 1•3.JS) 
321 CONTINUE 
330 CONTlh\JE 
C····AOO ELASTIC DUTHINTS ANO REVISE FDD SPEClfllO DISPLACEMENTS 
C··•• •• AOD EUSTIC R[STUINTS TO STIFFNESS MATRIX 
C•·•••• SET UP TEllPDRADY LOAO YfCTDR TO ACCCIUllT fOD SPECIFIED DISPLACEMENT 
00 .ttO l•t.NJT 
Jfl•3•(1· I) 
JIOW•JM+J 
SI (Jfl+ I, I) •Sl(Jfl+ I, I )•SSU( I) 
SI (Jfl•2. l)•S l(JN•2, I) •SSY(I) 
SI( Jfl+J, IJ•Sl(J11+3. t)+ I .00+50 
"0 CONTINUE 
c 
C·· ••• DECOMPOSED STIFFNESS MITRU 
CALL DCMP8D( Sl.NlllDE .NS l?E ,llW ,llOf) 
C·······INITULIZE LOAO VECTOI 
.t20 DO 430 l•t.NOF 
F(l)•O.D 
•30 CONTINUE 
C·····RUD AND ECHO JOINT LOADS 
c 
00 ••O l•t,NJT 
.JROW•3•(J•t) 
f(JAO'i•if·fi(j )+OF (JROW•, I 
f(JROW'+2) •F'f'( I ) •OF ( JAOW• 2) 
F ( JAOV+J) •OF ( JDOW+3) 
440 CONT IMJ( 
C······ 
c:----~ SOLVE roA "°INT DISPL.t.Cf.MENTS 
CALL SLVBD( SJ• F, U.NV10£, NSI Zf, MWO. NOF) 
00 ltO J••.MYl'.t 
00 510 l••.MllP4 
NJ•(.J .. il )•NJl:ltt• ( J -3) 
JN•3•(NJ-t) 
W(l,J)•U(JN•I) 






DIMENSION l(Ll,LO,T( 100) 
tO FORMAT( /ISX,'N:>N·,OSJTIVE OfFJNJT( MATRIX (NCOlJHT(lfO') 
U FOQNAT(/,SX, 13(10,3) 
00 20 l•l,l2 
T( l)•I( I, I) 
20 CONTIN..1£ 
IF(l(l,I) .LE. 0.0) GO TD •000 
I( I, 0 •DSOll( X ( I , I ) ) 
St•1./X(t,I) 





L 2111 t •t.:Z - 1 
00 200 J•2 ,L2N.1 
S•O.O 
J.Mt•J· I 
DO 120 K•t,JMt 
S•S+X(J,K)•X(J,K) 
CONTINUE 
!r( X(J. J) .LE, S) GO TO 4000 
<{J, J) •OSOOT ( X( J, J) -S) 
Sl• I .O/X(J,J) 
JP 1 •J+t 
DO 19() l•JP1,L2 
S•O.O 
oo tao w:•t . .JMt 
S•S+Jl(l.K)•X.(J.K) 
, ao CONT 1 NUE 




00 250 K•1.L2Mt 
S•S+X( L2, K) ·~( L2 ,K) 
2'50 CONTINUE 
S .. (L2,L2)·S 
JF(S .L£. 0.0) GO TD .. OC>O 
X(L2,L2)•DSQRT(SI 
RE TURN 
•000 PRINT 10 
X( I. I )•Tl I) 
00 400 1 •2, L2 
K•l ·I 
X( 1.11 •Tl ll 
00 350 J•l,k 
X( l.J)•X(J. l) 
3SO CONTINUE 
4 00 CONT I NJ[ 
00 500 t•t,L2 
SOO PAINT 15.0.CJ,J).J•l,L2) 
STOP 
ENO 
SUBROUT JNE SL V80( S., F .U. H's' JOE , HS I Zf. MWO, NQf 
IMPt.JCIT REAL•B(A-H,0-Z) 
OIM£NS JON S(N51 l£ ,NWID£ L ff HSI 2E) .Uf NSI ll J 
00 120 1• •. ,..,.,,. 
J• I ·M'lt'O+ I 
JF(J+, .lE. MWO) J•1 
SUN.•F( t) 
fFlt EO. I) CO TO 110 
JllN.•J - ' 
00 tOO K•J,JLIN. 
SUJrill•SUM- S(K. I ·K+ 1) •U(K I 
100 CONT INU( 
1 10 U(J )•SUN•$(1, t) 
, 20 CONT I MJE 
00 150 11• l,NOF 
l•NOF•t•ll 
J•l•MWO·t 
IF l ...i GT. N0') J•t-.llf 
su~·UI I) 
IFCt•t .GT. J) CO TO t<tO 
KS• t • t 
00 1JO K•KS.J 
SlJlll•SUlirl-S(t.K·l•t, •U(K) 
1 30 CONT I NU£ 







C--·-· SET UP STIF,NESS A.NJ TAANSFORMA.T!ON MATRICES 
IMPLICIT UAL •l(A•H,O·ZI 
c 
DIMENSION S(l,l),A(S,I) 
DATA ZERO, EP/Q.0000, l.00·06/,0NE/1.0000/ 
oo •oo r•t.• 
DO 100 +J•l,I 
S( I ,J)•ZERO 
A( I .Jl•ZEAO 
100 CONTINUE 
AEOL•At/XL 
S( t. l)•AEOL 
S(t ... )•·AEOl 
SI<, l)•-lEOL 
S( 4. 4) •A.EOL 
O•DSORf(CX•CJl+CZ•CZ) 
IF(O.LE. EP) GO TO 120 








DO I 10 I• I, 3 
DO I 10 J• I.~ 




R(2, I )••CY 
R(3,3)•0HE 
1(4,S)•CY 




SUBROUT IN( OCNPBO( $.NW I 0£. NS I Zf .M'tfO. NDF) 
C - • • • - DECOMPOSE llANOEO ST J' f'Nl SS lllA TR IX 
c 
IMPLICIT li(&l•l(l-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION S(NSI ZE 0 NwJOf) 
EP• I .OE •I 
00 120 l•l.f.«lF 
1 l•NOF·l• t 
IF(llWO .U. II) ll•MWO 
00 120 J• I. II 
IJ•M'tl'O"J 
IF(l-t .LT. IJ) IJ•l•I 
!r(DABS(S(l.J)) .LT. EPI Sll.Jl•O.O 
SUM•S( I ,J) 
lr!IJ .LT. I) CO TU 102 
00 100 K•t.IJ 
JF(OlBS(S(l•K,K•I)) .LT. EP) S!l·K,K+ll •O.O 
IF(OlBS(S(l•K,K+J)) .LT. EP) SI I ·K,K•J)•O.O 
FOR SPlCE TRUSS 
IF(S(l·K,K•ll .EO. 0.0 .OR. Sl!·K,K+J) .£0. 0.01 GO TO ·100 
SUIC•SUM-$( J ·K ,k• 1) •$( J -K .K+J J 
100 CONTI.._,[ 
102 IF(J .NE. 1) GO TO 110 
ft:MP• t .O/OSORT( SUJrillJ 
$(1,J)•TEllP 
GO TO 120 
t 10 S( I ,J)•SUM•TDllP 







SU9AOUT JN( sue( AF .•SF. ASFf. 11 . JJ. THC. (PSX. (PSY. f PSAY. ALPHA. YSl A IN, 
t SIG.ll.SICY. TAU .JCH) 
IWLICIT •tAL •l(A·H.O·Z) 
C· · - ·THIS •WJINE TAK[S IN Tt-tE STATE OF SfAAIN AT A POINT Al ANY 




DIMENSION AF( 27, 27 ,2 I) ,A.SI' ( 27. 27, 2 I) ,ASFF( 27, 27 ,21 J 
DIMENSION SIG.It( 2 t ).SJGY( 2 t), TAU( 2 t), EPS.ll( 2 t I, EPSY( 21I.fPSXY(21). 
1 F(21).SF(21).SFF(21) .EPPX(21l.EPPYl21).EPPXY(21) 
•tAl•I NEUO ,MJ.lll I ,N.JYll I .NUXS I ,h\JYS I 
COflMJH ltR 
COMMOH/PAP/XXX 








NtUO•ASFF( 11,JJ. I) 
EO•&SF( 11 .JJ. I) 
GO•ASF( 11,JJ, I)/( 2. • (I. •NfUO) I 
EPSXY( I )•.5•EPSXY( I l 
EPPx( I l•O. 
EPPY( ll•O. 





IF(•AMP(IJ.JJ,I) .NE. 0.) GO TO t025 
:JO SJCU( I )•t:O/( t. ·NtU0••2. )•( EPSX( I) ·tPPX( I) ·DEPX•NEUO• ( EPSY ( 11 • 
2 EPPY(l) ·DfPY) l 
SIGY (I) •tO/( I. ·N(U0 .. 2. ) • (EPSY (I ) • EPPY (I ) ·DEPY •NEUO• tf PSX (I ) • 
2 EPPX( 11 ·DfPA)) 
TAU( I) •2. •CO• ( EPSXY( I) ·EPPlY( I) -Of PX YI. 
SI CE ff •OSQRT( SIGX(l) •S IGXI I) •S IGY( 1l•SICY(11 •3. • TAUi I l •TAU( I I· 
2 SIGX(l )•SICY(I)) 
OAN•SIGEFF ·YI LSlS 
RAN•Y ILSTZ/YSTAJN 
IF(ALPHA .CT. O.) CO TO 131 
IF(OAN .LT. 0 . .-ANO. tO .LT. RAN) CO TO 1025 
IF( SICEFF·YILSTS) t7. tit, t8 t 
131 CONTJf«JE 
IF(OAN .LT. 0 .• ANJ. (0 .LT. RAN) GO TO t025 
IF(SIGEff•YILSTS) n.n.111 
17 Otl(ltlt•O, 
GO TD 23 





SIGX( I )•RAN/( I. ·RA"2) • (EPSX( I) ·ZEPX( 11 .JJ. I) I 
SIGY(l )•RAN/( I. ·PA"2 )•(EPSY( I) ·lEPY( 11.JJ. I)) 
TAU( I) •RAN/( t. +PR)• ( EP$XY( I) ·ZEPJtY( 11, JJ, I I) 
SIGEFF•DSOAT( SICX( I )•SIGXI 1 )•SICYI I) •S JGYf I )•3. • T AUf I)• T All( I) 
·SIGX( I )•SICY( 11 l 
RAMP( 11,JJ, I)• t. 
IF((SICEfF·YILSTSI .CT. 0.1 GO TO 181 
CO TO 23 
CONTINUE 
KH•KH+ t 
DEPX•EPSX( I)/( 1000. •XKAJ) 
DEPY•EPSY( I)/( 1000. •XKAJ) 
DEPXY•EPSXY( I)/( 1000. •XKAJ) 
~ 1 SIG.X( I )•ED/( t, ·N(U0••2. )•( £,S.llC I) ·£PPXI I) ·OEPX•NEUO• C EPSY( I)· 
2 EPPY( I) •DEPY)) 
SIQY (I) •ED/( t. ·NEU0 .. 2. ) • (EPSY( I) ·EPPY (I) ·OEPY•NEUO• ( EPS.ll( I I· 
2 EPPX( I) ·DEPX)) 









OE LEPP •2. /IJ•OSOAT ( DEP.ll •OEP.ll +OEPY •OEPY •OEP.ll •OEPY •OEPX Y •OE P JC. Y I 
ALF A•OA TAN( ALPHA) 
QAMA•DATAN(ED) 
SETT A•GAfl4A·ALF A 
TY•DELEPP•DS IN( Alf A) •OS IN( GAMA)/( DSIN(BETT A)) 
SIGEFF•Y llSTS•YY 
CONTINUE 
DEPXN•DELEPP/( 2. •SICEff) • ( 2. •SICX( I)• SICY( I) I 
DEPYN•DElEPP/( 2. •SIQEff) • ( 2. •SIOY( 1) ·SICX( I) I 
DEPXYN•( 3. •DElEPP )/( 2. •S ICEff) •TAU( I) 
lf(AlPHA .GT. 0.) TOl•.0000001 
IF(ALPHA .EQ. 0.) TOL•.00005 
0El£PN•2. /IJ•OSOAT ( OEPXN•OEPXN+DEPYN•OEPYN•DE PXN •OE PYN+ 
DEPXYN•OEPXYN) 
lf(OELEPN .GT. t.) XKAJ•2, •.llKAJ 
IF(DElEPN .GT. I.) CO TO Ill 














GO TO 9 I 
CONTINUE 
.llAM•S I GEFF /( OELEPN•S I GEFF /EO I 
IF(ALPHA .EO. 0.) SF( I )•UM 




JF(AlPHA .EO. 0.) B•.W.BM·A 
II'( ALPHA .GT. 0.) 8•('r'$TAJN•(SIGEFl'·'fll5TZl/ALPHll·A 
F( I )•SIGEff 
SFF(I)•( 1.•2.•PR•A/81/(.2. •11.•A/BJI 
AF( 11.JJ. I )•F( I) 
ASF( 11,JJ, I )•SF(J) 
ASFF(ll,JJ,l)•Sff(ll 
UMP( II. JJ. I) •O. 
ZEP.W.( I I ,JJ, l )•ZEPX( JI. JJ, l )•OEPXN 
ZEPY( 11,JJ, J )•lEPY( 11,JJ, I l•OEPYN 
ZEPXY( 11 ,JJ, J) •lEPXY( I J, JJ, I )•Of PXYN 
CONJINUE 
EPSXY( I )•2. •EPSXY( I) 
NN•2 I 
IF(J·NN)25.26.26 
25 l•I • t 
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